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In Our 96th Year
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Little Miss Murray-Calloway To
Be Crowned At Pageant On Friday

her than
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. .15 Per Copy

Miss Andrea Kaye Galloway, daughter
of Hr. and Mrs. Rex Galloway, will crown
the new Little Miss Murray-Calloway
County on Friday, July 11, at the
University School Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus.
The whiner, first runnerup, second
runnerup, third runnerup, and fourth
runnerup will be selected from thirty-six
little girls who are three, four, or five
years of age. "Little Heavenly Wonders"
will be the setting in which the girls will

appear wearing sportswear and party
dresses.

Malinda Crockett, Grace Elaine Curd,
Salena Jean Donelson, Amanda ( Amy
Faith Doran, Cheryl Ann Herndon,
Candy Hachette Howard, Julie Kaye
Humphreys,Lori Lee Jones, I ,ee Ann Key.
Leslie Lorine Loberger, Shannon Jeanne
Lossner,
Kellie Massey, Shannon McCuiston,
Stacey Lee Paschall, Amy Renae Parks.
Jennifer Price, Robin Renee Richardson,
Jerilyn "Michelle" Spann,
Kristy Susan Starks, Melissa Tabers.
Tammy Lynn Usher, Davida Waldrop,
Traci Elizabeth Walker, Amy Jo Wallis.
Dana Washer,.-Shollay --Workman, and
Thenia Michelle Young. ( Photos On Page
20).

Mistress of Ceremonies will be Mrs.
Trovia Mathis, Mrs. Murray State
University - 1974-75. For her vocal
selections, Mrs. Mathis will be accompanied by Mrs. Allene Knight. The
judges will be from out of town.
The contest, which the public is encouraged to attend, will start at seven p.
m. and is sponsored by the Tau Phi
Lambda sorority of the Woodmen of the
World. Admission at the door is $1.25 for
adults and $1.00 for children from six to
twelve. Children under six will be admitted free. Proceeds from the event will
be used for various community service
A $21,142 renewal of a federal grant has
projects.
been awarded to the Department of
The sorority members wish to express
Nursing at Murray State University to
appreciation to Gene and Jo's Flowers,
provide traineeships for registered nurses
Cook's Jewelers, Burger Chef, Twin Lakes
in the baccalaureate nursing program on
Office Products, Lad and Lassie, IGA
The Murray Board of Education will
the campus.
Southside, Bank of Murray, Murray
meet in regular session Thursday night at
Notificatio
n
of
the grant renewal was
•
Ledger and Times, Dipper's Delight,
the board office, arcording to Supt. Fred
made by Jessie Scott, director of the-- Poppy
_
- Shoppe, Lindy's, Burger Queen-,
FMB- QUEEN COINTSSTANTSTSchultz.
- Ciantestants for the Miss Calloway County Fair were entertained at a swim party at the
Division of Nursing of the Assistant's
Jerry's Restaurant, Murray Theaters, The
home of Mrs. Lois Keller Tuesday. Bottom row, left to right, Lee Ann Boone,
Included on the agenda will be the
Surgeon General's Office in the U. S.
Becky Humphreys, Christine McCuiston, CinStepladder, IGA Northside, Peoples Bank,
dy Gould, Leah Beth Vance, Vicky Butterworthaucille Araold and Julie
recognition of Mrs. Margaret -Franklin.
Department of Health, Edlication and
Ann Saylors. Back row,1974 Queen Kirsta KenWNBS,Cablevision, Scott's Drugs, George
supervisor of Instruction, for the purpose
nedy, Ginger Gilliam, Becky Gould, Sherry Haley. Bonnie Sue Parrish, Cindy
Welfare.
Thompson, Risa Lowe,Phyllis Coleman, Willie.,
H. Reed 8( Co. of Mayfield, and all the
of
reporting on the educational program
Nell Reed, and Renee Sledd.
Grant funds provide for traineeships
Staff Photo by David tial
sponsors of the contestants for making this
for the 1974-75 school year.
that include stipends, payment of tuition
pageant a success.
Bids. will be considered for roofing the
and fees, dependency allowance, and some
Contestants are Melissa Lea Adams, • Austin School, and gasoline bids for school
transportation allowance for field exTairoXsiaiAk-4Amae—Laii0LAugg,
;.Tarlecia Ballard, Lisa Carol Barnett,
Personnel recommendations, routine
Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of the
Valerie Ann Barrett, Sheltie Anne Barrow,
items, and the superintendent's report will
Department of Nursing ,at Murray,State, allison
Faye Carr,
complete the-agenda.
said the purpose of the program is to assist
The Calloway- County 49ers will make
graduate registered nurses in earning a
A parade for the team will begin at 5:55
A discussion -of ambulance service
their debut at 6:30 p. m. Thursday when
p. m. at the Episcopal Church on Main
baccalaureate degree in nursing.
locally and a progress report on central
they meet the senior citizens softball team
Street. It will go to Broach Avenue to
Graduates of diploma or associate degree
billing for. city utilities will be topics at the
from Graves County. The contest will be
Farmer to South 16th and on to College
programs in nursing are eligible to apply
regular Meeting of the Murray Common
played at the diamond at Calloway County
Farm Road. The team will be escorted by
for the traineeships.
Council, Thursday, July 10 at 7:30 p. m. in
High School.
the Murray City Police and the Angel of
Students who qualify for the traineeships
City Hall.
Mercy Ambulance Service. The vehicle for
may get additional information and apMax H. Brandon, cashier atyeoples Barbarasapd their
. The.couneLl isalso-seshadided to-consider - plieations by contacting: -Dr: Ruth
two daughters reside
transporting the-team wili-be furnished by
Cole,
iikCI'Mtir4itY, recently Was elected on Magnolia Drive. He is a member of the
the 1975 tax rate ordinance on the sond
Parker Ford-of Murray,.._.
Chairman, Department of Nursing, Mason
president of the West Kentucky Chapter of First United Methodist Church where
reading and bill open bids on cons
is
on
Hall Nursing Building, Murray State
The Bank Administration Institute currently serving on the administr
The 49ers are due to arrive at the high
of a new well for the Murray Vipter
ative
University, Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
representing thirty-three banks in the board.
school at 6:15 p. m.., and pre-game
System. ••
7
502, 762-2193. area. Brandon has also served as a
ceremonies will begin at 6:20. Helen
member of the board of directors and vice
Spann, judge pro-team for Thursday, will
president of the chapter,- •
throw
out
the
first
ball.
Represent
ing
the
_
The new chapter preStdent explained
city will be Alan Blaustein.
One pet-son was hnspitallied following a
that the group meets regularly during the
,s
two-car collision last night near 16th and
Both teamerwill be introduced to what is
year to examine areas of mutual interest,
-----"WdfitTettett, itattraitirtaisAllioliar-giorashasertitseted'to be
e
a veryiltsse erStw'WeIfar
particularly the latest developments in
•
Police, who investigated the mishap.
A spokesman for the team said aprautomated banktripi procedures and imFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) -- The at
repaymen
Russell A. Sims, 1711 West Main, was
t
of
the
money.
poximately 100 persons from Graves
proved customer services. "ICs a method
Department of Human Resources is
"I'm
not
listed in satisfactory condition this morsure
if
federal
regulation
s
Will
County will be at the game and it is hoped a
of educating ourselves and keeping ourhoping welfare recipients who were accipermit it," he said. "But we're checking.
ning at the Murray-Calloway County
large crowd from Calloway County will be
selves
informed about what's going on in
dentally
sent
extra
We
do believe we have the proper adchecks last month will
Hospital, where he is being treated - for
present to cheer the 49ers on.
the banking industry." he said, adding
return the money.
ministrati
ve
procedure
s."
head lacerations.
•
"well informed guest speakers often lead
Dan Howard, conunissioner of the
There will be a lot of laughs and fun for
He said the department will try to work
Police said a car driven by Sims was
our discussions."
bureau
for
all.
Also, a refreshment stand will be
out a repayment schedule, "perhaps
administration and operations,
headed east on Main when it collided with
The programs are varied so that the
confirmed
that
provided.
departmen
the
The
sent
out
withhold
public
t
$10
is
or
$15
urged
a
parked
month," until the
a
car owned by Terry K. Dunn, 101
to attend the
many
facets of banking are covered from
duplicate
game.
checks totaling more than
amounts,ranging from ;100 to about OW
North lath. Officers reported charging
time to time. Emphasis has been-placed on
$50,000 to 452 welfare recipients.
are returned.
Sims with driving while intoxicated.
such areas as tellers work, bookkeeping
Howard said an error in the departBut mainly, he said, the department is
and the bank director. The personnel in.ment's data processing unit allowed the
hoping the recipients will return the
volved in these areas are special guests at
names of 452 new applicants for Aid to
TODAY'S INDEX
checks voluntarily.
•
the meetings.
Families
with
Today
Sections
Two
Dependent Children to slip
"Although riot looking a gift horse in the
Brandon is a graduate of Hazel High
into the automated system twice.
mouth is hurrign nature, we are depending
School,'Murray State University. and The
A letter was sent to each person who was
on the basic integrity and honesty_ otmost
-School-- for -Bankoverpaid, asking that ale of the two June
people," he said.
University of Wisconsin: He anti his wife. -Horoscope
checks be returned, and by the end of June
R. Brandon
Opinion Page
119 persons had returned -them, he said
Sports
Tuesday.
Comics, Crossword
The remaining 333 have been sent letters
Lion Damon Caddell, a member of the
Classifieds
suggesting they "should expect to pay
12,13
Paducah Lions Club and a trustee to the
Deaths& Funerals
back" the overpayments, though Howard
14
Kentucky Lions Eye Foundation,
said there may be no way to force
Presented an informational program at the
regular meeting of the Murray Lions Club
held Tuesday night at the Murray
door. With no advance warning, the
By NANC1 PETERSON.
Woman's Club House.
and charts of substances and their an"No home should be without a 'quart of emergency room staff must find a doctor
Caddell said the Kentucky Eye Fountidotes.
Milk," says Willard Alls, supervisor of the and do their own diagnosis with no
dation was formed in 1965 and its first
Still supported by the JayCees who pa
Poison Control Center, located in the preparation," Ails Said. "Time is valuable
patient was accepted in 1966. "The founthe monthly phone bill, the center is the.
Murray-calloway Cority. Hospital's in ai; poison cases."
dation is affiliated with the University of
only one of its kind listed In tbo•PurchaSe
The second quarterly meeting of the
terms of office wet" David Dickson, Henry
Presently rating about •11 legitimate
pharmacy.
Louisville and is presently treating betArea telephone directory. Open front 7 a.
Calloway CountY Chaptei. of the American
Holton, Robert Moyer and Stuart Poston.
"Close to 95 percent of al, the calls we calls per week, the center was opened
ween 900 to 1000 persons a year, he said.
m. until 10 p. m., the center's number is
Red Cross was held on Tuesday, July 8 in
Voting was unanimous to accept the
April
1,
1973, at the instigation of the local
get concern school-age and pre-school
Any prospective patient can receive inunconnected to the hospital's switch
the Jury Room of the Court House at 4 p.
slate as presented. Chairman Ellis then
children, and are of such a nature that a JayCees chapter. Aided in setting up the
formation by contacting arty Kentucky
board, and may be dialed direct.
m. The essential business of this meeting
reappointed the service chairmehs as
Lions Club member. Over 30,000 people go
glass of milk, particularly skim milk, can program by Dr. Mark Ieukess from the
"Our number is 753-7588. It's a number
was the election of officers and board
follows; Service to Military, Mrs. Susie
absorb
blind each yeit• in the United States for
enough of the irritant so that no University of 'Kentucky, several civic
we hope no one needs to use, but we're here
members for the ensuing year.
McDevitt; Office of Volunteers. Mrs.
groups donrted the necessary textbooks
unknown reasons, the speaker said.
further action is necessary," he added:
if they do," said Alls.'
Chairman Holmes Ellis called on the
Kathryn Glover; Water Safety, Dr. Chad
Lion President John Thompson gave a
Set
up
a
little
more
than
years
two
aao,
chairman of the nominating committee to
Stewart; Nursing Service, Dr. Ruth Cole
the center is manned by fouifull-time athi
report on the 1975 International Congive his report. Henry Holton read the
and Publicity, Mrs. Carole Hahn. The
two part-time hospital pharmacy emvention held in Dallas, Texas, which he
slate of new officers as follows: Chairman,
position of First Aid Chairman remains to
attended along with W. C. McCuiston.
ployees, and Ails, the hospital pharmacist
Holmes Ellis; Vice-Chairman, David
be filled. Glen Helm,former chairman has
Guests at the meeting Tuesday were
since 1965."W like
to think of this as more
_e
Dickson; Secretary, I,ester Nanny;
moved out of the county. •
of a drug information center, since we give
Cadell and Ron McAlister, principal of
Treasurer, Sid Easley; and board
Executive Secretary, Mrs. Jean
,out information concerning .msaaisslruga,,_
Call2BritySmaty_Blp.h4SehoO.L..
aleted-tabe-reeleeted-to expired
liferrikerrlinp gave the report ott The
hmf
household medications and' other
and first aid programs for this summer. In
materials which may be toxic if taken
the swim classes, there v/ere 102, begininternally," Ails said. ners, 32 advanced beginners: 15 inDuring the outdoor months, the center
termediate; 19 swimmers; 15 junior
expects to receive more cases of poisoning
lifesaving; 58 senior lifesavings: and 2
from liquid fire-starters, from toxic
water safety aides for a total of 243. In the
substances taken from their original
F'irst Aid program, lit took standard'first
containers and stored in carbonated
aid; 249, standard multi-media; and 38,
beverage bottles and fsom charcoal-fire
advanced first Al for a total of 398: plus 51
, carbon-monoxide inhalations.
took the small craf.t and canoeing course.
"Last year many parts of,the country
Attending the quarterly meeting were:
reported deaths caund by individuals
Holmes Ellis, Fleetwood Crouch. Robert
cooking over .ehircoal fires in their
0. Miller, Wald Dickson, HarvcS Ellis,
campers and tents, anti inflating the
Henry Holton, Leonard Vaughn. Lester
resultant fumes. Luckily we didn't have
Nanny. Mrs. Jean Blankenship. Mrs..
any such casualties la.a year, and we hope ,
Kathryn Glover and Mrs. Carole Hahn.
not to this year,- be said.
First priority for Ails is to relieve the \
anxieties of the person calling in,Ato build
confidence in , them that action can be
Partly cloudy wit a chance of srattered
taken,and then to issue instructions. If the
thundershowers through Thursds. High
case doesn't follow the glass-of-milk
today in the mid to upper 130s, low. tonight
remedy format, emergency treatment is
in the low to mid 60s. High Thursday In the
sugVested, and the caller is told to-bring
--sks*-809,-GIRtier-fritlztfirith sltowertt em--the -viettin to the
1j !t em3tgt.
room.
HELP ON TILE LINE--rrylanned by hovitat011"Irmacthig!• •••• i on
777.. MI6's way:MP-nu call men be a tireWillard ATITite Poison Control Center, focalerin lir'iMurray-Calloway County
—TRT
or ITE-Ptaiir, trustee to Kentucky Lions Eye foundaticin,
(hanaes -- saver:if we know a person is coming in,
per hour,today andtoni
"Ine
rrp
;t.Y
_ spoke at the meeting-of the Murray Lions Club-With him
Hospital, can be reoched, at 753-7588, and makes available information -conare, Cody Caldwell
30 per.'Celt today, 30 per cent twaght, 30
and know whist poisoned them, we can
cerning antidotes for toxic and dangerous ?rugs arinjOusehord substances.
District Deputy 'Governor, and John Thompson, president of the local lions
Club
-per cent Thursday.
completely ready before they even hit the
nolo 'Iv %anti Peterson
-

Nursing Department
Gets Grant Renewal

City School Board
To Meet Thursday

SelliQr •CitiZOILS.TCLFthly.._

Council Will

First Softball Game Here

Billing, Ambulances

—

Brandon Elected President
Of Bank Institute Chapter

'Over $50A00 In Missent
ecks Revealed

Lions Hear
Program On
Foundation

No Home Should Be Without Milk,
Poison Control Supervisor Says

Chance of Showers.
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Lassiter Circle
Holds Meeting
At Church
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Bridal Tea For Miss Gail Lyons

Poem Wth'ten'By Mrs. McKenzie Is
Read At Russefs Chops' Meeting-

PERSONALS 31
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Towery
and children, Debbie and
Jimmy, have returned to their
home in Livonia, Mich., after a
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. N. G. Towery, 502 South
Ninth Street, Murray.

The June meeting of the LeeThe United Methodist Women
Today and from now on,
Olia Lassiter Circle of the Good
of the Russell's Chapel Church
To teach God's love, God's
Shepherd United Methodist
held their regular June meeting love for all,
Church Women was held at the
at the lakeview home of Mrs.
That they may be gathered at
church with Mrs. Dianne Moore
Gerald Donnan with Mrs. Jesus feet.
Miss Gail Lyons, August from her trousseau a turquoise
leading the opening prayer.
Rosezella Outland president.
Plans were announced for the Ninth bride-elect of Barry and white knit long dress.
Mrs. Outland reported on the
Be ever mindful of Jesus love,
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
church picnic on June 29 at the Eveland, was the honoree at a Corsages of gardenias were
Memphis Conference held in
And teach thy children of
delightful
James Brown of Murray has
ly planned bridal tea presented Miss Lyons and her
home of Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
Murray and Mrs. Lora God,
held at the Fellowship Hall of mother and grandmother.
been dismissed from Western
Young on Kentucky Lake.
Wilkinson gave a report on the
That they will learn to live for Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
the
First
Miss
Baptist
Church on
Paula Lyons, sister of
Mrs. Betty Poole and Mrs.
Paris District Missions Con- him
the bride-elect, kept the register
Loretta Wilson were selected to Saturday, June ZS.
ference. The roll call, minutes,
And live through eternity.
The hostesses for the special at the table centered with a bud
serve on the nominating
and financial report were given
prenupti
al occasion were vase of roses. Magnolias were
committee to select new ofBy Abigail Van Buren
by Mrs. Toni Hopson who inMrs. Lois Sparks gave a
ficers. The circle invites new Mesdames James Rogers, Karl used to adorn the piano.
troduced a new member, Mrs. report on a resolution she has
DEAR
ABBY:
A
young
wrote
lady
to
you
Hussung,
Edward
about
Bouquets
her
Mathis, W. P.
members and those who cannot
of roses were used at
Phil Crihfield.
boyfriend's refusing to shake hands with anyone, and you
sent to the Kentucky Legislation
attend the meetings are asked Russell, Jesse Spencer, W. J. the card tables placed
said he probably had a "thing" about germs.
The spiritual leader, Mrs. on inheritance taxes..
to be -supportative" members. Pitman, Edgar Shirley, and C. throughout the hall where the
That's possible, but there could also be another reason, Edith McKenzie read a
The program was devoted to a
guests were seated.
The program on "One Body, W. Herndon.
one that's plagued me for years—sweaty palms.
beautiful poem, "Where Is Thy discussion on ways and means.
Receiving
the
guests
The
with
Many
beautiful
the
ly
The
appointed tea
only time my palms aren't wet is when I'm asleep.
Functions"
was
Flock," which she had written. Mrs. Toni Hopson brought an
They even sweat in cold weather. In school, I used to wad
presented by Mrs. Betty Poole honoree were her mother, Mrs. table was overlaid with a white
It is as follows:
assortment of needlepoint,
up a handkerchief and keep it in my hand while I wrote.
who read from Romans: "Use Paul Lyons, Jr., of Murray, and cloth and centered with a two
bargello, patchwork pillows for
Otherwis
her
grandmot
e,
the
her,
tiered
sweat
Mrs.
your talents to the glory of
Paul
vase holding roses from
would drip off my palm onto the
Where is thy flock, thy the club members to work.
paper, and the ink would run.
the garden of Edgar Shirley and
God." She said "determine your Lyons, Sr., of Madisonville.
beautiful flock?
I hesitated to ask a girl to dance because I'd get the back
Refreshments were served by
The honoree chose to wear gardenias from the garden of C.
gift and you will know what you
The children I gave to thee? Mrs. Dorman, assisted by Mrs.
of
her
dress
wet
dance
before
first
the
was
over.
And
the
W. Herndon. The color scheme
can do."
Will they be clothed in Laverne Carter, to the fifteen
hand I held would get wrinkled from sweat until it looked
of green and yellow as used. At
Mrs. Mildred Smith, UMW
like she just did a sink full of dishes.
Christ's righteousness?
members and one guest.
each corner of the table were
president, led the closing
No doctor has been able to help me, so I just live with it.
Are they from sins set free?
Those present, not Previously
ivy, gardenias, and ribbon. It's rude to refuse to shake hands, so I
prayer. —
just wipe my hands
mentione
d, were Ruby Harris,
Silver
appointments were used. on my pants leg or coat at the last moment before shaking
Also present were Mrs. Ann
Or are they steeped in this Ethel Walker, Susan Adams,
hands—but its embarrassing
About forty persons called
Sympson, Mrs. Judy Rogers,
worlds thrills?
Carrie Hicks, Gustine Dill,
I sympathize with anyone with this problem because I
during the afternoon hours from
Mrs. Janice Wilson, and Mrs.
To share Satan's destiny?
The
New
Klara Wutzke, Elvie Carson,
Providen
ce
know
how
frustrating it is. If you should ever hear of a
two to four o'clock.
.Phyllis Roberts.
To be forever lost in sin and and Helen Hanchek. ,
—1WROCWWW Kit MIMI CIENSI
Homemakers Club held its June
remedy, please let me know
death?,
seventeenth meeting with a
The July meeting will be with
Starts FRI
SWEATY PALMS
Or are they from all this set Mrs. Outland with the program
luncheon at the Colonial House
SLEEVES BIG
July 25
free?
DEAR SWEATY: Doctors say it's nervousness. And the
by Mrs. Harlan Hodges.
Big is the word for sleeves on Smorgasbord.
only
remedy
for nervousness is to build self-confidence and
June
Curd,
president,
new fall dresses. Some are
Oh, mother and father be
Mrs. Lyda Overby opened her 4 *Ater self-image. Work on it.
gathered at the wrist, some are distributed _lesson 'sheets on
careful today,
home for the last regular
trumpet-shaped and others are "Local Governrhent." A social
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are both 63. His father
meeting of the
Dexter
full, flowing kimono designs. hour was enjoyed.
is 84, and a more handsome, robust, vigorous man you
Homemakers Club with the
Those present were June
couldn't hope to meet.
president, Mrs. Edna Butler,
Curd, Wanda Osborn, Dorval
Eight years ago, when my father-in-law was 76, his wife
presiding.
Hendon, Patsy Pittman, Beth
died. A year later he married a 40-year-old maiden lady. To
QUICK FIX
Services of the local Health
everyone's surprise, a year later they became proud parents
For a hearty sandwich, toast Falwell, and Iva Mae Allbritof a baby boy!
Department were discussed by
thick slices of pumpernickel, ten, members, Mayme Morgan
Obviously, this child is my husband's half-brother. The
Mrs. Allene Pritchett.
APC&44,14411.0*ktiiMisliAr...*041* of Paris,Tenn„,Cbrislie and Joe
...probiar
akirime,c-IMIN %ER
--seende-sernitterty'
Dal!'
Club"
'ridlettlitat fbr'it , •.Fticnic baskets were rassiat.by —
'VOW"
"L711217
to
*cfliffiitt
1qif
dash of horseradish, top with a
63-year-old
Name
members
man
to
Harris
of
Grove
Age
the
introduc
e
child
his
a
as
6
-year-old
money
to send an unfew plump sardines and Ber- Tamara Osborn, and Van
brother. People either say,"You're kidding," or they look at, Homemakers Club at the June
derprivil
Pittman,
eged
child
summer
visitors.
to
•
muda onion rings. Ealy to Itx
him as though he's crazy. (Everyone assumes the boy is his
School attending (75-76 schoolyear)
Grade
meeting held at the Murray City
camp.
The next meeting will be held
and easy on the budget
grandchild.)
Park.
Wrather
Mrs..
Barletta
Nee, officers elected were
in September.
Is there some way to get around this since the childcalls supervise
Member of any squad....Yes
No
d the craft project.
Mrs. Betty Dumas, president,.
y husband by his first name?
Mrs. Carman D'Angelo,
Mrs. Allene Pritchett, vicePUZZLED
For more information contact
president, presided. Minutes
president, Mrs. June Pritchett,
rm.
were
financial
read
and
the
DEAR
PUZZLE
Peggy Rogers (489-2715)
D:
secretary
mcrumE
Why
-treasure
try
to get around it? If an
r, Mrs. Luna
7:20
report were given by Mrs. Jim
84-year-old man doesn't mind being called "Daddy" by a
Ernstberger, devotion, and
9:15
or Kathie Broach (489-2148)
Dixon.
6-year-old. your 63-year-old husband shouldn't worry about
• Ends Tonite
Mrs. Edna Butler, publicity.
introduci
the
ng
boy
Fee
The
devotion
as
his
presented
$6.00
brother.
was
(includes instruction, insurance and refreshFred Gillum and Gilbert
zwaisataw
by Mrs. Margaret Taylor, and
Sears were guest speakers.
ments)
DEAR ABBY: I graduated from high school last June
the landscape notes by Mrs.
Other members present were
and sent out 48 announcements. I received 31 gifts and two
Clifton
Jones.
Mrs. Brooks Collie, Mrs. Kay
Registration from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on
cards.
Mrs. Crawford Armstrong
Nelson, Mrs. Dollie Colson, and
Later, sdineone said that sending out a graduation
Friday,
July 11, in back of Calloway High
presented the main lesson on
Mrs. Irene Mitchuson.
announcement is just like asking for a present. I really felt
School.
Please
bring completed registration
"Local
Governme
nt."
proud to be graduating and didn't think that sending an
A dessert course was served
form.
Plans were made for the
announcement, would_ be .like asking for a present.
by the hostesses, Irene MitINV
- What do you think?
annual club picnic to be held
44
chuson and Lyda Overby.
GET SET FOR A WINNING SEASON BY
Friday, July 18, at seven p. rn.
GIRL GRADUATE
ATTENDING THE CHEERLEADING
at
the
Ellis
Center.
§›,
DEAR GRADUATE: Seeding announcements to relaCLINIC sponsored by CCHS VARSITY
The next meeting will be held
Batik is the outstanding
tives and very close friends is all right. But a good rule to
September 10 at one p. m. at the
CHEERLEADERS.
ethnic design in fabrics for
follow is: When in doubt —don't.
home of Mrs. James Dixon.
spring and summer.

Held At Church Fellowship Hall

63 Year Old Stumped
On What to Call Spry
Father's Newborn

Iv

Sf

V

at
5:

at
7:

New Awidence Club
Holds Luncheon Meet

th
ei
Fit

he
Al
Pz
Af
as

Mrs. Overby Is
Club Hostess

Rene Bask* Mode
At Hoffis Awe Meet

CCHS Cheerleading
Clinic

July 14-17

M.
R.
Ma

Grades 6-11

Bel

AM LUC MO,

Starts TOMORROW!

Batik Is Big

ROBERT REDFORD
WALDO rE—
P Pt.R

***************************-4-4-*******

975Munay-Callowa
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44, eam
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The story
Buford Pussef
wanted

lif

it411r
1P11111"
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'
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Anew

1975_Dattun Station Wagon

told

-PART 2
WALKING•(
TALL
NO PASSES

:

IMMIF

MONDAY,JULY 14,1975
•

WEDNESDAY,JULY 16, 1975
10:00 A. M.- Jersey Cattle Show

to be given away

Saturday, July 19
Donated by Murray Datsun,Inc.

5:00 P. M.- 4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P. M.- Official Opening

5.00 P. M.- Open Rabbit Show
7:30 P. M.-Nation-wide Demolition Derby
yr

ate
tic!

NOP.*

•

—,71111g-

In Color

Reserve Tkts. on Sale
- ;:•:•:1*
at Bozoffice 7 to 10 g
for 7:20 Shows,:
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LAST DAYS!

FRIDAY,JULY 18, 1975
10:00A. M.- Beef Cattle Shows

fsifs

. 11 SENSURTMAMY3

7:30 P. M.-Roller Derby _

THUBSDAY,4ULY 12,1975
1:00 P. M.- Kiddies Day

R.

16

it IP"

'Nur

41116410
411•1

Open 8:00-Start 8:30
Ends Tonite
"My Pleasure Is My Business"(R)

1141 -

10:00 A. m.- Horse dr Mule Pulling
(Weigh in 6 a. m.-9 a. rn.
10:00 A. M.-Farm Bureau Day

r
`5'

Starts TOMORROW!
`04.111

TCJIPIEWING
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Ronnie Milsop
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SATURDAY,JULY 19,1975

:
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HUNDERBIRDS VS. BOMBERS
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DRIVE
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,We-42,tte
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•
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Games
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411111VINIr
BMW

In R R AY

n
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7:30 P.M.- Motorcycle Races

.•

NMI
,
•
4
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6:00 P. M. - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:30 P. M.- Ronnie Milsap Show

TUESDAY,JULY 15,1975
10:00 A. M.- Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show

A LINIVERSAl PICIURf
ECHNICCLOR •PANAVISION •
*EC*
I NO PASSES
L 7.15,9:30+ 2:30Sun.

INTERNATIONAL SKATING DERBY PRES
N
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Reserved Tickets maybe obtained fr.
om . . Peoples Bank,
Bank of Murray, Long John
Silvers, Montgomery Ward.
These gekets includes admissioa
to the fair and grand stand$S.00
... —
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COM MU N ITV.
CALENDAR

HERE
nuny Towery
Debbie and
irned to their
Mich., after a
ents, Mr. and
Ty, 502 South
Tay.

PADUCAH
Murray has
om Western
aducah.

Baptist Young Women, Sinking

Concord Club
Holds Picnic

Canning Or Freezing

Spring, Meet At Carroll Home

Concord
New
The
Homemakers Club held its June
Eleven members of the
the associational meeting at
meeting at Paris Landing State
Baptist
Young Wompa of -the
New Zion on July 10 at 7:30 p.m.
served
Park with a basket lunch
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
a.m.
Since the BYW group bad
eleven
at
Wednesday, July 9
Thursday, July 10
Saturday, July 12
Charlie Stubblefield, met in the home of Carolyn
gotten so large, the members
Mrs.
Wesleyan Circle of First
Camp 592 WOW will meet at
Persons having exhibits to the president, presided. The Carroll for the June meeting
voted to divide the group acUnited Methodist Church
the WOW Hail at seven p.m.
County Fair minutes and roll call were by with Wanda Walker, president,
Murray-Calloway
cording to age beginning the
Women will meet with Mrs.
may bring them to exhibition Mrs. Effie Edwards. Members presiding.
first year. Those between the
Gordon Moody at 7:30 p.m. with
Mary Bell Boyd was in charge
open at ten a. barn today at two p.m. through answered with a "good thought
will
Center
Ellis
ages of 18-25 will be in one group
Mrs. Helen Hodges as guest
of the program on "Help Me
m. for senior citizens with a Sunday and Monday. A person she had today."
and those between the ages of
speaker.
demonstration on "Canning will be present to accept the
The major lesson on "Brief Meet My Neighbor's Needs, 26-35 will pe in another group.
Financial
at
lunch
sack
at
10:15,
Food"
10
July
or
time
Thursday,
exhibits during this
The president selected a
Chronology of Negro History in They're Having
Meeting of the Welcome 'noon, discuss fair exhibits at' contact any Jaycee for in- Kentucky" was presented by Problems."
nominating committee for each
the
read
Joanne Windser
Wagon Newcomers Club has one p. rft, and square dance formation,
group to nominate officers for
Mrs. Frank Spiceland.
and Laura
been cancelled few this month, lessons at 1:30 p.m.
next year.
Mrs. Rainey Lovins directed Calendar of Prayer
Paschall led in prayer.
recreation.
the
Club
Present were Debbie Darnell,
Homemakers
Suburban
of
The Baptist Young Women
Baptist Young Women
Friday. July 11
were
members
Eleven
the
at
Laura
Paschall, Joanne Windpicnic
family
a
have
will
the
made
First Baptist Church will meet
for
cards
place
at
held
be
will
golf
Twilight
present. The five visitors were
six
at
sor,
Jane
Wilson
Stations, Judy
Jack
Mrs.
at
of
House
home
Pancake
at Perkins
June mission
the Murray Country Club at 5:45
Mrs. Floyd Sanders, Mrs. Ruby hospital as their
Smotherman, Carol Turner,
special
5:30
action
a
As
project.
p. m. with Tom Muehleman as p.m.
Mrs.
White, Mrs. Leon Adams,
gave $35 to Phyllis Whitney, Mary Bell
James Schaffer, and Mrs. project, the BYW's
Blood River Associational chairman.
Rural
Boyd, Wanda Walker, Carolyn
Kentucky
West
the Ridgecrest fund.
Baptist Young Women will meet
Pool party for seventh and Electric Cooperative Cor- Deacy McCalpin.
Carroll, and Donna Hedges.
of
made
was
Announcement
The next meeting will be
at New Zion Baptist Church at eighth grade members will be poration will have its annual
For a while it was great years.
The ?Awn"y
p.m. at the
one
at
10
September
a home gardener in the
having
7:30 p. m.
Club
office,
from
Country
Oaks
at the
They're the home economics
meeting at the Coop
Ledger lo noon
home of Mrs. Bessie Dunn.
family. All those delicious fresh agents in each county Extension
7:30 to 10:30 p. in. Each Mayfield, at three p.m.
Murray Chapter Parents
vegetables. But now it hits you - offcie, as close as your
member may bring two .nonWranglers Club To
Without Partners will meet at
a couple bushels of tomatoes telephone, or a quick trip in
.guests and charge is- —
member
the United Campus Ministry at
are almost ripe, there are more your car or on your bicycle.
• Sunday, July 13
fifty cents per person.
eight p. in. with Mrs. Helen
Ride Friday Night
Cemetery
green beans than you can eat or
Jeffrey
Hodges as speaker.
Your local home agent is
give away, and WHAT can you
Golden Age Club will have a homecoming will be held with
The Wranglers Riding Club
cabbage?
of
heads
listed in the telephone
Send
usually
26
with
do
am.
11:30
at
preaching
the
at
noon
at
luncheon
will ride Friday, July 11, at 7:30
Blood River WMU Day will be potluck
Cleve
You never did any canning or book under your county
p.m. at the riding pen.
held at Jonathan Creek Baptist social hall of the First United cemetery donations to T.
freezing in your life. But you government heading. She can
Parrish, Route 1, Dexter.
Spectators are welcome to go
Assembly at ten a. m. with Mrs. Methodist Church.
can't let all that food rot - not at tell you what equipment you
and watch local people ride
Paul Grossman of Senegal,
The home of Mrs. Dewey present.
need, how to can, freeze or drY
75 cents to a dollar a pound.
Henry County Little Theatre
twenty-six events
Africa, and Miss Rosa Feichter
at horses in the
be
will
Those
not
present,
previously
Bazzell
was
singing
the
She also has free copies
scene
of
foods.
Gospel
the
every
For
not
alone.
You're
program
the
Group will present
as speakers.
Church of to be held.
June meeting of the Coldwater mentioned, were Mesdames seating, sunburned Ankrican for you of two illustrated howst the Paris Landing State Park Pleasant Valley
Food will be available in the
Homemakers Club with the Fred Douglas, Ronnie Bane!, out in the garden, there's a to-do-it manuals on home
Christ at two p.m.
amphitheatre at eight p. m.
concession stand.
president, Mrs. Charles Dan Vivian Adams, Noble Fuqua, stalwart back in the kitchen, canning and freezing. These are
enurray Chapter No. 92 R. A.
Bazzell, giving the devotion and Keith Knight, and Delbert trying to cope with a bumper written by Extension specialists
M. and Murray Council No. 50
Shopping for Senior Citizens
in foods and nutrition at the
reading a poem in honor of Flag Newsome. Children present crop of this and that.
R. &S. M. will meet at the of Dexter will be froize 9:30 to
Day.
were Shane Knight, Greg and
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
You can do it. You really can. Univeristy of Kentucky. They
11:30 a. in. and for Murray
A donation of money to some Chris Douglas, Mike and Nicole
Food preservation rites aren't give.step-by-step directions for
senior citizens at 12:30 p. in. to
•
com munity
-e0121Ttlarr
was Bazzell Alan Barzell Heather
psessming
project
Serendipity Stroll in the Land Roses and downtown.
led4randwather
diseussed-witir-thts--11r-trICErtrifffliTettlTelkoliir --""—tuAtiQr-jeasa
Between the Lakes will start at
doing it for fruits and vegetables. Do it
types who've been
A delicious potluck luncheon years. A novice can get into the EXACTLY the way they say,
determined at the next meeting.
ib CAtatil
Paris, Term., Mr. and Mrs.
Lessons on "Making Trays, was•servedact, too, and even do it right the and you can't go wrong.
Pageant will be held in the with a dinner in celebration of
Leslie Boggess, Paducah, Mrs. Picnic and Bread Baskets"
The next meeting will be held first time - with a little help
Have a happy, productive
University School auditorium at his 75th birthday on Sunday,
Johnny W. Burkeen, Nashville, were given by Mrs. Dewey September 9 at 12:30p. Iii. in the from some local ladies who's summer. And here's to a good
seven p.m. Public is invited to* July 6, at the Boggess home.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin
Mrs. home of Mrs. Noble Fuqua.
been teaching folks how for eating at your house, all year.
For Information
attend.
A basket dinner was spread at Boggess and son, Tommy, Mr. Bazzell and a visitor,
latter
Herman
the
with
Darnell,
noon onthe lawn.
Regarding
and
Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Cooper,
showing her lovely calico flower
Wranglers Riding Club will
Attending the event were Mr. Mrs. Cliarles Humphreys, Mrs. arrangement and place mat she
ride at 7:30 p.m. at the Tiding
and Mrs. Richard Boggess, Minnie Boggess, Mrs. 011ie had made. Also she had made a
pen.
Ricky and Randy Boggess, Miss 'Workman, Mr. and Mrs. Willie purse and brown mouse which
(Permanent
Vickie Cenwford, Mr. and Mrs. Vinson and daughter, Beth; was enjoyed by the children
Saturday,-July 12
Removal of Hair)
Sloan and sons, Grant and Mrs. Joe Dortch, Miss Pam
Jim
Murray School of Practical
all of Mayfield, Mr. and Dortch, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Greg,
car
a
Nursing Alumni will have
Williams, Reidland, Hargis, and Mr.- and Mrs.
Noah
Mrs.
wash at 641 Super Shell, South
Torn Williams and Boggess.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
p.m.
five
to
a.m.
12th,from nine

Mrs. Bazzell And Mrs. Darnell

Present Lessons At Club Meet

M. V. Boggess Honored Sunday
With Dinner On 75th Birthday

•

..-Tenn.,

Electrolysis

'Penny Club
Has Luncheon

Call 753-8856

At**

Relax. Dinner's ready
atJerry's
when you are.

Mrs. Alton Cole was hostess
at her home for the June
Penny
the
of
meeting
Homemakers Club with .Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, president,
presiding.
"Local Government" was the
subject of the main lesson
presented by Mrs. Ruby Harrell
who gave many interesting
facts.
Six member answered the roll
call with a "good thought she
had that day." Mrs. Modena
Buttterworth gave the financial
report.
"Are You Being Eaten By
One's Anger" was the subject of
the family life article given by
Mrs. Madrey.
The door prize was received
by Mrs. J. C. Kemp.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon. Mrs. Orfield
Byrd was a guest.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, September 15, at the
home of Mrs. Harrell.

Derby

Don't miss a precious minute of your family's summer
by spending it in the kitchen.
Complete family meals, with appetizers and vegetables,
are ready every evening at Jerry's Restaurant.
Where you can sit down together
as a family in a pleasant atmosphere and be
served by a friendly waitress.
And you can go to Jerry's just as casual as you like: -

When it's summer and
you'vegot a family
ehafig onyou...
YourbeSladyou've got Jerry's
, South .121h Streei

Mrs. Edna Merrell opened
her home for the last regular
meeting of the Sunnyside
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Betty Dowdy,
presiding.
The devotion was led by Mrs.
Merrell with the scripture
reading from Isaiah 42:13. The
minutes were read by Mrs.
Mildred Cherry in the absence
oL..,Mrs. -Janice McCuistou,—.
secretary-treasurer.
Nine members answered the
roll call by giving a helpful
house cleaning hint.
"Services of the Health
Department" was the lesson
given by -Mrs. Doady.
New officers elected for the
1975-76 year were Mrs. Kaye
Fill Taylor, president, Mrs. Carol
"
Kelly, vice-president, , Mrs.
.,Sandy Barnett, secretary'treasurer, and Mrs. Bettc
tienody, publicity.
Refreshments were served by\
the hostess. Also present were
Dorothy Pridemore, Evelyn
Jackie
and
Phillips,
Weatherford
• .
SANDWICH DELUXE
Make a grilled cheese sand.
which deluxe by sprinkling
TinkTly .-chopped.. %VP I nn c PIPat
tiler), between, two. cheese
slices before toasting Walnuts
give munctiy texture and go will
with any cheese. For variety.
Iluentry Swiss, brick, Jack,
ster, Cheddar or ptncess
cheese.

•Single Application Natural Shampoo
•Herbal -Pack Hair Conditioner
•Firm Control Setting Lotion
Protein Structurizer
•AzureePurse Spray
formulated with herbal oils, vegetable- oil, and pt-óInn - to help repair:and.-eondition hair to better shine, better shape,better body. SeriOui treatments th.tirally work te-Fitm-rit_rofeigitmat
^
ae4ell as pioirssioliiii results.
oure_at
Super treatments -

,

PA(

The Murray Ledger & Tunes
Walter L. Anperson, publisher

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.

F,diturials and opinionated articles an this page are presented tor
the purpose olf providing farm air Me free exchange of differing
opuuonS. began le
editor Is reappear to editorials and
opinionated articlimaniencesnisod.
The editari at OM.
strormir believe that to lunit
opinionated articles t.0s which parrallel the editorial
philasty it* nateepipir WOW be a disservice to our readers,
there ea urge readses who dbas.agree with an editorial
stand or
the ideas riasalmiILan hislivi writer in a column, to respond
with their easy as psrdesdar issue being discussed

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

OPINION PAGE
Page 4— Wednesday Afternoon, July 9,1975

Editorial

Americans:
'Most Fortunate'

OPEN
FORUM.

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN

(Opinions expressed In this column are those of the writer and diisaot
aiscamartly reflect the editorial views at The Murray Ledger & ilmes
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor.)

Executive Vice President

American's are the most for- store it for the future at enormous
United States Industrial Council
tunate of all the world's people. cost.
TODAY'S TOPIC: NATIONAL REVIEW AT 20
Also, they are possibly the least
Since . . . most of the 940 nonHARRIGAN
appreciative of their status.
Americans would be hungry most
From the U.S.
Mid-November will mark a very special
opinion
matters
on
public policy but
of
Just for purposes of comparison of the time it could lead to some ill occasion in the history
Chamber of Commerce
of serious superb reporting by journalists such as
let's assume a hypothetical feelings toward the 60 Americans, American journalism—indeed in the Jack Kilpatrick
America's economy is based on an in- employe stock ownership plans to
and John Chamberlain. It
provide
situation.
dividual holding capital unfettered by
who would. appear to be enor- history of ideas in the United States. I refer has reported on defense issues and foreign
an opportunity for company ownership
to
the
20th
government. In theory, the system is and capital growth.
anniversary. of the first
If. . . all the world were reduced mously rich and fed to the point of
policy with historical insight and a keen
designed to enable men and women to The most recent large company
to a town of 1,000 people, in this sheer disbelief by a great publication of National Review magazine
understanding for the Soviet tradition of
to inedited by William F. Buckley Jr.
pursue those dreams that can be fulfilled
deception and militant negotiation.
stitute such a plan is Hallmark Cards, Inc.,
town would be 60 Americans. The majority of the other townsfolk.
by money. It's a sound idea. . . when it
In its two decades of life, National
Throughout the years, National Review
of Kansas City, Mo. Hallmark, founded in
remainder of the world would be
Of . . . the 940 non-Americans, Review has served a tremendously imworks.
has managed to treat weighty issues with
1910, employs 10,000 throughout the United
represented by the 940 other per- 300 would have malaria, 85 would portant role in American thought on public
wit as well as wisdom, which is what one
States. Until recently, almost all of the
In
this
country
today,
however,
the
sons.
have schistosomiasis, 3 would policy and cultural and social issues. Its
would expect of William Buckley.
company's capital stock was held by the
capital is held by too few. And, those who
The . . 60 Americans would have leporsy, 45 will die this year editor, Mr. Buckley, has become a major
Moreover, the magazine, for all its
family of its founder, Joyce C. Hall.
have
—
a
even
lot
and
those
have
who
tittle
Under an employe stock ownership plan
have half therncome of the entire from malaria, cholera, typhus public figure, the conservative commitment to the verities of our
— too often are told by government how
movement's sole superstar.
civilization and the imperatives of national
— of which U. S. Trust is the trustee —
town. The 940 others would share and other infectious diseases. One
much
they
can
keep
can
they
how
and
use
A little historical perspective is in order.
survival, has been gracious in dealing with
employes now have a share in Hallmark's
it.
the remainder of the town's in- hundred and fifty-six will die from Twenty-odd years ago the United States foes
as well as friends. It has avoided the
prosperity. Eventually, the employes,
simpler
In
terms,
few
Americans
too
come.
starvation and malnutrition. None had a number of important conservative
rudeness and pettiness so often associated
through that plan, will beneficially own
really
have
a
piece
of
action
the
and
there
intellects, but they were without outlets for
Three . . . hundred and thirty of the 60 Americans will ever
with ideological and political differences.
about one-third of the company's capital
are too many rules of play.
get
In recent years, Mr. Buckley has
stock.
people in the town would be these diseases and will probably their writing. They were shunned by the
Governmen
interferenc
t
instead
e,
of
old-line serious magazines such as the
brought aboard a new generation of skilled
In a letter to all Hallmark employes,
classified as Christians. Six hun- never worry about them.
diminishing, is entangling our lives more
Atlantic Monthly. A kind of ideological
editors and writers such as economics
Donald J. Hall, president of the company,
each
dred and seventy would not.
day.
And,
there
doens't
seem
be
to
The. . . 60 Americans would Iron Curtain kept their work out of in- specialist Alan Reynolds and M. J. Sobran
much that any of us can do to counter it. said: 'This new program has been
At. . . least 80 townspeople each spend $87 a year on liquor numerable academic journals.
Jr., who presides over the arts and
Within the private sector however, there developed because my parents, Joyce and
In 1950 or thereabout Johh Chamberlain
would be practicing communists. and tobacco, but less than $20
manners section.
for and Suzanne La Follette formed a fortis more hope for change. More Americans Elizabeth Hall, myself, and other memThis writer should note at this point that,
That's more than our whole the drugs needed for the
could be brought into the economic bers of our family want all Hallmark
finest nightly magazine, The Freeman, and
over the years, he has been an occasional
nation. Seventy others would be medical care in the world
mainstream by large privately held employes to participate in the ownership
and published, among others, a young writer contributor to National Review and thus is
of the company and to share more directly
under Communist domination.
corporations.
they would be loudly proclaiming by the name of William F. Buckley Jr. But biased in favor of a journal he helieves has
in its success and good fortune."
White.. people would total 303, that medicine costs too much. The Freeman was inadequately financed
Public companies already are
served his country well.
Even a diehard cynic cannot discredit
and expired.
distributing their wealth through the stile this action; the
while non-white would be nearly We're a very interesting people,
We live in what is usually described as a
Hall family could have just
ii4.1.945...r
of
auie....biational...tiev-kw.. —pluralistic vorietr-that is a society
_Dena.
,hEtir,*WA-. Why'areal-more private beld'ontnehe!Welt The StOck plan'was the
790.
From the beginning, it provided concompanies sharing their wealth with their result of
many disparate elements. The various
enlightened self-interest. An
The . . . 60 Americans would
servative writers with the forum they
employes? They can do this without going employe
groups
and
attitude,
elements'
is better motivated when be
need
have a life expectancy of 70 years.
desperately needed in order to ,.give
public, but a very small minority do.
springboards for their ideas and beliefs.
ownes his business or a part of it.
The 940 others could expect to live
The United States Trust Company of
Americans the -other side," the alterOne of the largest of these groups—
It's time other corporations, which have
New York, the nation's largest trust benefited
natives to liberal-left orthodoxy. Mr.
not more than 40 years.
perhaps the largest of all—is the confrom the American system,
company, reports that only a handful of begin to
Buckley and his sister Priscilla Buckley,
servative constituency. Yet almost every
The . . . 60 Americans would
make it work for more
major
managing editor of the magazine, gave a
corporations have undertaken Americans.
magazine on the newsstands and on
have 15 times as many
hospitable welcome to a tremendous
library racks expresses liberal points of
possessions as the average pf_j_d1 WITTY PEOPLE
variety of talents not only in America but
view.
Victor Barge: I- live in Connecticut. I
the rest' of the—people in the
Dear Consumer
in Europe and elsewhere. - This is why National Review is so immoved there because I figured that was
Regular contributors, such as Russell
village.
portant. It is a window opening on views
only way I could learn to spell it.
.Kirk, James Burnham and the late Frank
thoughtful Americans should examine. It
The . . . 60 Americans would theRodney
Dangerfield: Nothing goes right
Meyer provided long-term analysis of the
is a platform from which important ideas,
produce 16 per cent of the total' with me. I bought a watchdog
great isspes of civilization as well as our
and it told
on everything from strategic doctrine to
town's focid supply. Although they
the wrong time.
country. Over the years, National Review
public finance, can be conveyed to an
William James: Whenever two people
eat 62 per cent above the
has not only provided philosophy and sage
influential section of the public. My
you should take. For instance, if the exthere are really 6 people present.
By VIRGINIA KNAUER
maximum
daily
food meet
metaphors are mixed. But the fact is that
_
pected reaction to a medicine is
There
is
each
man as he sees himself,each
Special Assistant to the
requirement, they would either man as the other
National Review has an impact far beyond
drowsiness or unsteadiness, you won't be
President and Director
person sees him and each
his limited circulation.
eat most of what they grew, or man as he really is.
concerned when that happens—and you'll
Office of Consumer Affairs
' Those who believe in the importancelf
avoid driving.
Department of Health,
ideas, of convictions well expressed, will
-Ask whether the least expensive form of
Education
and
Welfare
want to join in saluting Mr. Buckley and
the medicine can be prescribed. Often
A major

A Piece OfThe Action

-

Funny
Funny World

Use Medicines
With Care

10 Y. ears Ago

HMRTLINE

HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for —Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 46415.
Heartline: I have worked 5 years for the
same people as a babysitter. They haie
never withheld social security out of my
cheek or paid in their part of it. Are they
legally required to do this? L.R.
Answer: Generally speaking, yes—
provided you were paid at least $50 in any
calendar quarter for babysitting in their
home. If you babysat in your own home,
you would generally be considered to be
self-employed.
Heartline: Does CHAMPVA cover me if
I am on 'a ship? C.M.
Answer: No, you must be in the continental United States.
Heartline: Will insurance renewals that
I receive after I retire affect my social
security benefits? S.R.
Answer: It depends on what type of
insurance the renewals are for and
whether the agent is an employee or selfemployed. For life insurance agents,
renewals after retirement do not generally

Let's Stay

affect receipt of social security benefits.
On the other hand, renewals on casualty
insurance can affect payments. Because of
the possible variety of situations, you
should discuss this with a representative of
the Social Security Administration at any
social security district office.
Heartline: Will profit sharing bonuses
that I receive after I retire affect my social
security? D.K.
Answer: No, because any payment
received for past services will not affect
current social security benefits.
Heartline: What kind of social security
problems do you handle? Mr. M. M.
Answer: What kind do you have? We will
try to handle it. Heartline has developed
red tape cutting systems with each
governmental agency, including social
security. We advise that if you have a
social security problem that would envolve
your records, you should include Department 70 in our mailing address. You should
include in the letter your name, address,
phone number,social security number and
the address of the local social security
office. This would hold true for problems
with Medicare,and Supplemental Security
Income. Remember, Dept. 70.

Airman First Class Jerry D. Inman has
qualified for the U. S. Air Force Small
Arms Expert Marlunanship ribbon at
Sewart Air Force Base, Smyrna, Tenn.
Gary Brock is serving as educational
director of the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Alice Marine
and Pamela Jane Forrest, age three
months. Mr. and Mrs. Willis Fielder will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on July 14.
Miss Patricia Sue Huckaby and Charles
M. Archer were married at the Goshen
Methodist Church.

20 Years Ago
The annual Banker-Fanner Field Day
for Calloway County Farmers will be held
at the Murray State College Farm on July
14.
Miss Mary Searcy, missionary from
Japap, will be speaker at the Murray Sub-.
'District meeting of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the Methodist Church
to be held at Mt. Carmel Church on July 13
Miss Nancy Jo Wains'cott and L. D.
Cathey were married July 2 at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs Frank Wainscott. He is the son of Mrs. Mary B. Cathey
and Leon Cathey.
Births reported include a girl, Nancy
Carol, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodrow
Herndon on July 6.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Fighting Man" starring Randolph Scott.

Well

Traveler's- Diarrhea
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

his associates as National Review
prepares to celebrate its 20th birthday.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 9, the 190th
day of 1975. There are 175 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1816, Argentina declared
independence from Spain.
On this date:
In 1776, General George Washington
'summoned his troops in New York and had
the Declaration of Independence read to
them.
.In 1850, President Zachary Taylor died
at the White House after serving only one
year and four months of his term.
In 1940, during World War II, the Duke of
Windsor was appointed governor of the Bahamas.
In 1947, the engagement of Britain's
Princess Elizabeth and Lieutenant Philip
Mountbatten was announced.
In 1960, the Soviets threatened the
United States with missiles if any attempt
were-made to oust the Castro government
ineul
97,
6 the U.S. assumed an active role
ln ba
in the Congo by sending three military
transports to give President Mobutu
logistic support in his fight against rebels.
Ten years ago: Democratic Senator
Robert Kennedy urged that the U.S. emphasize political rather than military solutions for recurring revolutions in the
emerging nations.
Five years ago: The federal government
filed a statewide school desegregation suit
against Mississippi.

health problem in this country
stems from the misuse of medicines.
Consumers sometimes take drugs they
don't need or unknowingly Combine
medicines that cannot be taken safely
together.
But this doesn't have to happen. You can
protect your health and prevent accidents
or illness by helping your doctor prescribe
the best drug for you and by knowing the
best ways to buy and use medicines.
There are two basic types of medicines:
over-the-counter (OTC) drugs and
_ prescription drugs. OTC drugs, include
such common remedies as aspirin,
laxatives and antacids. If used according
to the directions on the label, they are
relatively safe.
Prescription drugs, on the other hand,
must be prescribed by a doctor and must
be sold by a registered pharmacist.
Generally, prescription medicines are
more powerful than the :over-the-counter
variety and are more likely to cause side
effects. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has developed the following
suggestions that you may want to consider
in buying and using all your medicines:
-Tell your doctor everything he should
know about you, such as allergies, unpleasant experiences with medicines and
what drugs—prescription and OTC—you
are taking now.
-Be sure you understand when and how
often the medicine should be taken. For
example, if your doctor tells you to take
the drug three times a day, find out
whether it should be taken before or after
meals. Some drugs taken on an empty
stomach can cause upset. Others should
only be taken on an empty stomach.
- -Find out what reactions you might
expect, and, therefore, what precautions

•

the
doctor can write the prescription by using
the "generic" or official name of the drug
rather than a specific brand name. This
may save you money at the drug store. He
may,however, prefer to prescribe a brand
name drug, which, in his experience,
works better.
-Be a label reader when buying over-thecounter drugs. Federal law requires that
these drugs carry labels that include the
following information: name of the
product, name and address of the
manufacturer, active ingredients and
directions for safe use. Many OTC
medicines contain exactly the same
ingredients and differ from each other
only in name.
-Be sure to keep the label on or in the
medicine container. Also, keep medicine 'Par
in the orginal container. Since bottles and
drugs often look alike, this will help you
identify the medicine—and not get it
mixed up with other medicines—and refer
to directions.
-Read directions when storing both OTC
and prescription drugs. Also, clean out
your medicine chest regularly and throw
out old medicines. If your doctor takes you
off a drug before it is used up, destroy
what's left. That way you can insure that
no one will take the wrong drug by
mistake,

With Him all things are able to
happen, and even unseen
miracles.
Ye are the light of the world. A
city that is set on a_hill cannot be
hid. Matthew 5:14.

Is Obesity A 'Disease'?
Unable to reduce her weight by

Severe diarrhea can be coli, Vibrio cholerae, Vibrio
Diarrhea is upsetting and disA: The next ot kin or whoever
abling -- especially for the tra- serious for frail or aged persons parahaemolyticus and Giardia is legally responsible for the
and require hospital care, if parasites. Entamoeba histolytica minor can give permission,
veler.
and
The infection is commonly as- available.
may cause bowel ulcers as well it could be a grandparent. In an
The illness usually occurs dur- as delayed serious complications emergency, a grandparen
sociated with travel to certain
t may
foreign countries. About three ing the first or second week of a such as liver abcesses, requiring be asked to share such a
resizionmillion Americans, visit Mexico trip. Watery diarrhea may pro- special management.
sibility when the parents are abeach year. and many of them ex- duce 10 to 15 stools a clay. The
sent and cannot be reached.
Sulfa
drugs
and antibiotics are
rie.nce "turista" the "Aztec_ victim experiences abdominal
Q Mr. A. R. asks if it would ri)i
o-step," or "trots." Such.bowel cramps, malaise. nausea and of some *netit. Lomotil and ppi- be more sensible to drink
eltm
ttubles are common also in vomiting, chills,'fever and weak- at s (usually paregoric) may or hot \water rather
than
1(1,
hetp
to
check
fluid loes but may water with our
Central and South America, the new While the illness may be
Meals.
en the course of the inMiddle East, India, parts of the self-limiting, its effects are in- not
A: Ice ',Water is not harmful
Soviet Union and the Far East, . conveniencing, often embarrass- ness. Limiting the'intake of foods and is obviously preferred
by
to
rest
the
irtesenal
tract taking many Americans.
in spite of everY reasonable pre- ing, and usually incapacitating.:
, Actually, the
caution of eating no salads, raw- Such bowel upsets have been. smaii portions of liquids and water, whether warmed
or iced
vegetables_ hr unpeeled fruiLe attributed to ingesting strange gradually replacing salt and LS Soon brought to body
temother
minerals
as needed,
using only bottled water: and and different germs. against.
perature after being Swallowed
Unfortunately. diarrhea con.itich the victim has ne imeating simple cooked foods.
Admitledly, it makes little eectse
rAti W;1 to eirone of the hazarc/a_bi, to
— - - -11outsei Wiese bowel- have erip- rnunite_ strew oe__Dthe.r, pycop ,
-drink—tee-- water Or (knee_
4
41ted-anTritg And attrertt thes.put- tiortaf-.1actncheirrtg—spiey---a
chi
to follow them
- . come of Olympic games. Even and unusual feeds.
I Q Mrs. L. L. asks whether a with hot.tea or coffee. Tastes er
number
different
A
._grandpar
of
germs
ent can give permis- prefeeences tre:this world
scientists attenli;
diplomats c
are
foreign clirences have • or intestinal parasites may cause non for surgery to be performed difficikt to explain.
diarrhea,
Eseherichia
including
_
child.
on
a
I
t%!aueci.
brolitt tq
al.1 Frain, !O:rrt. 4; Li
•

the usual methods, Kay decided
to try abdominal surgery. The
surgery did help her weight problem. But it also led to a financial
problem: was the cost of the operation cov7rred by her group health
insurance?

the excess weight had disrupted
Still, not every abnormal conher bodily functions.
dition will be included In another
Impressed, the court granted her case a woman sought insurance
claim The judge said that chronic for the removal of four impacted
obesity can be considered a disease wisdom teeth. But IS a court hearbecause it "impairs health "and ing, it appeared that the teeth had
Tx-en cailsing her no pain or
shortens life."
comfort. whatsoever.
If yop have health insurance,
Rejecting her claim, the court
the polity may use the word "dis- ruled that she had not been sufease" in defining your rights. As a fering from a "disease" The court
rule the law takes a broad view said there had been "no disturof what that means, giving he bance in any of the functions of
policyholder the benefit of the the body."
doubt
Of course, the tvolicv itself may

avoid doubt by spelling out the
specific conditions to which it applies.
A man suffering from a severe
abscess tried to collect health in.
surance on the ground that his policy listed "boils" as one of the
covered ailments.
But the court said that boils.
which art an external skin condition. are different from abscsses,
,
—which are internal. Turning
down the man's claim, the court
said: "The language of the 'policy
Is explicit."

The Murray Ledger & Times
-'The insurame;company refused
lo pay off, arguing that the policy
covered only "diseases"—and that
obesity was not a disease. However, in a court hearing. Kay described half a dozeh Wags in which
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Bayless Homers Twice, now.
Legion Nails Paducah

An AP Sports Analysis

Don't Take Out Those
Headaches On Writers

There weren't any major
league scouts in Brooks
Stadium Tuesday night. And
maybe it's a good thing there
weren't.
Because Tony Bayless of
Murray just might have been
the youngest player to ever
move into the major leagues
without going through the
minors or finishing high school.
Playing in the spacious and
one-time minor league field,
'Bayless unleashed two towering
homeruns to pace the Murray

Murray is at Union City for a
American Legion to an 8-5 win
single contest Thursday. On
over Paducah.
Brooks Stadium has the Friday, Murray will host
dimensions of a major league Jackson before entertaining a
By HAL BOCK .
Houk, who has traveled this tog to some printed criticism,
Evansville
park and it's a rare occasion formidable
AP Sports Writer
trail before, got so excited that tossed a writer out of their
NEW YORK (AP) — It he allegedly manhandled
when anyone hits one out of the Funkhouser team Saturday.
one dressing room and a Minnesota
Evansville is currently 15-3 on
seems only fair, with baseball reporter, dragging
park. But two in one night was
him clear team broadcaster got into an
managers and players ganging across the Detroit Tigers'
enough to have even the the season having lost to
lock- unpleasant scene with some
Danville, Jasper and Rockport,
up on writers and broadcasters, erroom to the cheers
Paducah fans buzzing.
of his Twins players.
to repeat here an axiom often players. When the newsm
Paducah Was leading 3-0 the latter of which went all the
The Associated Press Sports
an
forgotten by the fun-and-games filed a formal complaint,
going into the top of the third way to the World Series last
Houk Editors Association and the
fraternity.
when southpaw hurler Anthony year.
wound up in a Baltimore court- Baseball Writers Association of
Murray currently boosts a 7-8
No writer ever hit a home room, explaining the whole America have formally protestProctor ran into control trouble.
run to win a game or made an thing to a judge.
Dale McCuiston, Lindy Suiter season record.
ed the dressing room shenani10awnly
error to lose one. No writer
and Stan Walton all walked.
Martin barred a Dallas gans to Commissioner Bowie
ab r h
ever pitched a shutout or hit writer from the Texas
And up trotted Bayless to the McCustion-3b
Rangers' Kuhn.
2 1 1
into-a double play. So don't dressing room, blamin
2 0 0
plate, with two out and the Sims-If
But really, this is nothing
g
him for
McDougal-II
1 0 0
blame the journalists when instigating a clubho
bases full.
Suiter-ss
use fight new. Ever since the first news4 1 0
things go bad. They're not re- that involved a couple
Bayless creamed a belt-high Bayless-cf
5 2 2
of his paper editor decided that his
Futrell-l
2 0
sponsible, any more than they players.
fastball that soared and soared Cruse-lb b
readers might enjoy an account
2 0
The Cubs doubled the score on and probably wound
can take the credit when thIngs
2 0
about
how the local athletes
Westru
up Cliavis-c
evicted
m
a
St.
Louis
McGregor-c
the Astros in Kentucky League somewhere in the Ohio River.
2 1
go well.
reporter, who did not demon- were doing each day, there has
It
3
0
play Tuesday night by taking a was easily a 400-foot
Do
Hut4the
,-rf-ph
In recent weeks, Managers strate the proper solemnity been a more or less adversary
1 1
shot.
20-10 win.
UNASSISTED PUTOUT-Robert Stout of the Kentuck
5 0
Ralph Houk, Billy Martin and when he entered the
That left Murray with a 4-3 Walton-2b
y
League
San Fran- relationship between the play2 1 0
The Cubs were ahead 2-1 lead and it stayed that way
Wes Westrum have taken out cisco Giants' dressin
Totals
3385 MVOs makes an unassisted putout at second base in league action
until Murray
g room ers and the press.
going into the top of the second the seventh when Murray
004 000 103 8-5-3 Teesdr..The Astros dropped 0
ball club frustrations on the after a,loss to theCar
20-10
Managers are fiercely loyal
contest
to
added Paducah
the
Cabe.dinals
.
210 000 110 5-5-4 '
when they posted eight runs on another run to go up by
writers.-two. And
(Stiff/ Photos by feitieSse)
The Boston Red Sox, objetV —to—their-players and when a
the board. The only hits in the guess how the other run scored.
team is going badly, one way
frame were singles by Louis
Bayless cracked a drive down
out for the pilot is to look for a.
Zimmerman and Lovett.
the line in left to boost Murray
common enemy. What better
The Cubs were coasting along to a 5-3 lead.
target than those troublesome
with a 15-2 lead in the fourth
Paducah touched Murray
writers who come around ask"
when the Astros posted six on hurler Mark Miller for single
ing all those questions after the
bead. The big blow was a tallies in the seventh and eighth
games?
MINNEAPOLIS; Minn. (AP) fessional athlete has been
thre ,,run triple by Krit frames to tie the contest
. Then
.__-...__=_Professional hockey and Bos- charged with criminal conduct It seems time for the comMurray scored three times In-missioner and the individual
ton Bruins center Dave Forbes for his actions during an athletThere kas one homer in the the ninth to win it.
clubs to crack down and order
carry the legal guidon for all ic event.
Rai' Wipon of the
Greg Cruse and Larry I
a halt to the locker room carrypro sports into the courtroom
kstros put one ôvr the fence in McGregor both had singles
ings-on. A ball player or manand
arena today.
TENNIS . .
the second inning.
wound up scoring when the
ager who can't act like an adult
Testimony is scheduled to be- NEW YORK — Ray Volpe,
Zimmerman, Ste
Priest, Paducah pitcher threw the ball
ought to be fined or perhaps
vice
gin
preside
today
nt of marketing for
Jerry Boggess, Gene
in the unprecenerd, away when Lindsey Hudspeth
even suspended. Let them take
dented legal action which finds the National Hockey League,
Bart Washer and Lovett afl. hit reached on a fielder'
out their aggressions and fruss choice.
a
was
profess
named
commis
ional
safely for the winners in the
athlete
sioner of tration
facing
Hudspeth later scored on an
s on each other, not, the
•14e Ladies ProfessionalColf-ea- theft
ajuna1cbargaes:•-7-,
rnnt?st,
tufaugalrect\arrar
Whose job W1. to report
sociati
jury
A
of
on.
five
Tor the Cubs.
women
and.
- ony Thurmond came in and
their games.
seven
men has been seated,
Wilson had three hits to lead h
the last inning to pick up
a
and Hennepin County Atty.
the attack for the Astros while the slue.
Gary'Flakne planned to present
Terry Smotherman had two
Milleespowed five runs and
the prosecution's opening rehits. Also hitting safely were four hits While fanning
10 and
By KEN RAPPOPORT
marks today following selection
Allbritten, Phil Resig and walking five bitters
"Mike's healthy now. and scored their run.
•
.
AP Sports Writer
of
two alternate jurors.
Robert Stout.
when
he's
healthy
he's
one
of
Bayless paced the 'Murray
Astros
svioEs
5,
Expos
1
Mike
Marsha
ll on the mound the best," said
Forbes has been charged
The Yanks and Cubs are. attack with two hits.10
Los Angeles
Dave Roberts fired a four-hitcCuiston, for the Los Angeles Dodgers is
with
aggravated assault with a
scheduled to play in tonight's Cruse and McGreg
Manager Walt Alston after his ter and drove across
or Ilch had a sight for sore eyes — not to
two runs
dangerous weapon — his hock530 p.m. contest,
ace relief pitcher helped the with two singles -to
Sturdy Tan
SAVE 53.31Bottaio..-wearin
one hit.
'Flibbeo lead
Hous*- mention sore rib cages.
ey stick. The' 26-year-old
g
Dodgers beat the Pittsburgh Pi- ton over Montreal.
Natural So1e
Long
Upper.
S10.97.
Bruins' center was indicted by
Leather
Regular
rates 3-0 Tuesday night.
Giants 6, Cardinals 4
Rubber SoleBoys' Sizes.
a grand jury following an alterThe broad-shouldered rightBobby Murcer belted a- twoBig
Men's,
cation with Henry Boucha, then
hander looked like the Marshall run homer and
Von Joshua
with
the
Minnes
ota
North
Stars,
old,
of
Pirates
checki
on ripped three hits and scored.
ng the
•N. N.
•N.
N N.•
during a National Hockey
one hit over three innings after two runs,
66
helping San FranLeague game Jan. 4.
taking over for injured Don cisco beat St. Louis
despite Ron
Boucha, who has now signed
Sutton in the seventh inning..
Fairly's grand slam homer.
poce Cro°°_,„
•
with,the- Minnesota Fighting
iyortilelo.-••
Xtie Giants, scOring early at the
/
All
,
Saints
\
AS
of
.the World Hockey AsAl
YOUldriiinner,tas been havind 'expense
•i
of Cardinal right-handsociation, underwent surgery
,
a parRul season this year due er Bob Gibson
Pant Suits'Dresses
, 2-8, built a 5-0
Purses
,
Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
following the incident to repair
to a rib injury.
,..
,
lead before Fairly crashed the
, Long Sleeve and Short Sleeve
Jes, Misses and Hall Sizes
10-7 Mon.-Thurs.
a broken bone in the orbit of
Bel-Air Shopping Center
10-3 Friday
seventh bases-loaded homer of
9-8 Sat
Padres 8, Cubs 6
Murray
his right eye.
/
1 2 13ne
14 Sun,
Fred Kendall's two-run single his career in the sixth inning.
,
This is the first time a proGet to know us; you'll like us
in the 15th inning lifted San
9.9:11016:31MNIVIIIINICIEWIC
Diego over Chicago. With one
All
out
in the 15th, Don Hahn douOne Table
All
bled off Tom Dettore, 2-2, and
Blouses
Dave Winfield was walked inDress Shoes
Sandals
Long, Short and Sleeveless
tentionally. The runners moved
up on a grounder by Hector
1/2 price
Torres before Kendall singled
to left.

Cubs Slam Astros
In Kentucky Play
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All Short Sleeve
knit Sport

Mets 4. Braves 3
Dave Kingman's 15th home
run of the season, a three-run
blast in the sixth inning, powered New York over Atlanta.
Wayne Garrett opened the
game with his third homer of
the year, giving the Mets 13
homers in their last eight
games.
Reds 2, Phillies 1
Gary Nolan notched his first
vietory in almost a month with
redid help from Rawly Eastwick as red-hot Cincinnati
edged Philadelphia. Nolan, 8-5,
scattered six .hits in 6 2-3 innings before departing in the
seventh when the Phillies
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By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct.
Pittsburgh
50 32 610
Philphia
47 38 553 4
New York
42 38 525 7
St. Louis
39 43 .476 11
Chicago
39 46 .459 121
Montreal
34 44 .436 Id
West
Cincinnati
56 29 .659
Los
Angetes
38 .558
S.Francisco
40 44 .476 15";
;San Diego
39 45 .464 161 ,
Atlanta
36 47 .434 19
Houston
31 57 352 26' ,
Tuesday's Results
San Diego 8. Chicago 6,
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Landmark Test Case To
Go To Courtroom Today

Marshall-Back-And Bod rs A
Winning - Again Cardmals Los

LAQIES DEPART

Th
town

1

All Little Girls and Boys

All Girl's

Sun-Suits
Bubble Suits Shorts and Tops $
9 mor. thru 41

L

20% off

Shorts
Tops
Halters

20% off
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All Girls
Summer

All C.irl's
Sumn
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/
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All Girl's

Sandals
and Canvas Sloes
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5.

„.Settle-Workman

20% off

New York 1, Atlanta 3
• Los Angeles 3, Pittsbur
gr' 0
Cincinnati 2, Philadelphna 1
Houston 5, Montreal 1 San Francisco 6, St Lotis
American League
East
L Pct GB
Boston
45 37 549
New York
44 38 537
1
.Milwaukee
14 40 524 1
Baltimore
39 41 488 5
Cleveland
37 45 .451
8
Detroit
35 46 432
West
Oakland
52 31 627
Kansas
City 46 37 554
Texas
40 4S .471 13
Chicago
38 43 469 13
California . 39 47 453 II',
Minnesota
37 48 446 15
Tuesday's Results
Boston s, Minnesota 5
Detroit 1,.rhiS840

Italian Spcwhetti
Special
Every Wednesday Night 4:00-9:00 only

Italian Spaghetti
Combination Salad
Garlic Bread & Drink
(Milk or all the Fresh Brewed Tea or
Fresh Ground Coffee, or Soft Drink You ç,in drink)

All For

$169

You Can't Eat This Good at Home
for $1.69

•
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Luxurious Dining for 225 People
Inside Dining Only-NO Delivery or Pick Up
Kentucky Western Waterlands
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Yanks Edge By Astros 3-1 In
Super Little League Contest

The best entertainment in
town is free.
It's provided four nights a
week during the summer in the
Little League. The Yanks and
the Astros got together Tuesday
night and put on quite a show for
the people who turned out to
watch one of the top games of
the season.
In a battle for first place, the
Yanks ran their season record
to 10-3 by edging past the Astros
3-1 in a game that looked more
like major leaguers playing
instead of little Leaguers.
Both teams came into the
contest with 9-3 records and a
share of first place with the
Pirates, who won the opening
contest in the league Tuesday
by slamming the A's 9-3.
There was a lot at stake and
both teams played like

champions. There was great
pitching, some super defensive
plays and the two teams had a
total of 13 hits.
The Yanks got started in the
top of the first inning. Speedy
Charlie Santagado led off with a
single and just kept on running.
Santagado took off for second
when the ball was misplayed in
the outfield and circled the
paths and just slid under the
throw at the plate to give the
Yanks a 1-0 lead.
Then Robert "Samson"
Santagado took over. He laced a
pitch far out into rightcenter
over the fence and the Yanks
led 2-0.
In the Astros' half of the first,
a wicked shot was hit back at
the box where Yank pitcher
Eddie Rhodes made a sensational play. Rhodes knocked

the ball down and while the ball save for Rhodes and the Yanks. led 2-1.
was in midair, the southpaw
The Pirate rally in the third
The Yanks scored their final
Rhodes speared it barehanded run of the contest in the top of started with two out. Darwin
and threw to first to nail the the sixth when Robert San- Bumphis doubled and reached
runner.
tagado walked, Mark Overbey third on an infield single by
In the Yanks second inning, it walked and Santagado later Eddie Requarth. Robin Roberts
was Astro hurler Scott Hill's scored on an RBI groundout by then ripped a double and two
turn to sparkle in the field.
runs crossed, giving the Bucs a
Ricky Hargrove.
Ricky Hargrove was on first
Hill went the distance for the 3-2 lead.
base after singling. Rhodes Astros and allowed six hits and
Tim Foster singled and Vie
lined a screamer at Hill who fanned nine men. Hargrove and Marshall was hit by a pitch to
lunged and caught the ball. Rhodes each fanned three men load the bases. Then
Joe Oakley
The force was so hard that It for the Yanks.
singled in two more runs and
knocked Hill to his knees.
Donnie Thompson, Charlie the Pirates led 6-2.
From a position on his knees, Santagado, Robert Santagado,
The Pirates had 10 hits in the
Hill turned and threw to first Don Hargrove, Ricky Hargrove contest, three by Rollins. Foster
base where he completed the and Mark Overbey all hit safely and Requarth had two apiece.
BART AT KAT —Kiwi Washer of the Kentucky Lampe Cubs tubes.
cut its pitch. The Cubs wee their
beautiful doubleplay by nailing for the Yanks. For the Astros, Also hitting safely were
contest Tuesday by doubinig the score on the Astro', 20-10.
Hargrove.
Herndon smacked three hits Bumphis, Roberts and Oakley.
The Astros got their only run while Mark Smith had two. Also McCuiston and David Bailey
in the bottom of the second. hitting safely were Eric Lovins had the hits for the Athletics.
Tony Herndon laced a shot over and Chris Hutson.
Rich Rollins got the win on the
the fence in left to trim the
In the first contest of the mound and was relieved by Vic
Yanks' lead to 2-1.
evening, the Pirates scored five Marshall,
Rhodes was removed from times in the bottom of the third
The Pirates play in the final
r"r
the mound after three innings and went on to nail the A's 9-3. game of the season Friday night
because of a sore arm. Don
The game was tied at one against the Astros. In the first
Hargrove came in and pitched apiece when the A's came up in game Friday, the A's meet the
Dave Whitten became the
deadlock with the Cards. Both
Kelly had the only safety in
the rest of the way and did a the third. Marty McCuiston. Yanks. If the Yanks win over first player
in Murray this the Cards and
Cubs are now 6-3. the contest for the Braves.
sparkling job in gaining the belted a long homer and the A's the A's and the Astros should season to
get six hits in one
There was some other strong Weatherly, Blair and Starks all
defeat the Pirates, then the game as he accomplished the
Yanks would win the Little feat in Park League play hitting also going on. Kevin had two hits for the Tigers while
Crawford had three hits as did Hutson also hit safely.
League crown outright.
- -Tuesday night.
Kelly
Calvin and Mike Davis.
Tuesday's games found the
On Thursday, the Cards will
Whitten had a half dozen
meet the Twins in the opener singles and six RBI's in pacing Davis, who was the winning Tigers ripping the Astros 18-2
while the Reds and Cubs tangle the rampaging Cards to a 32-4 pitcher, had five runs batted in. while the Yanks bombed the
Crawford had four RBI's as Reds 14-5.
in the nightcap.
win over the Cubs. It was the
All first round matches and
Hutson had three hits for the
Play begins at 5:15 p. m. this
The Cubs and A's will be fifth straight win for the Cards. did Calvin, who hit his fifth
homer of the season in the Tigers in their win while Blair
two matches in the second evening in the second round. playing a
makeup game tonight
The loss toppled the Cubs out victory.
round were completed Tuesday Finals are set for 7:30 p. m. in the only contest
had two. Also hitting safely
set in the of a first place tie with the
night at the Night Owl Mixed Thursday.
Also
hitting
were Weatherly, Perrin, Smith
safely
for
the
league.
Yanks and into a second place
Doubles Tournament
S
F.Abe- Aolzas,
---"--.30P-CP Vita.11011-b4atilkier4i
and Charlie Holmes.
IViurrikrountry Club.
Collins had the only hit.
For the Cubs, Chris Farmer,
Hunt Smock and Linda McDunn and Downey had four
Jimmy West, Hal Orr and Dave hits apiece in leading the yanks
Neely teamed to defeat-Wells
Randolph ell hit safely.
to their win over the Beds.
Purdom and Janet Housden 8-2.
Outstanding defensive plays
All matches in the tournament
Waldrop, Key and Vincent
for the Cards were made by each added two hits while Cella
were pro sets.
Davis, Trevor Mathis, Todd and Vick also hit safely.
Walt Apperson combined with
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. berg in the fourth. Meanwhile, and
Sandy Farris to defeat Don
For the Reds, Parrish had two
scored twice. Ken Holtz- Ross and Calvin. For the Cubs,
AP Sports Writer
Keller and Delores Holt by the
Dennis Leonard scattered nine man earned his fourth con- Dave Randolph sparkled in the basehits while Wells, McCuiston
It had all the earmarks of a hits and blanked the Brewers secutive
same 8-2 score.
and Scarbrough added hits.
triumph with help field.
great pitching duel ... Jim' until George Scott hit his 16th from Jim Todd
The Cards pulled off two
Ed Chrisman and Betty Jo
'in the seventh.
Palmer against Nolan Ryan, home run inn the seventh.
doubleplays in the contest.
Purdom won 8-4 over Buddy
FOOTBALL.
Tigers 3, White Sox 0
both named to the American
In the other game Tuesday,
Farris and Jenny Sue Smock
MINNEAPOLIS — The MinAs 15, Indians 5
Joe Coleman and John Hiller
League All-Star team this
while Don Overbey and Mary
Gene Tenace drove in four teamed up on a five-hitter and the Tigers edged by the Braves nesota Vikings of the National
week.
runs with a homer and single, Ron LeFlore and Leon Roberts 3-1.
Football League signed their
Jane Jackson defeated John
GOT IT—Craig Daniel, leftfielder for the Pirates, gets reedy to
It was great duel, all right, Billy Williams hit a two-run homered as
Harry Weatherly allowed just number one draft pick, defenHall and Nancy Walston 8-3.
the Tigers extendslap his hand to the gloves. make sure this fly bell doesn't fly out.
but the pitchers didn't domi- homer and Claudell Washington ed their winning
In other first round matches,
streak to sev- one hit in getting the win. Jon sive end Mark Mullaney of Collocking vp en the pity and watching closely is ceislerfielder Dumb Gene Landolt
nate it. Palmer wasn't involved tripled twice, drove in two runs en games.
MarkBillington took the loss for orado State, to a three-year
and Rainey
diriaphis. The Pirgt.es mafioã contest with Ilse 11'.8,11:3.
the Braves.
contract.
Apperson ylon an esay-1.1— in the decision although he
match over Maurice Humphrey -clime within one out of becoming the first 14-game winner in
and Lois Keller. In one of the
the majors. And Ryan suffered
best matches of the night,
his fifth consecutive defeat as
Charles Walston and Corine
the Baltimore Orioles downed
Stripling won 8-6 over Sam
the California Angels 8-5 in 10
Housden and Mary Beshear.
innings Tuesday night
Eddie Hunt and Rosemary
Elsewhere, the Boston Red
Warner defeated Ron F3eshear
Sox edged the Minnesota Twins
and Patsy Dennison 8-5 in
6-5, the New York Yankees
another good match.
blanked the Texas Rangers 4-0,
Hunt and Warner also played
will give away a new
the Kansas City Royals
another match, winning 8-6 over
trounced the Milwaukee BrewA. W. Simmons and Sue
ers 9-1, the Oakland A's wallopOverbey.
In the final first round match, ed the Cleveland Indians 15-5
and the Detroit Tigers downed
E. W. Dennison and Edwina
the Chicago White Sox 3-0.
Simmons won 8-3 over Charlie
Palmer, although he allowed
Warner and Linda Hunt.
only six hits, was charged with
Second round matches found
all five California runs in 8 2-3
Walt Apperson and Sandy
innings and blew a 5-3 lead
Farris smashing Hunt Smock
with two out in the ninth. Ryan,
at pre game ceremonies opening day of Great and Linda McNeely 8-0. In the who
hasn't won since June 6.
only other second round match,
Lakes Regional Tournament
yielded 10 hits, six walks and
Ed Chrisrnan and Betty Jo
eight runs — three of them
Purdom won 8-1 over Don
unearned — in nine inningsOverbey and Mary Jane
For each donation of S1.00 you will receive one
plus.
Jackson.
The Orioles won the game on
ticket on this motorcycle.
Quarterfinals
Mark Belanger's two-run single
A78-I3 Size Fits Vegas, Pintos, Colts,
Gremlins
in
the
10th
, Falcons, Toyotas and Other Compacts
following
a
walk
and
LOUISVI
LLE,
Ky.
(AP)
—
Proceeds will be used to buy now uniforms for the legion
a two-base throwing error by
Defending champion Mrs.
losebaN Teem
first baseman John Doherty.
Custom
-Wayne Richard met Mrs. WalRed Sox 6, Twins 5
This is America's large
ter Conklin today in the quar!
t selling tire - for lots of good
reasons. Resilient polyester cord body for smoothFred Lynn's tie-breaking
terfinals of the Women's Falls
riding comfort. Tread firming fiberglais beltsior roadpinch single with the bases
Cities Golf Tournament at
holding traction. A use-proved-ter-ad design that reallv
loaded
the
in
ninth
inning
drove
Louisville's Hurstborne Country
delivers on mileage. This is a tire featured on mans
in the winning run. Jim Rice
of the 1475 model cars..
Club.
opened the ninth by beating out
Mrs. Richard downed Mrs.
SIZES
SIZES. SIZES
an infield hit and was sacriDaniel Costigan 6 and 5 yester7.00-13
1378-14
F78-14 G78-I4
H78-14 178-14
ficed to second. After an inday; while Mrs. Conklin deC78-14 078-14
F78-15 G78-15
1178-15 178-15
tentional walk to Carlton Fisk,
feated Mrs. Harry Tinch 2 and
E78-14 E78-15
•
178-15
rookie reliever Tom Johnson,
making his first appearance of
the season, also walked Rick
Plus $1.71 to $321 F.E T per tire
Burleson to load the bases.
depending on size and old tire
Lynn, who hasn't started the
last few games because of a
bruised hand, grounded a
game-winning single into right
• Cash • Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Maelor
Cherry
field.
• American Ezpress Money Card • Diners
Club
Carle
•
Blanche
•
IlankArnaric
ard
Yankees
Rangers
4,
0
at
See Your Independent Dealer For H45 Proce;Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.
Catfish Hunter pitched a seven-hitter for his 12th victory
and fifth shutout and Ron
Lynn Grove; Ky.
Blomberg hit a two-run homer
in the first inning. Blomberg's
homer off Steve Hargan was
his fourth of the year and his
Up to 5 (its of majoc
first since he injured a shoulder
brand mult.-gradecni
April 26 while hitting a home
• Complete analysis and align• With electronic equipment Our
ment correction - to increase tire
run against Milwaukee.
professionals fine-tune vour enmileage
and
improve
steering
Complete
gine. installing neir points, plugs
•
chassis
Royals 9, Brewers 1
safety
•
Precrsion
equipmen
t.
&
condenser • Helps maintain a
lubricatio
change_
oil
n
&
Harmon Killebrew's two-run
410J.I
used by experienced prinfet• '
moot* roofing engirt'. for maxiloner
ensure
Helps
•
140m•
signals, helps ensure a precision
double highlighted a fiVe.run
mum gas mileage•Includes Dal.
wearing parts &smooth,
alignment
sun. Toyota, VW & light trucks
first inning againstBill Travers
quiet performance
and John Mayberry 'added a
• Ple,asrf phqne for
11
three-run homer off /Pete Broappoihtment
• Includes light...U.0a_
Any U S made 'tar
Steve Hale Evangelist
David Ezell, Song Director
parts eNtra .1 nee04
BASKETBALL
front-white
drive cars
F.clsolts
ATLANTA
Three-time All10.
An-frican David Thompson 61
North Carolina State announced
he has turned down the offer
Hours.; Mon. Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30%31311Reg. Store
.
the NaliOrEql i3asjethall Association AtIonts- flawks to ,sign
For Transportation Call 753-7442 or 435-4574
with the American Basketball
Association Denver Nuggets

Whitten Rips Six Hits
In Park League Contest

Night Owl Tennis Play
Opens At Murray Club

yan oes own 10 IllS
Conseckitiveloss, Yanks Win

Murray Post 73

The American
Legion

100cc Yamaha
Motorcycle
Wed., Aug. 20, 1975

SAVE 24% to32%
.P..iv2lasWhites
Double Belted Polyglas Errs for Compact,Standard&Itig Cars

Sale Ends
Sat. Night

Potter Cushion Pobglas

This motorcycle furnished by
Town and Country Yamaha,
Hwy. 94 East of Murray.

$3225

You Are Invited To A
Youth Led

Revival

74
GO00'
1. AR

$3825

$4250

7 Ways to Buyat Goodyea

Salem Baptist Church

Lube and Oil Change

$488

Front-End
Alignment

Engine
Tune-Up

7

1(((_•il)

$1 88 .

Services Start At 7:00p.m.

_

11, 12-11,13_ - :

Soiith 12th & GletnSaire
•

Phone 753-0595
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Louisville Faculty Member Calls
For More Residency Positions

Ashland Oil Denies CIA Funds
Were For Political Donations
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ashland Oil Inc. denies that the
nearly $99,000 it got secretly
from the Central Intelligence
Agency was for domestic political donations.
It was disclosed Tuesday that
the Kentucky-based oil corn-'
pany got $98,968 from the CIA
in five payments over a 41
/
2year period ending in March,
1973. Ashland is the country's
largest independent oil refiner.
Ashland also has admitted
that during the same period it
handed out more than $700,000
irsillegal corporate donations to
Richard M. Nixon, Hubert H.
Humphrey, the Democratic
party and to other candidates
including some which the company still refuses to name.
The CIA money popped up in
a lengthy report that Ashland
filed with the government.
Company spokesman Harry T.
Wiley at first declined to comment and said all questions
should be directed to the CIA,
where no spokesman was available.
Later Wiley called back to
deny any domestic political
connection. "The monies provided by the CIA were not given to Ashland Oil to be used for
political contributions. The CIA
money and Ashland's political
contributions are unrelated,"
he said. He still declined to reveal the purpose of the money.
At the time the payments
were made, Ashland was active
in several African countries.
This gave rise to speculation
that the CIA funds may have

been used to reimburse Ashland for salaries the company
paid to CIA agents posing as
Ashland employes abroad.
Ashland has admitted making
cash payments to foreign government officials in Africa and
the Caribbean during the period
in which the CIA money was
flowing in. It also refused to
name the recipients of those
payments.
The CIA connection quickly
caught the attention of the Senate subcommittee on multinational corporations, headed by
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho. A
spokesman said the Church
subcommittee would look into
the matter. Church also heads
a Senate panel investigating the
CIA and other U.S. intelligence
agencies.
About $50,000 of the CIA money was paid in cash and was
kept in a company safe without
records and without being
recorded on the company books
for several years, according to
the Ashland report.
It was not until October of
1973 that the company put the
cash in a corporation bank accout, the report said. That was
just after the Senate Watergate
committee, the Special Prosecution Force and the Internal
Revenue Service started probing Ashland's domestic political
contributions, many of which
were made from a cash fund
kept in a company safe.
The story of the Ashland
money was told in a report
filed by Ashland with the Secu-

rities and Exchange Commission and the U.S. District
Court. The report is the product
of months of internal investigation by three of the company's
board members.
There were few other disclosures in the report. It said a
New York subsidiary had given
$5,000 to the successful 1972
campaign of Hugh L. Carey,
who was running for governor
of New York, but it said its top
lawyer had cleared this donation as legal under New York
law.
It also disclosed that the
company's chief executive,
Orin Atkins, handed $7,500 in
cash as a "good will gesture"
to a government official in prerevolutionary Libya, and paid
12,500 to cover wedding expenses for an adviser to Libya's King Idris.
Spokesman Wiley said the refusel to reveal names of those
who received Ashland's domestic political gifts and foreign
payments was in line with company policy. He said he could
not explain why the policy was
adopted.

Rudy's Bargain Day
Thursday,July 10

dations unveiled by a council
committee' that has studied
Kentucky's health education
needs.
Other proposals included
changes in health education to
assure that medical manpower
is trained to meet state needs,
more experimentation and off
campus training for students,
and mandatory continuing education for practicing health professionals.
The council did not take formal action on the proposals,
but at least some are expected
to be part of a long-range plan
for higher education being developed by the agency.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) — Kentucky might have
more practicing physicians if
the state's medical centers,
community hospitals and clinics had more residency positions for newly graduated doctors, a University of Louisville
faculty member says.
Dr. William VonderHaar,
chairman of the U of L family
practice department, said additional residencies would mean
fewer Kentucky medical graduates would go to other states
for advanced training.
Graduates who go on to residencies in other states seldom
return to Kentucky to practice,
VonderHaar told the state
Council on Public Higher Education in a meeting Tuesday at
Western Kentucky University.
Dr. Hary Bohannon, the counell's coordinator for health education, said the state has 169
residencies, but will graduate
about 240 physicians next
spring.
"This means that we'll immediately export 70 students to
other states to get their training," he said.
A call for more residencies
was among several recommen-
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Fried Chicken - Baked Beans
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Only

Homemade Cake with
Homemade Ice Cream Only 554
Lemonade 104
IA lb. Pure Ground Beef4 Burger

DDT substitutes
being sought
WASHINGTON —
urest
Service Chief John R.
McGuire says the service is
continuing its efforts to find
alternatives to DDT.
The most promising materials evaluated, McGuire
said, appear to be a chemical
insecticide, carbaryl,and two
biological agents, one a virus
and the other a bacterium. —

rid&

All the Pancakes
You Can Eat

reakfast

CARLISLE, Pa. (AP) —
Bear, married for 13 years,
Farmer Robert Bear says he says he was living an idyllic
last saw his wife in February, life on his corn and potato farm
but she refused to speak to with his family when he dehim—
_
cided to speak out against Re-.
"I said, 'Good morning,' and form Mennonite doctrine that
took her picture. She did not claimed the church is the only
like that," says Bear, who has pure faith.
been excommunicatedlrom the
He claims his attacks reReform Mennonite arch and suited in his excommunication
is the subject of a church prac- and shunning. His wife moved
tice_called "shunning," where the couple's children out of
he Is avoided by all church their farmhouse.
members, including his faintit,. Bear tried unsuccessfully to
- Bear, 46, also hold newsmestotgue - the church in the local
Tuesday he tried to see his six courts. The case was not heard.
children last winter. He went to But on Monday the state Suhis in-laws' home in Camp Hill. preme Court, citing that mar"My wife's father met me at riage may be governed by the
the door," the Carlisle farmer state and not entirely by the
said. "He said it made my wife church, ordered the Cumberso nervous she took the chil- land County Court to hear the
dren away."
case.
"I would think we will follow
this until it is finished. I want
my wife and children back,"
says.
lariat denim results! Bear
Will his wife return if. the
courts decide shunning is unconstitutional? Bear's wife has
not been available to answer.
RENT OUR RINSE N VAC—the neer
portable easy to-use het water
"But I'm hoping that she reertraction carpet cleaning sasdline
she has done wrong,"
alizes
that rtatly
Bear says. "She is a victim of
• rinses carpet fibers with bet
peter and cleaning solution
her culture ... They believe
• iessems and lifts all dirt,
they
that if
are
exprises and residues to the
communicated they are dam,copal surface where
ned to hell. That's what rny
they ore isimediatiely
scserseed up
wife and children believe, that
r.
• levees your carpets
I
am damned to hell."
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Each Used Less than 3 months

Janie Goff lost 82 lbs.
- -- -Janie Goff of Hattiesburg,
Miss., went from 220 to 138
lbs. on the Ayds plan. Taken
as directed, Ayds"t Reducing
Plan Candy actually help satisfy your appetite, so you eat less,
lose weight. Ayds contains vitamins and minerals, no drugs.
Comes in four flavors. See
what the Ayds plan can do
for you.

Save 39%

127}Ii‘tiorsal fan with safety grill.

4 Year Complete Warranty
1 Year Fan Motor Warranty

JACK 'INCEST
Sol-Air Shop. (tr.
No. 1l

Multi-Speed

With Stand

$75(m Less than Regular Price

ODOR-FREE!

39 CATHOLICS SERVING
IN COMMONS
LONDON (API — The House
of Commons elected last fall 39
Roman Catholics among its 635
members, the highest number
for half a century. Twenty-two
of the Catholics are in the ruling Labor Party and 13 in the
Conservative opposition. There
are alio two Scottish Nationalists and two from Northern
Ireland—.one Social Democratic Labor party and one Independent.

Sets
stirs
of I
infoi
thus

01ASto 1111111SIGERS SALE

(Atthultprulfplus)

UL

VI

crei
mai
for
$3.4
34 a
35a
vete
exa
disa

oq,iyLanus

Owen

s'66

1iii"ñnefFarmer Taking His
Case To Court To Win Family

assi
just
can

off

5
MM
rs.
rs.u2
IniB
Mruorarda,)
Sawyer!
Vela P.
Nelson,
Gussie

SALE PRICES GOOD AT OVER 600 STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST

IOTASO

Bel Air Shopping Center

Prices Good Thre Soterday Only
Mori_-Thers—_—..
9-8 Fri. & Sat.

us,

ovi SC9

C11117

E

LA/ A.

D41
7,;oari
(expire
rniaaY

4

Cottage
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Vets Must Apply
By Aug. 1 For
VGLI Insurance

Jaly 9, 1975

LAYAWA Y

The Veterans Administration
urges the some 2.7 million
veterans discharged between
April 3,1970, and Aug. 1,• 1974, to
apply by midnight August 1 if
they want low-cost Veterans
Group Life Insurance (VGLI).
Former
servicemen
separated from military service
during that period became
eligible during that limited time
for VGLI authorized under the
Veterans Insurance Act 0( 1974
May 24), VA explained.
The insurance is designed to
assist veterans through readjustment periods, and it may be
carried for five years only.
VGLI is available, in increments of $5,000 up to a
maximum of $20,000. Premiums
for maximum coverage are
$3.40 monthly for veterans aged
34 and under, and $6.80 for those
35 and over. To be eligible, the
veteran must be in good health,
except for service-connected
disabilities.
For persons who convert their
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance to VGLI within 120 days
of, leaving service, no health
information is required, but
those who wait beyond the 120day period and yet apply within
the following year must present
evidence of good health except
for service-connected
disabilities.
Application forms for VGLI
are available from VA offices
and
veterans
service
organizations. Completed
applications ancr,first month
-.41'0114.one-4r,Ahose•
before Aug. 1, 1974, must be
submitted before midnight,
Aug. 1, 1975 to: Office of Servicemen's troup Life Insurance, 212 Washington St.,
Newark, N. J. 07102.

HOLDS ANY
W‘O ITEM IN
DOWN
LAYAWAY!
NO SERVICE CHARGE
LADI
ES FROSTY RABBIT MAXI-COAT

Ladies beautiful maxi-coat
in gray or camel bronco suede
with frosty f_abbit
The
-Snit
in sizes 6-16.

LADIES BRONCO SUEDE
BOOT COAT
Fantastic
hooded
bronco
suede boot coat with sashed
44
be band.lt,fro
frostyinrabbit
it caoiz
Ies
lar,7c-lu5
ffs

\..\::)
)and

Hospital Report
July 5, 1975
Adults 87
Nurseryl
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISCHARGES
Venice Shelton, National
Hotel, Murray, Mrs. Doris Lee
Russell, 1112 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Wilma Brewer,
Rt. 2, Big Sandy, Tn., Mrs.
Latricia Beth Cavitt, Rt. 4,
Benton,WilltaPn Max Miller, 710
Vine, Murray, Rex Lynn Stone,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Joyce E.
Emerine and Baby Girl, Rt. I,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy Ann Lyons
and Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Box 886,
Murray, Mrs. Debbie F. Potts
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Patsy Ann Thorn and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Mary
Nell Paschall, Rt. 2, Paris, TN.,
Mrs. Velma L. Myers, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Opal Mary Ray,
500 Whitnell, Murray, Miss
Sadie Cook, 614 Broad Ext.,
Murray, Mrs. Eaker Lamb,
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Mary J. McDougal, 503 N.
4th St., Murray, Mrs. Lou F.
Hornbuckle ( expired) 215 N.
2nd, Murray.

Minimum 6 per storp

LADIES FAKE SEAL COAT

Snuggly seal textured coat
with mock mink collar, cuff,
and band. Double breasted
and sashed belt. In black or
brown, sizes 8-18.

LADIES BRONCO SUEDE CAR- COAT

Popular bronco suede 'car
coat
features four arrow
trimmed pockets plus shag
trim or, collar, cuffs and border. In navy, gray and brown.
in sizes 8-18.

••••

Minimum 8
per store.

LADIES FAKE SEAL COAT
with LAMB TRI
Elongated coat of bronco
suede has slash pockets,
lamb collar, cuffs and band,
warm quilted lining and tie
back. In brown and gray, sizes 8-18.

Minimum b

per store.

PRE-SEASON BLANKET SALE!
Minimum 48
per
store.

7-6-75 ADULTS 99
NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Lamb ( mother
Mary A.), Rt. 7, Murray, Baby
Girl Blackford (mother Sue),
Rt. 6, Murray.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Gladys M. Erwin, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Farrell F. Smith,
Rt. 3, Benton, Adolphus E.
Sheridan, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Sue
A. Tidwell, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Master Garry L. Miller, Rt. 1Bx. 156, Murray, Orvin B.
Martin, 208 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Marion S. Kemp, 1609
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Eura J. Johnston, 808 Hurt,
Murray, Mrs. Geraldine Kelly,
Rt. 3-Bx 377, Murray, Mrs.Flossie Byerly, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Johanna Chance expired), 402 N. 2nd., Murray.
July 7, 1975 ADULTS 121
NURSERY 7.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Hankins (mother
( Nancy), 801 College Ct.,
Murray, Baby Boy Bowerman
(mother Bonnie J.), Rt. 9,
Benton, Baby Girl Burgett
(mother Janice), Rt. 4, Murray,
Baby Girl Thomas (mother
Elsie), New Concord.
DISMISSALS
James R. Hale, P. 0. Bx
Hardin, Mrs. Matilda E. Cain,
504 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Carolyn F. McClure,318 N.
7th., Murray, Layman Peeler,
504
S. 6th., Murray, Mrs.
Mary Hodges, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Ina B. Ivery, 200 Pine St.,
Murrax, Mrs. Mary L Foy, 512
Broad,' Murray, Mrs. Bitha
Sawyers, Ri. 1, Hardin,. Mrs.
Vela P. Guinn, Hardin, Mrs. Iva
Nelson, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Gussie C. Houston, Rt. 3,
_Murray, Mrs. Rosie .1, Rudolph
(expired), Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Norma F. Cloy (expired), Rt. 2,
Cottage Grove, Tn.

2144

Minimum 16 per

store.

Mini rum

4 per store

72"x 90"

72"x 90"
CLASSIC ROSE

BLANKET
00
Fon9

2

REG:
5.88
D re t t y
floral print in
1 0Q./. polyester with
5" nylon binding. In
gold, blue and pink.

UPID

BLANKET

PEANUTS
ALL SPORTS

2

BLANKET

FO7
REG.
4.57

Popular ''Peanuts"
blanket of 1000o fiberwoven polyester.
Features
different
sports scenes with
the Peanut gang.

blankets
Warm
in
pretty polyester with
5" nylon binding. In
gold, green, blue and
*ink.

BABY
WALKER

-BAKEOVEN
EASY
SIMPLE SAFE • FUN

PIANO

106_6

Ammunition 11._10n!
tamed within the gallery. Ages 4-10.

with bench
1797
flake beautiful music
with 25 keys in flals
and sharps over"2 octaves. Includes coJared key chart and
music book.

RADIO
JET
9
REG.
WAGON 7 12.97

Features red, heavy

auge steel body and
semi-pneumatic tires:

97

•

MAGIC SHOT
GALLERY
25 KEY

with BOTTLE

by Kenner

t!tie,

AFX
OVAL EIGHT

RiircE SET

FISHER PRICE

SAFARI
ADVENTURE

14" 1497

In0Vdes 2 sUper-fast
APX cars. pit stop
garage, 2 pro-style
speed controls, safety wall, guard rails.
trestles, racing n
and more!

f

Safari set from
.- Fisher-Price lets your
imagination run wild.
Includes truck, animats' plus much more. -

Minimum
12 per store.
Pretty baby is 21 '
tall, drinks, wets anc
walks. She's all vinyl, has rooted hair
and sleeping eyes.

EASY BAKE
TRAIN SET
Safe y-bake
with slide through
baking and cooling
tray, cake mix, pans,
and frosting mix,plus
COokbook.

AIR HOCKEY
by Aurnra

OVEN
297
oven

BRUNSWICK'S

1

97

Includes lighted F-9
diesel, boxcar, hopper car, caboose, 12
sections of treac'

3997
The fastest air hockey game ever. The
puck travels on a
cushion of- air created by an etectrIC T110=tor and goes up to

100 fi.P.H.

/ '

N\ V kVA-tit
Limit Rights Reserved

Equal Opportunity Employer

'AvGig
,4
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We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps

Elen

Prices Good Thursday July 10 thro Wednesday July 16

Bi
(NPrchSeleslid
cAline,
rvi
eir
s
t cho
tivitii
Amei

Del-Monte

*****************4•41,

Tomato
Juice

avaiL
A

We
Ke:
Cal

46 oz. Cat
Frosty Acres

Orange Juice
With $7.50 order or more
Limit 1 at this price please

Fraty Acres

Corn Dogs

We

the u

Frosty Acres

Keeiger
12

Lemonade canoz. 2

Saltine
Crackers

Frosty Acres

G
ntahlarnifeee
iark
Univt
of Ag
"W
and 14
corn
"Dry

.VANCAMPS
TUNA

,

/
4 oz. Can
61
Light Grated

many
pttR
ricei
that c
will
td
wheiemas
push

REFRESHING
Libby's

PRODUCE

Vienna
Sausage

Yellow Ripe

64-19-4 111
4,Itio. 1 Red

894

Sox.

Potatoes
Bell Pepper

10 lb. bag

$149

lb.

ti
fpoorscsin
Gar

7 Farms

" 9ti
cattU
tin
e

Cheese Food

iticludi
sumn
- choice
co

a'

lit

494

$119

In
gr
.
mar(
ris
markt
intern
econoi

Dishwashing Liquid
32

No. 1 Sunkist

Lemons

existtt
years
Janua
s
uapa
meb

&MI
Cello Bog Doz.

Grape
Jelly

per c
slaugt.
period
estimi

Hawaiin
Punch

18 oz.

e
sIr:
ao‘uEgvtl
ug
breedi
wer4
U
.S
e.,

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

Chuck Roast
Round Bone

Boneless

Shoulder

Pot

Roast

Nabisco

Vanilla Wafers
•

turn
beginr
slaugh
at
am
ha
ninvlleuioi

Drink

VIVA
Towels

N

slaugl
cropsrerna"Barri

in cov

$1 1?

a
tetnthnis
ii
conclu

COUPON

Sliced Bacon

12 oz. Pkg.$119

Armour Star
No. 1

Pork

Campfire Brand

Bologna

Brains

Franks

In The Piece

1 lb. Cup

12 oz. Pkg.

791

49'

16 oz.-8 Bottle Carton
with bottles or deposit

PRE
4AP

Parker's Market
Koehler

Your
Choice

59

* "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

That

Jumbo Rolls

Armour Star

Shopping Centers

report
Gi
Ganan
t

Ryons
Lemon or Orange

7: 894

Roast

1 lb.
$"

Located in Downtown

replac
j
ce
anntua
n

Red
Only

may

man I
tcrria s
by a c
The
a Ron
he cal
he sai
but tl
white'
He!
the se
hospit
ants r.
for bl
waitih
"Th4
man,
street
Stein.
a blan
The ,
with t
arrive
man t
within
Path
incider
nation'
South
Corp.

Saltine
Crackers
1 lb. with coupon
Expires 7-16-75

you

CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * *
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

(
4

On I
failed
Andce
ment
vote.
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Bicentennial Junior Committees Of Correspondence Program Available

7

FRANKFORT, KY.
—
Kentucky elementary school
children have been invited to
participate in the Bicentennial
Junior
Committees
of
Correspondence, a national
Bicentennial program jointly
sponsored by the American
Revolution Bicentennial Administration ( ARBA), the
National
Association
of
Elementary School Principals
(NAESP), and the U. S. Postal
Service.
In this program, school
children exchange letters expressing their thoughts on the
Bicentennial and describing
their participation in class,
school and community activities in commemoration of
America's 200th anniversary.
A teacher's packet is
available to elementary schools

free of charge consisting of the
following:
A Teacher's Guide which
contains extensive Bicentennial
information and suggestions for
classroom Bicentennial
projects, .
Two classroom posters.
36 Bicentennial
Junior
Committees of Correspondence
student membership cards.
A partial mailing directory of
other schools participating in

the program to which student Massachusetts General Court
letters can be sent.
on June 13,1764 to communicate
A teacher's response card. to the other colonies its protest
The program is named in against Great Britain's imhonor of the original Colonial position of the Sugar Act and the
Committees of Correspondence proposed Stamp Act.
which played a very major role
in unifying the spirit of revolt As colonial resistance inleading to the War for American creased, the number and effectiveness of the Colonial
Independence.
Committees of Correspondence
The first colonial committee inc.seased drastically until they
was
appointed
by
the were a powerful force in

colonial affairs.
By 1774, when Great Britain
imposed what became known as
the "Intolerable Acts", which
were a serious assault on
American political rights,
nearly all the colonies were
tightly linked through their
Committees of Correspondence.
After the English government
suspended self-government in
Massachusetts in wake of the
Boston Tea Party, the Boston

Committee of Correspondence
immediately wrote the other
colonies: "They have ordered
our port to be entirely shut up,
leaving us barely so much of the
means of subsistence as to keeo
us from perishing with cold and
hunger. A fleet of British ships
of war is to block our harbor
until., obedience is paid to the
law and authority of Great
Britain...
"The single question is,

I'S

wio

SEGREGATED
AMBULANCES
PRETORIA, South Atrica
( AP) — Ambulance apartheid
may have killed an African
man who lay dying in a Pretoria street after he was struck
by a car.
The Rev. Father P. B. Stein,
a Roman Catholic priest, says
he called an ambulance after
he saw the man in the street
but that an ambulance for
white only arrived at the scene.
He laid that instead of taking
the seriously injured man to a
hospital the two white attendants radioed for an ambulance
for blacks and stood around
waiting fol it.
"They lid nothing for the
man, who was lying in the
street in the rain," said Father
Stein. "They did not even throw
a blanket over him."
The priest said an ambulance
with black attendants finally
arrived and took the injured
man to hospital but he died
within minutes.
Father Stein referred to the
incident the next morning in a
nationwide radio service of the
South African Broadcasting
Corp.
" NO ThIPEACIMENT
On May 28, 1868, the Senate'
' failed to convict President
Andrew Johnson in impeachi
ment proceedings by one
vote.

i
•
_
i.k.• al J
Ilk

Weather will be a key factor
affecting cattle prices during
the upcoming months. That is
the prediction of John C.
_ Gamble, Extension livestock
marketing specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
"Weather will affect pastures
and weather will affect the 1975
corn crop," Gamble points out.
"Dry weather could cut the
,...rciFRP:ig,Q4PKIELY-_ 4101stuttrs
and force the movement of
many cattle to market, forcing
prices down. And any weather
that causes a poor crop outlook
will probably discourage
demand for feeder calves and
push many nonfed cattle into
the slaughter market, also
forcing prices down."
Gamble
foresees
the
possibility of other forces
-putting downward pressure on
cattle prices by the end of the
summer. These forces may
include higher retail prices for
choice beef and a resulting drop
trr • consumer demand, large
marketings of young calves off
grass, increased fed cattle
marketings, and continued high
pnemployment and general
economic problems.
The UK economist says large
supplies of beef are likely to
exist for the next two to three
years. Cow slaughter from
January-March of this year was
up about 30 per cent from the
same period in 1974 and up 42
per cent from 1973. Heifer
slaughter during this same
period in 1975 was up an
estimated 23 per cent from 1974.
"Even these increases in
slaughter, however, were not
enough to stop increases in
breeding stock numbers in the
U. S.," says Gamble. "There
were eight per cent more beef
replacement heifers and six per
cent more beef cows on hand on
January 1 of this year than were
reported a year earlier."
Gamble says that in order to
turn the cow herd lower by the
beginning of next year, cow
slaughter and deaths would
have to be boosted by over ten
million head from last year.
That would be a 35-40 per cent
annual increase over the 1974
slaughter and death loss.
"Barring adverse weather for
crops and pastures during the
remainder of 1975, an increase
in cow slaughter approaching
ten million head seems unlikely
at this time," the UK economist
concludes.

of our history and their ability
to view contemporary life in
historic perspective, to give
them experience in cooperative
project planning and implementation, to increase their
appreciation of the written word
as a means of self expression
and to help in the developrrknt
of letter writing skills.
For teacher's kits and more
information contact: Bicentennial Junior Committees of
Correspondence, Room 5821, U.
S. Postal Service, Washington,

D. C. MO.

BAND-AID
Brand
Natural PH Balance
Choice of Green Apple Apricot - Strawberry Avocado
12 oz. Bottle

Plastic Strips

Weather To Be
Key Factor In
Cattle Prices

whether you consider Boston as
now suffering in the common
cause and sensibly feel and
resent, the injury offered to
her."
Sponsors of the Junior
Committees of Correspondence
program say that its primary
objective is to generate
widespread and meaningful
involvement by elementary
school students in the commemoration of the Bicentennial.
The program is also intended
to improve student's amironew

-
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50+ 20 free total 70 Bandages

A kit containingsverything you need
to frost or tip your hair
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items not exacti
ictured

Rum**

_
kOSZ41

New
Macleans
Flouride
Toothpaste

Fishing Season Is Here! We have the largest tackle display in the area.
All at Discount Prices

Antiseptic for the
skin
16 oz. Bottle

o. 2000
"Campmaster

Gillette

liac""k
Pack

Just Arrived
Tom Manns
Razor Back
Crank Bait

Double Edge Blades

Reg. 17.00

Revolutionasy for 75

Reg. 1.89

Super Stainless Steel

- Pack of 10

$1 39
$

2
95

My Buddy
No. 1150
1 Tray
Molded
Plastic

Tackle
Box

Entire
Stock
Ladies
Sleeveless

Halter
Tops

Loafers

Reduced

Reg. $7.99 $388

$149

Special

Reg. $6.99 $288

Heavy
Guage

Air
Mattress

Reg.
to
$2.49

Shorts
Reduced

20%

Your
Choice

Asst Colors

$1"

For
Hanging
Pets

Lawn
Mower

Fruit Jars
with rings Si lids

Case of 8

$247

LATEX
WALL PAINT

rings

cas„f 8

•
m
m
m

$227

Reg. $79.95

Freezer
Bags

.
E
Auto Mr-Conditioner \

Rain-Wave Oscillating
•-•

Li
Sprinkler..
Waters
up to
2200

-sr

Reéharger

7"
Paint Pon
Roller

Multi-Purpose

(7
NUT CRACICTR,
SCREWpRIVER
110:171It OPENER
HAMMER

Pliers
To help you with
your jars

m
•
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?. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

r

Crossword Puzzler

Swim
Classes
Contact
Shirley Wilferd
753-30141-

Copies of Old
Photographs
Passport Photos
Billfold Photos
Family Groups
Anniversary Photos

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ACROSS
3 Macaw
..W.WX-.10. VOW
4 Spreads for
UNO
Uifa
1 Piece of
drying
6:11EM.V.43 UOVOVO
dinnerware
5 Paradise
CM0
6 Abbot's
Appeased
assistant
7 Torture device :AMP& 111U BY.4.700
Wis Td!.001
11 Scorched
Bury
12 Alighted
LITO Ut%TP. nuR UR
9 Hypothetical
14 Preposition
force
MORD ii-p-OE ORM
15 Fruit drink
10 Cures
Walls VIM Wag
113 Perform
11 Distress signal
am;
17 Pa's mate
13 Parent(colloq.) P.WOOT.P. MERS
MR
18 Pigpen
19 Unit of
HOU
OBM
20 Giggled
Japanese
9 ORM giiiNMFC TAW
23 Printer's
currency
measure
21 Man's name 33 Greek letter
unsteadily
25 Sun god
22 Soak
37 Skill
51 Rational
203 Communist 24 Encountered 40 Girl's name 53 Meeting
27 Pierce
27 Edible seed 42 Prefix: new
MOT
28 Wraps in
32 Stalemate
43 Grain
54 Dutch town
34 Printer's
29 Township
45 Be of use
Label
58
(abbr.)
measure
48 Worm
61 Note of scale
35 Couple
30 Male fowl(p1)49 Son of Adam 63 College degree
38 "Period of time 31 Be ore
50 Walk
labbr
38 Latin conjunc1
2
3
5 ea 6 7 4 9 to
4
tion
:
1:4°
..!•*:
39 Hail!
iS,*:12
41 Lome Greene's ill11
IIII
fla
old layout
fitai
1
5
le
lig§
I7
44 Girl's name
..
de
46 Compass point 113 •19
22
47 Symbol for
!:
••
•4
•
.
tantalum
ni
:
V. 23 24
48 Lifting devices
1§
52 Definite article 27 28
2; 30
33
31 00832
55 Conjunction
WI •
itrilt 35
!Are
58 Man's nicka.
yVl38
v..
;
;az
name
57 Consume
5i.
60 More agile
:4•1
WeM.W.
565
82 Ern power
.
i.45:
ea
et
50 51 viv::ailiiiiii
64 Trades for

NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. a
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,

Photography in Color

Murray , Ky., Phone 755.3342

Love's
Studio

Kings Den

$al Pefliel

Stacy Adams Shoes

AD% EIATISING

.
...„,.. it,.,„. .,

DEADLINES
All display ads,
displays and

ililliiiiIiiiini UNIIIIIIMPWIP
III lU

". MOM"

el

W

DOWN
1 Shut up
2 Note of scale

MiiADA
1=4.:k Mil
e es

:*::"

il

5.55i
1111•:•:4*.
Di tr bo United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
-i 4..

teresting home or
farm house in the
country. Contact at
753-1911.
ABC
PLAY
School.
Openings for children

Comprehensive Care....

ages 31,2 to 6. Drop-in
service. 753-8807.

Poison Control

tOUCN
LfOU'RE
BREAKING
MY
ARMS!

i(OU.
THIS PLANE TO
US AND THEN
tfOl/ -100K IT
13ACK!

OUCA!
LET Go! I'VE SEEN
ASSIGNED A SPECIAL LEG! AW
MISSION 6
(
4 GENERAL FOOT!MY
'TOW!
PERSHING! LET GO!

Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read . 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

IF I FAIL IN THIS
M155i0N,iT COuLP CAU5E

WEIOST THE

POWDER PUFF'
PEREW JU5T
BECAU5E Of,
f041!

WORLD WAR I 1b

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
Phone 753-0489

I

13 For Sale Or Trade
FOR TRADE OR SALE.
Four bedroom house for
smaller house. Two
bedroom house near
college. Call 753-2200.

14. Want To Buy

s
DEIDRA
from Mom

8 Dad
IF YOU hay; a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,

RAG

ON FOR. ‘!EARG

WHEN TRAVELING inaround-or-thru Dover,
Tennessee, stop at Joe
Bailey's Place, ( Texaco)
for a free cup of coffee
(always).

.1
;

41C44
.
3"

753-

USED FREEZER in good
condition also ciderpress. Call 753-4138.
S.!IPP NEAR
Nfirtray'. PreferatTy
clean-up shop. Call 4365552.

i. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, H.94
E., Murray.
LARGE WINDOW FAN,
reversible. $15.00. Call
436-2289.
DISHWASHER, 2 years
old, in excellent condition.
$125.00 - call 753-8321.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 26
cents each. Firewood, $10
a rick. Call 753-9618,

HAVEN'T
YOU HAD

THERE
A SEE IN MY

NANCY,
13222,zz.?

• ez722,

WOOD BURNING heating
stove. Three-fourths size
roll away bed and
Kelvinator refrigerator.
Call 474--2347.

ALPH ABET
SOUP
BEFORE?

OF
COURSE

10,000 Bill

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.

Air Conditioner
Saul, Mama
Only 4 te ad
First Come, Ant Serve
at a

For Sale

Color
TV's

eret sow.,I. ear

-

NO.GENERAL-- FOR SONIETHING!
--TO KEEP YOuR NAME OFF OuR
LIST.

6. Help Wanted
NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
LADY TO STAY with
elderly couple nights, 8 p.
rn.-8 a. m. Call 753-60Q or
753-8243.

I 5ED BEETLE
OVER TO TI-IE
MOTOR POOL
AND HE
DISAPPEAR5

4-IE'S BEEN
GONE THREE
1-1OUR.

18 Sewing Machines
MURRAY SINGER Sewing
Center, sales and service,
Bel-Air Shopping Center.
Call 753-5323.

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located
Hicks
on
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.

CASE FARM tractor. VAC12. 3 point hitch. $900.
Call 436-5414.
20 FURGUSON. Also Ford
Furguson. Both in excellent condition. Call 4354433.

FOR-SALE fis
el storm
windows and
door,
jalousie windows with
screens, assorted sizes of
inside and outside doors
and windows. Phone 7530277.

CASE FARM tractor. VAC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
3 h.p. ;176.95. 5
h.p. with power reverse,
B & S engine. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

20. Sports Equipment

-*INIXW-- -RINSE'?'
steam cleans, rinses, and
vacuums out dirt leaving
carpets
professionall
clean. Rent at Crass
Furniture S. 3rd St.,
Murray.

NEW SEARS 5.5 HP outboard motor, never been
used, $185.00 Rabbits and
cages. 805 Vine Street.
753-5110.
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Abb. Ira
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GEE,TkERE
MUST BE A MILLION
ThINGS FOR ME TO
DO AROUND HERE
TODAY

Ti-lEE ARE SO MANY -LWHAT DID YOU
THINGS, I DON'T
DECIDE TO DO
KNOW WHERE
PasT
.
I TO'STAY

0o
0o

IM GOiNG TO
DIVE 2161-IT' IN AND
E A NAP
--11,
EIRST

I

c.
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•
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WATCH
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111
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ry

-IT WAS SILLY TO
PECAUSE YOU'RE
MADE AND IAA 12
,
POL_CARS WORT-1.-1
MAO • ,

Goodyear
Service Store

A1E

Pit

an
am

12 it 60, FURNISHED, 2
bedroom, largee.bath,
living. room and kitchen;
Central air and heat,
lovely draperies, large
yard, outside storage
building, sidewalk and
patio. Immediate occupancy. Extra nice and
priced to sell. Call 7536831 or 753-6057.

METAL DETECTORS by
White's Electronics "The
World's Largest Line."
For the name of your
dealer and free literature
phone 753-1575.

1972 FLEETWOOD, three
bedroom, 2 bath, 24 x 60,
Central heat and air,
unfurnished except for
kitchen
appliances.
Carpeted living-dining
rooms. Large balcony.
No. 74 Riviera Court,
Shown by appointment
only 753-7717.

JULY
444140, ;

SALE

753-0595

fu

27. Mobile Home Sales

1974 RANGER BASS boat,
85 h.p. Mercury motor.
Loaded with extras. Call
753-4148 after 5 p.m.

Buy any boat at
our regular low price
and receive for an
additional $10 a Jetco model 100-G depth
finder.

FL

KEEP CARPET cleaning
problems small with
steam cleaners and
shampooers for rent at
Marimik
rhdiistriai
Supply, 753-7753.

26 INCH BICYCLES.
Phone 753-5447 after 5 p.
m.

Murray
Bait Co.

WE RE IN 71-1-1T
‘1%f.;TERgOUSNE
KNOWN Ae Toe
'BEETLE TRIANGLE "

YEAH

DI,•APPEAR5.1

1
11

(7-

las

I SEND ZERL'
TO LOOK OR

$30'
9°
Call Ray at

reasonable price

TV Service Center

THERE

illemese.
411111°

with
FOUR
AXLES
springs. 8 8-ply tires. Call
753-7141.

day or night.

19 Farm Equipment

REAL CHEAP CAR for
Demolition Derby. Must
run. Call 753-9168.
45 AUTOMATIC. Call

ELECTROLUX sales and
service.
Call
Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,

Courtrai Shopping Coster
Pilaw 75.3-5145

753-7588

be44.9E.Ci.wen&i..

753-6333.

PI-.ANUTs

HEALTH,life, burial, up to
22000.00. Health
no
problem. Call 753-1976.

5809.

753-5131

753-6622

t submitted by 12 noon,
before
the
day
publication.
.1".• All reader classifieds
Must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication

WIS:::
1MWO,A 59

:::*
yve,57

fillitkka

Couple
would
like to rent in-

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-162b
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance.
753-9332
Hospital Emergency

III UI

, 85 LaVul

Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified
Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.

CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

If You
Need Them:

AS OF THIS DATE, 8 July
1975. I am no longer
responsible for any debts
other than my own. L. A.
Travis.

0. •

-

ft

Authorized Dealer
Cell 753-2342 ter appointment

17. Vacuum Cleaners

12. Insurance

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and.

For All Ages

24. Miscellaneous

1974

DOUBLE-WIDE,

carpet,
drapes,
airconditioned, all electric,
reduced, owner
will
(finance. Call 753-7340.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226. ,

WANTED - COUPLES
over 20 interested in extra 16. Home Furnishings
29. Mobile Home Rentals
income. 2400 to $800
motnhly possible, 10 to 15 KROELHER COUCH and
TRAILERS, air conNay 94 East
hours
matching chair. Modern
week.
a
ditioned, by week or
Management experience
style. Call 753-4405.
month, on waterfront lots.
helpful but not necessary.
$40 per month and.up. Call
ASTRO-GLASS, Pro
Call 753-3763 for ap- OAK CHINA
436-2427.
Model Bass Boat, fully
CABINET,
pointment.
rocking chairs, four oak
loaded, all extras. Also 23
ONE ALL electric,prie gas.
dining chairs, round
channel CB Radio and
EXPERIENCED cook full
both carpeted and, on
maple dining table,
antenna. Call 753-6345.
time and. one part time.
stoneware, oil lamps and
private lots. Phone 492Waitress one full time
9785.
lanterns, wood stove, One
22. Musical
one part time. Ky. Lake
12
horsepower motor,
Restaurant
Lodge
dining table and six
GUITAR FOR SALE. 12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM
Aurora, Kentucky - call
chairs. Call 753-9519.
TRAILER, electric,
Standard Yainaha ,guitar
474-09 for_amointment
-with- ease,
washer-sreel---dryer- wtrrand
KING SIZE posturepedic
conditioned, Water furnew.$75 for both. Call 753HELP . WANTED
at
mattress, two
3716.
nished. Call 474-2397.
Cypress Bay flesort. professional type hair
---Fifteen
miles from
dryers, plain walnut PIANO
BEAUTI
FUL 12 x 50, all
TUNING
,
repair
Murray, Ky. from 121
rocking chair, and white
electric mobile home. Air
and rebuilding. prompt
South. Need cleaning bathroom vanity cabinet.
conditio
service.
ned and central
Rebuilt
pianos
1- lady, call 901-232-8221.
Call 753-0412 or 753-9519.
heat and underpinned.
for sale. Ben Dyer 753Available for immediate
8911.
BROWN SOFA, good
occupancy. Prefer
Saks
condition. $25. Call 753- 24
Codples. Call 767-4055.
Person
Miscellaneous
4850.
Bnghts has need for
full time sales person in
HUFFY 5 h. p. riding Ian n FOX MEADOWS
and
cosmetics, foundation
moner for sale. $100. Call Coach Estates .mobile
SELEC
TIONS
, OF
and accessories. 6 day
753-3292.
\ home parks, exclusive
paneling. 4 x 8 sheets week. Would prefor
residential area, swim22.75 and up. Molding to
someone With selling ex
1660 AMP Electric service
ming pool. Families only.
match
paneling.
perience. Apply
pole, complete. Call 753- 753-3855.
Bathroom vanities from
0870.
Bright's
$45.00 and up.- 12-designs'
32 Apartments For Rent
COWi Square
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
TWO STORY oak log barn.
12:30 to 2:30 Friday
sneets. $4.25
each.
Excellent condition. Call
Cabinet topping, 25 cents
753-0870.
FOR RENT
sq. ft. Interior latex white
paint,
$3.95
gal.
Nice furnished apartfiberglass Panalsr 10...FDA SALE - 15mm
ments for boys or girls.
2200.00 WEEKLY possible cents-le-2i omits sq. ft.
Beseler Topcoo.......50014.• summer
and. fall
stuffing envelopes. Send
lens and 135mm lens. Like
Luan and Birch doors,
semesters. Also efself-addressed, stamped,
new. Call 753-6977 or
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross &
ficiency apts. for girls
_envetnpe. TK Enterprise,
contact Mike Brandon at
Tuck Salvage Mdse., Inc.
Phone 753-58K5 days, 0/
• Box 26 MI„ Stanberry,
Ledger & Times office,
733-5108 after6 p.m.
Box 18: Martin, Tenn.
Mo. 64489.
753-1918.
Phone 587-2420.

I

AN
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YS
PA
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E
ER
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RT
VE
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IS
RT
VE
AD
/I'MYST°
APT.for rent,close to MSU
summer
for
$50.00
months. Call 753-6564.

with
CLES
-ply tires. Call

TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment furnished or
unfurnished on Peggy
Ann Drive. Call 753-0112
or 492-8225.

Bill
EXTRA NICE and clean
one bedroom furnished
apartment, air conditioned. Couples only.
Call 753-3805.

nditioner

FURNISHED, AIR conditioned, 1 bedroom,
apartment. For married
couple or student. Living
room, kitchen, private
entrance and bath. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.

e Center
ming Caorter
753-5614

LT Portable
or all your
• Also Lake
,•
oat Docks,
Greenhouses.
and fresh
for sale.
Hicks
on
S. d, one mile
rry Corners,
121 South.

MURRAY MANOR - All PARADISE KENNELS new, all electric, one and
Boarding and grooming,
two bedroom apartments.
Pick up and delivery
Stove, refrigerator, and
service now available.
water furnished. On
Call 753-4106.
Duiguid Road, just off 641North. 753-8668.
TOY POODLE breeding.
Call 437-4528.

MO BEDROOM apartment, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-4331.

+114-+ALAC--,4;i,
, rinses, and
t dirt leaving
rofessionall
at Crass
. 3rd St.,

Special Attention
Retired Couples
Where one is 62 or over and
qualify the Government will pay
a Large portion of your monthly
rental_ New one and two
e-wwweillI1sifintlt.in Manny -14
Maiitartentral Air conditioning
and heat. Stove. refrigerator
and water funnahed

Murray Manor Apts.
Nagaid Drive
753-8668

ET cleaning
small with
aners and
for rent at
rlidastrial
53.

ED, 2
arge, bath,
d kitchen;
and heat,
es, large
e storage
ewalk and
ediate oca nice and
. Call 753.

bedrooms, PR baths,
formal living and dining
rooms, family room,
kitchen with built-in oven,
range and refrigerator.
Central heat and air,
adults only $225.00 per
month. Utilities included.
Call 436-5479.
FURNISHED LAKE front
cottage on KY. Lake for
rent. Rent by day or
week. Call 753-7573.

Supplies

37. livestock

MALE

DUROC
abiii7100 pour
We
W. T. Kingins, New
Concord. Phone 136-5622.
cents
75
STRAW,
delivered. 50 cents, you
pick up. Call 435-4385.

your own

dayourselfprices)
•
1" gisk tsr
- .
'
7 FM3
1
4
4vItneopvC"
'.

0013, three
th, 24 x 60,
t and air,
except for
ppliances.
ing-dining
e balcony.
era Court,
ppointment

Rent tor only
*1200 a day

IMSEVIAC
CLEWS CAN(TI CUAMS
MPS TRES MAKI Min
ii••••••• asisi S WWI,"

yammer*fie 9•1 you,carpou wary ciesn

Murray Home & Auto
753-2571

Coestnut St.

4
E-WIDE,
pes, air11 electric,
ner will
53-7340.
d mobile
ices paid.
ur Trailer
. Call 442-

FREE ,
Termite
Inspedion
Avoid Costly Nome Repairs

le Rentals
air conweek or
rfront lots.
nd.up. Call
• .

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
amid eperatal ewer MI Tsars. Do rist 4n ors codeine
iota OA Is fs1$d.
100 South 13th St.

Phone 753-3914

F(iers, Roaches, Silver Fish and Shrubs

PiST

S

CONTROL

all

x 50, all
home. Air
d central
rpinned.
mediate
Prefer
7-4055.

•
and

mobile
xclusive
• swimlies only.

ror Rent

OWN YOUR OWN

BUSINESS!

WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.

Financing Available-Earn while you learn
who
Standard Oil is looking for ambitious, capable'Menity to
,
want to be their own boss! Here.is a line opportun
malce good money and to build a sound future, as an You
.
independent dealer, with a leading growth company
get an immediate guaranteed salary while training; d Oil.
management counseling is also provided by Standarlife
zation,
A broad benefits program including hospitali
insurance, plus retirement and investment plans is ent
available at lotv group rates. Only a modest investm
needed, and financial assistance is available.
7.314.32.
dotal!' colt Mr Wallace of

. S.
V'

46 Homes For Sale

11Mss

1011

HOUSE FOR Sale: 2
conbedrooins, air
ditioned, washer and
and
stove
dryer,
refrigerator. Completely
remodeled Located at 317
Irvan Call 753-8175.

FOR SALE
Nesbitt Fabric Shop

Every
Tenn.

1975 YAMAHA 175 Endura.
500 miles. $675. Call 4365414.

This week furniture, glass, dishes, iron
crocks, bathroom set, air conditioner.
sinks and lots more.

Shod McBride

1974 • YAMMA "125
bought new in May. $700
or best offer. Call 753-0010
after 6 p. m.
len sUZUKI 380, 2,000
actual
miles, fully
dressed. Excellent
condition Call 753-0705.or
753413'92

Route 3Box 346
Pont, Tenn.

1973 CUTLASS SUPREME,
black with everything.
Will accept best offer.
Call 753-6435.
1968
VOLKSWAGON,
automatic, good con _
ia
dition Calja-gAlsr

Phone 492-8211

JEEP C-1.4i, new paint,
good mechanically, good
tires, call 753-5532.

T.

WALLIS DR

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

Tools Tools

Auction

j
$75-,000Truck toad
Friday, July 11,7 p.m_
Hardin, Ky.
At Hardin SchOol just off of 68 Hwy. in
Pneumatic,
Chicago
Decker,
A
Black
brand's:
Home
tlison.
Ingersoll Rand, hicGrawi

Will sell air impact wrenches sizes'%,
Orbital
2, 3/4, and 1". Electric impact,
1
/
,
small)
and
(large
Vice,
Sanders, Bench
,
4
1
/
sizes
sets
socket
of
ment
assort
Large
3)3, '2, and 3/4. Tap and- dye sets, lawn
mowers,impact sockets sizes "hz, 34,floor
air
jacks, carpenter tools, portable tip
xes.
toolbo
around
roll
ssors,
compre
Over 200 different hems. Terms cask.
Owner: Quad State Auction, Inc.
Phone 7374786 Pineville, Ky. 40162
Grand
Auctioneer: Howard E. Prince, Rt. 1 Box 104,
.
928-2822
Rivers, Ky. Phone

Summer

?wax+, soon
,

fore,

p

:

Sale Starts Monday
Reduced 30% to-30%
Suits
SportCoats,e25%;:50%
Leisure Suits Reduced 30%
Casual Shirts Reduced 250iO'
30%
'
Knit Pullovers Reduced
Short Sleeve

Dress Shirts

Reduced

30%

Geosieo Long Sleeve
Reduced 50%
Dress Shirts
Reduced 30%
Dress Pants
to 50%
30%
Casual PantsReduced
,
Walking Shorts Reduceo 50%
Reduced SO%
Swimwear
Shoes R'duced 30% to 50%

•

1975 YAMAHA 175 Endura.
500 miles. $700. Call 4365414.

Complete line of fabric, notions, three
pattern lines, fixtures. lpuilding for lease
gr _sale.. Four _miles south of Murray,
Highway 641.

.
-

'71 HUSQUARVARNA,
runs good, with trailer
$500. Call 753-5862 or 4365570.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

For

vas04

days, or
in.

44. Lots For Sale

MUCH?
ENTERTAIN
THREE BEDROOM, two
You'll have plenty of
full baths, double garage,
in
this
n
room to entertai
well drained and landspacious home with 3,000
scaped. Call 753-8107.
ng
featuri
feet,
square
four bedrooms, 2 full
FIREPLACE_ANL1_Ienced
baths.2 half baths, living
yard are two of the many
e,
room, den, fireplac
included in conextras
double garage, on large
3
ly located
venient
lot. Make appointment to
, two bath brick.
bedroom
see with Boyd-Majors
Priced very reasonable.
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th or
Call 753-6781.
phone 753-8080.

STANDARD OIL. COMPANY
apartor gits
_ fall
Ito efor girls

PEAR MI55 LOVELORN(THE CIA,F.B.I. AND
1)IE PENTAGON):

Auction Sale

ASSOC•uttl0m
II

EDROOM
electric,

FOR SALE OR Trade for
older car. 1972 Rally
cylinder,
G
Nova.
averages 25 m. p. g.
Phone 354,6691.

einnOmerft.

1

SIATSOSS

ater fur2397

WILL REPAIR guns, or old NEW RINSE-N-VAC
ALUMINUM SERVICE
work
All
clocks.
steam cleans, rinses, and
COMPANY. Siding,
eed. Call 492-81169,
guarant
vacuums out dirt leaving
awnings, aluminum trim,
Buchanan.
James
professionally
carpets
storm windows and doors,
clean. Rent at Crass
gutters. Will Ed Bailey,
HUTCHENS'
Furniture S. 3rd St.
or
Bobby JOHN
492-8897
and Electric
g
Plumbin
Murray.
Lawrence, 492-8879.
Repair Service. No jobs
436-5642
small.
too
WILL HOE tobacco and
RACINE DRY carpet care.
anytime during day.
other odd jobs. Phone 436's gallon cleans approx.
5838.
300 sell for $3.69. UPHOLSTERING custome
Machine rental is $2.00
made draperies and
per day. When finished
bedspreads. Reasonable PAINTING OUTSIDE and
inside. Reasonable rates.
cleaning carpet, ready for
rate. Call 753-0535.
Please call in the evening.
immediate use. Hinman's
Phone 753-8983.
TRASH
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St. WILL
DO
Murray, Ky.
HAULING also garbage
WILL KEEP elderly lady
hauling in the country.
ELECin private state approved
LICENSED
Call 753-7450.
TRICIAN - Prompt,
home. Reasonable rates.
efficient service. No job
Call 753-6392.
WILL IX/ ANY and all
too small. Call Ernest
types of sewing, crewel,
White. 753-0605.
and embroidery in my GARDEN BREAKING,
discing and bushogging.
home. Call 753-8342 until
WINDOWS WASHED. I
Call 753-4838.
p. m.
have my own transportation and equipment. Call 753-5320.

1973 LTD, aira automatic
cruise, low mileage,
OWNER white brick,
BY
spotless. Call 753-5997.
lots.
LAKE
LARGE
at
804 South 17th
others.
and
nt
Waterfro
Audubon. 2000 sq. ft., 3 74
DODGE
REGISTERED BASSET
Call 436-2427
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
CHALLENGER, 30,000
puppies. Also two hunting
den with fireplace, many
miles, 318, 3 speed stick. CLAYTON AND JARVIS
bitches. Call 753-0672. 8 p.
closets, 2 car garage,
$2,695. Call 753-5862 or 436m.-10 p. m.
Painting CompanyCOUNTY LOTS, city
fully landscaped, privacy
5570.
and exterior.
interior
water. High and dry.
hedge, all city services,
and
rcial
Sam
$5,000.
Comme
to
$3,500
THIRTEEN beagle dogs,
Robertson School district. 1965 FORD, $200.00. Call
residential. Quality work,
Harris, 753-8061, New
running good. Nine beagle
753-8132.
Call
753-0230
reasonably priced. For
Providence Rd.
pups, .nine weeks old.
free estimate, call 437Phone 753-0139.
great
,
BY OWNER, 1711 Farmer, 1974 VEGA WAGON
4790 or 437-4712.
gas mileage, one owner,
45. Farms For Sale
3 bedroom brick, carOwner
ning
air conditio
peted. Attached garage &
WILL KEEP elderlylady in
SIX POODLES $35 each.
must sell. Make an offer.
fireplace, electric
utility,
private state approved
Marin
FARM
80 ACRE
Call 435-4360
753-7211.
Call
Immediate
heat.
home. Raasonable rates.
shall County, 55 acres in
possestion. Mid-twenties.
' Call 753-6392.
beans. 1210 1974 David
,
_pickup
OLET
CHEVR
1969
Call 753-1570 days, 753Brown Tractor and
40 Produce
:
Sears,
BY
ING
753-04T2.' ITI2arttit-31-7.ret
GUTTER
power brakes. Sharp!
Sears seamless gutters
GREEN beans for canning
Y, large Also 1971 Ford pickup,
1409
DUDLE
your
installed ..per
or freezing and other
built
three nice! And 1968 Olds, good
quality
specifications. Call Larry
vegetables. 1803 West 46 Homes For Sale
night,
or
day
Phone
car.
bedroom home, three
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Main. 753-3984.
garages, two and half 436-5366.
estimate.
THREE ACRES Land, six
baths, large dining room
room house, double
LARGE PLUMS. Good for
and
kitchen, bedrooms VEGA GT 1973, automatic,
carport. Call 753-9378,753eating and preserving.
with air. Local, very nice. ROY HARMON'S Carand
fireplace. Tripp
7494, or 753-7263.
Also wheel chair, walker
penter Shop (old ice
1970
Good
Williams Real Estate. $1795.
and potty chair. Call 753plant). Complete
Impala 4-door.
t
Chevrole
753-2211.
Call
THREE BEDROOM brick,
4725.
remodeling and repairs.
Automatic with air. $995.
double garage detached.
cabinets, paneling, doors.
489-2595.
Call
OM
E
BEDRO
THRE
Approx. 3 years old.
41. Public Sales
formica work, finish
baths,
1,7
BRICK,
Catalina Drive. Occarpentry, contracting.
Robertson School 50. Campers
cupancy July 1. Call 753YARD SALE, Friday, 1 p.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
shopping
,
near
District
^«.
3976.
m„.. to 6 p. m. Saturday, 8
nights.
apby
CAMPER
centers. Shown
STARCRAFT
a. m. to12 noon. Iron bed,
like
753-4923.
Call
nt.
Six
pointme
ster
+Staraus
collectables, and clothing. BY OWNER: Old Ray
new, used very little. PASCHALL PLUMBING &
Latimer home and shop.
1707 College Farm Road.
US home,
GRACIO
ELECTRIC. Well pump
LARGE
Range, icebox; optional
Red brick with full size
yard, ideal
repair service. Call 753shaded
ies include side
accessor
2
out.
finished
y
t
Tuesda
basemen
YARD SALE
and
location, first
5674.
tire
n
spare
downtow
canopy,
deck.
withaun
- through Friday-r All day. -ear oarport
living rm., dining
Phone
floor:
etc.
step,
cover,
3 bedrooms, all new
715 Poplar Street.
rm , den, sun porch, large
753-3960.
CARPET
CLEANING,
appliances. Fine car
kitchen, bath Second
experienced, very
for
Salem
shop, can be rented
YARD SALE on Old
three
floor: library-study',
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
reasonable rates.
and
$185 monthly. Four miles
Clothes
Road.
bedrooms, dressing rm.,
Trail Star,
an,
Coachm
Free
nces,
refere
Tuesday
753Call
items.
of
d
south Murray.
househol
attic,
large
bath,
Fold down, unique, Good
estimates. Quick drying.
5311. Shown by apthrough Saturday.8 a. m.basement. Four working
used trailers, L2 mile east
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
pointment.
5 p. m.
fireplaces, high ceiling,
of 68 and 641 intersection.
_
very
ed,
newly remodel
Draffinville, Ky, Phone
FOR YOUR bush hogging
43 Real Estate
nice. Reasonably priced
COLDWATER, I year,
527-7807.
and blade work, call 753by owner. Call 753-7980.
new. large 3 bedroom
or 753-5576 after 5
5737
CHE QUALIFIED perhouse. Extra large lot, 2
51 Services Offered
p.m.
three
SELL,
sonnel at Guy Spann
d
MUST
garage,
attache
car
Realty are waiting to talk
bedroofn brick, central CARPENTRY
patio, separate laundry
WORK.
PAINto you ragarcling your real
EXPERIENCED
heat and air. In nice
room, central air and
Remodeling, room adTER will do interior or
estate needs. Our time is
subdivision, two miles
heat, built-in range and
ditions, any type of home
your time. Give us a call
exterior work by the hour
from downtown. Call 753dishwasher. Eximprovements. Free
or drop by the office at 901
or job. 753-8343.
4064.
traordinary. Must see to
estimates. 436-5840.
Sycamore" Street, 753appreciate. Call 489-2493.
7724.
SHOLAR
CONTACT
Manor, white
EAST-Y
HAY HAULING. Truck
all your
for
BY OWNER: For Sale Old
s
Brother
3 bedrooms. 1 large
brick,
and crew furnished.
ROBERTS REALTY
Ray Latimer home and
ng, backhoe work,
bulldozi
Well kept. $24,000.
bath.
Call
rates.
Reasonable
located on South 12th at
shop. Red brick with full
or trucking needs. Phone
Call 753-0324 after 1 p.m.
five
David Benton, 753-7699 or
has
Sycamore
size basement finished
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354sales
753-0123.
-licensed and bonded
out. 2 car carport with sun NEW HOME for sale in
8161 after 7.p. m.
personnel to serve you
deck. 3 bedrooms, all new
Gatesborough, 1 1-2 story,
plus twenty years exappliances. Fine car
contemporary styled. FURNITURE STRIPPING KIRBY CARPET CARE clusive real estate exand refinishing. Pet cleans rugs of all kinds. In
Four bedrooms, three
shop, if bought can be
perience. Call 753-1651 or
World, 121 Bypass, 753- business, homes, and
baths. Many extras in
rented income for $185
come by our office. We
4131.
house including cathedral
Monthly. Four miles
institution. Rugs come
like to talk REAL
ceiling, balcony, central
south of Murray. Call 753• clean by steam cleaning
ESTATE.
WILL DO any and all types Free estimates. 24 hour
vacuum and intercom.
5311. Shown by apof sewing, crewel, and
Qualifies for full $2,000
pointment.
answering service, 500
SPECIALSSPRING
embroidery in my home. Mapie. 753-0359.
tax credit. 753-9208.
One-third to 17 acres. THREE BEDROOM brick,
Call 753-8342 until 8 p.m.
C. Neubauer,
John
dining room and den. In 41. Motorcycles
Realtor. Xiob Rodgers,
very good condition. On
Associate. Office 753-8101,
Farmer. $27,500 Call 7531973 YAMAHA 110. Like
home 753-7116.
4446.
New. Call 753-7855.
Friday night, 641 Auction House, Paris,

ic,..ene gas.
and. on
Phone 492-

t-yrs.

1973 OLDS Delta 88 Rayale.
Light gold, brown vinyl
top. Real nice. $3000. Call
753.3897.

VW'

C1LEAN*
STEAMcatm
ints

)me Sales

51 Services Offered

1968 BUICK ELEVI KA,
air, six way seats, electric
windows,make offer. Call
753-8616 or 436-2107 after 5
p. m.

7-9

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

49 Used Cars & Trucks

34. Houses For Rent

FOR SALE DOBERMAN
puppies. AKC registered,
VERY LARGE lake feat' shots and wormed. Males
$100 648-5424 Gleason,
cottage. Air conditioned,
Tenn.
on
d
ng
furnishe
everythi
Kentucky Lake. Rent by
week. Call 753-7573.
DOBERMAN PINSCHER
pups. t full-blooded). All
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
black and rust. Call Don
403 S. 11th Street.
Mortensen, Paris. 901-6427118.
Possession at once, $100
per month. Call Bob
Miller 753-2920.
BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE
kittens. Reasonable.
Phone 753-8258.
THREE
ISHED
UNFURN

APARTFURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

used storm
door,
and
ndows with
rted sizes of
utside doors
s. Phone 753-

11=12311

38. Pets - Supplies

32 Apartments For Rent

32 Apartments For Rent

One Group
1111111111106
fine
REDUCED to only $15,500 and offers you a
has
drapes,
new
ut,
througho
carpet
new
home with
e formal
three bedrooms, living room with fireplac
outside
dining room, kitchen, utility room and
storage._alsolas..an.enormous _backyard 4aroVi4iaa.--garden area. Direct VA loan possible.

Moffitt Realty Co.
206 Se Intl St

753-3557

Ties

Reduced

50%

(01-44-0
?ULU !Silt St 'Pitons MI J212
•Oltzt to Wallace Book Voce)
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Hart

Services Thursday
For Mrs. Trimble

Dr. Curris To Speak At
Annual WKRECC Meeting

Projects Approved Involving
Coal Severence Tax Monies

Car Wash Planned By
Nursing Association
The Murray School of
Practical Nursing Alumni
Association will have a car
wash on Saturday, July 12, at
the 641 Super Shell Station on
South 12th Street. ,
Hours of the car wash will be
from nine a. In. to fivie p. m.

Dr. Constantine Curris, president and dean of the university
during
his
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Lions, the committee now has
president of Murray State faculty at West Virginia In- presidency, Dr. Curris is
Services. for Mrs. Lois University, will address the 37th stitute
Thirty-six
proposed projects in- approved the spending of $5.4
of Technology, Mon- stressing "tontinuing education
Trimble will be held Thursday annual members' meeting of
volving $1.5 million in coal sev- million for local projects retgomery, W. Va.
and technical programs in an
at three p.m. at the chapel of the the West Kentucky
Rural
A native of Lexington who effort to revitalize curricula and erance tax money have been quested by county fiscal courts.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, Electric
However, final approval of
Cooperative
in grew up in Williamstown, Grant programs to meet the career approved, including several for
with Bro. Kenneth Hoover and Mayfield on Saturday,
new construction, by an adviso- the projects must come from
July 12. County, Dr. Curtis graduated demands of tomorrow.
Bro. John Hicks officiating. The meeting will
Jeffrey Howard, Graves ry panel set up to review and state Finance Commissionee.---Youth-led
be held at the eru.-lieta Kappa from the
Burial will be in the Edwards cooperative's office building
on University of Kentucky in 1962 County, president of the make recommendations on William Scent.
Cemetery.
West Broadway in Mayfield with a B. A. degree in political WKRECC, and John Edd such requests.
Gov. Julian Carroll anFriends may call at the beginning at 3 p. in.
science and speech. He earned a Walker, the cooperative's
Among recommendations nounced Monday that the regufuneral home.
Dr. Curris became the Master's degree in political ...general manager, will present made Tuesday
A Youth-Led Revival will be
by the advisory lations were being changed to
Mrs. Trimble, age 85, widow youngest president of a
major science and
public ad- their annual reports to the panel of the Coal Producing allow spending on different held at the Salem Baptist
of Genie Trirnble, died Tuesday state college or
university in ministration at the University membership and comment on County Development Fund was types of projects, including Church, Lynn Grove,on Friday,
at four a.m, at the Benton Kentucky
history when, at the of Illinois in 1965, then returned the co-op's outlook for the one for putting a new roof
Saturday, and Sunday, July 11,
on roads.
Municipal Hospital. She was a age of 32, he took
office as the to UK for the Ed. D. degree in future.
12, and 13.
the
Ohio
County
Courthouse,
resident of Benton.
The committee also approved
sixth president of Murray State 1967.
The business agenda includes the first project
Steve Hale of Murray will be
of its kind to
Survivors are two daughters, Sept. 15, 1973. His
formal -Since taking office, Dr. Curris the election of three members of be approved. It will, cost $106,000 for a housing develop- the evangelist with David Ezell
Mrs. Joy Canup, Benton Route inauguration was
ment in Perry County. The
Nov. 12, 1973, has continually reiterated his the board of directors. Board $44,000.
as the music director. Services
One, and Mrs. Autumn Bird- on the eve of his 33rd birthday.
largest project approved was will be held nightly at seven p.
commitment to the concept of members whose terms expire at
song, Benton Route Three;
$200,000
to develop an industrial m. with the services Sunday
Under a 1974 law, one-half of
Despite his youth, Dr. Curris Murray State as a regional the end of the current year, and
three sons, Loman, Benton brought an impressive set of
morning at ten o'clock.
who have been nominated for severance tax receipts in ex- site in Pike County.
university, emphasizing his
Route Eight, Euel, Melvindale, professional credentials with
Others included:
cess of the official estimate in
reelection are:
interest in serving the needs of
The public is invited to attend,
Mich., and Eugene Trimble, him to the new
job, including the area. Aspiring to a
H. G. Gingles, Calloway the 1974-76 budget is returned
a church spokesman said.
-4150,000
to
build
a
5,000-foot
Hardin;
two
brothers, the previous fivo years as vice "national reputation"
County; John Collie, Marshall to the counties in which the landing strip for Ohio County's
for the
Raymond Starks, Almo, and
County; and Joe S. Ray,Graves coal is produced.
first airport.
Arthur Starks, Murray; eight
County.
However, until a few days
grandchildren; nineteen great
—$100,000 for an industrial
Door prizes will be awarded ago, that money could not be
grandchildren.
site in Martin County.
at the conclusion of the meeting. spent on construction or on
—$75,000 for a landfill in Pike Federal State Market News Service July 9,
West Kentucky RECC was highway projects which did not
1975
County.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
organized in 1938, and presently involve recreation, industrial
Report Includes9 Buying Stations
Mrs. Gussie Houston of
serves more than 23,000 development or waste disposal.
—$70,000 for a landfill tractor Receipts: Act. 1326 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 25-50 higher steady to 50 higher
Murray Route Three died this
members in Graves, Calloway,
for Ohio County.
US 1-2 543-34101b•
Another first-of-its-kind proj557.00-57 50
morning at 12:04 at her home.
Marshall,
counties.
Carlisle
and
Final rites for Mrs. Elmer
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
556 75,57.00
—$64,000 for a recreation US
She was 84 years of age and the (Rosie Jane) Rudolph are being
2-4 240-260 lbs
556.00-56.75
The cooperative has about ect approved Tuesday was
County.
Hopkins
in
project
$106,000
US
3-4
for
260-280
a
lbs
develophousing
$55.50-56.00
wife of Lirnon Houston who died held today at two p.m. at the
2,400 miles of lines which supply
Sows
—$54,000 for a Perry County US 1-2 270-350
in 1955.
lbs.
846.00-47.01
low-cost TVA power to its ment in Perry County. It would
WASHINGTON (AP) — De- about 8.1 months of sales. That
--Palestine United Methodist
industrial site.
provide
US 1-3 300-4501h.
housing
for
100
low-to846.00-47.00
The deceased was a member -Church with Rev. Henry A. spite the appeal of a $2,000 tax was a high figure, though an
members. West Kentucky
45o&
650
lbs.
146.50-17.50
—$50,000 for pipelines for the US
moderate income families.
of the Ledbetter Baptist Smith, Rev. John Churchwell, credit, new home sales still are improvement from
2-3300-5001UL
44a.40-46.00
RECC employs 75 people.
previous
With the latest recommenda- Union County Water District. Boars $35.00-38.00
Church. Born October 27, 1890, and Rev. Willard Beasley of- insufficient to bring about a months, he said. Figures
for
in Calloway County, she was the ficlating.
major reduction in the nation's May were not yet available,
daughter of the late Robert
Interment will be in the big backlog of unsold homes, a though new housing starts in
Coleman Mohundro and Martha church cemetery.
government agency says.
that month increased 14.2 per
Ann Mohundro.
Mrs. Rudolph, age 76, died
As a result, the Federal cent over April's total.
Mrs. Houston is survived by Monday at 12:10 a.m, at the
The sales situation for multiHome Loan Bank Board conthree daughters, Mrs. Tr°Y ,Jittli,CrAY.T.C.AlifkILAK----attmakx—cluden.plet,any real boem-nin-JaM-4--0411Ags.such -Ls
"
°-"TEurile) Bogard, 404 South itJi Hospital.
--construction of either single- dominiums, is even worse, he
Street, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
Survivors are her husband, family housing or multi-family said.
Nance, Murray Route Three, Elmer W.., Rudolph, Hardin
Congress enacted the $2,000
dwellings "is a long way off."
and 'Mrs. Earl Wayne (Mary) Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
tax credit in March
as part
Gibson, Dublin; two sons, Noble Ruth Knight,' Murray Route
The'board said Tuesday the of the 1975 tax reduction proKirks, Dearborn, Mich., and R. Three, and Mrs. Mary Conner, tax credit that took effect in gram — at the urging of Sen.
C. Colson, Grosse Pointe Hardin Route One; one son, late March appears to have had Russell B. Long, D-La. The
Woods,'Mich.; eleven grand- James Rudolph, Benton Route a weak impact on the inventory purpose was to help home
children; twenty-four great Five; nine grandchildren; five of unsold homes, in part be- builders unload their huge
grandchildren; three great great grandchildren.
cause new housing starts are backlog of htmes and to get the
great grandchildren.
relatively high compared to depressed housing industry
Funeral services will be held
sales.
back on its feet.
- ------Friday at four p. m. at The
STOCK MARKET
The board said sales inIn its simplest terms, the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
creased 11,000 in April corn- credit is equal to 5 per cent of
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
Funeral Home with burial to today
furnished to th - Ledser & /Imes by pared to March but the in- the purchase price of a new
follow in the Ledbetter
M Simon Co.are as toBows:
ventory of unsold single-family home, with a maximum credit
.,
Cemetery.
2274
+vs
only
declined
homes
7,000
units
of $2,000. To qualify, a home
Arm
Friends may call at the
Airier. Motors
-1-Y. to a total of 380,000 homes in must have been under construe+% April, the month the program tion before March 26 of this
funeral home after ten a. in. Ashiand
AT&T.
SO% +A
Boise Cascade
Thursday.
25641 +% should have had Its greatest year, and the purchase must be
Ford
41% +% impact, it said.
made between March 12 and
Gen Motors
50% +%
Gen. Tire
An analyst for the board, Dec. 31.
+941
Goodrich
22-Inch GRILL
11% +% which regulates savings and
Homebuyers can take the
Gulf Oil.
-nits -%
Compact,
lightweight -perPennwalt
associations,
said
the April" -Credit by deducting it next
34% +, loan
fect for picnics, camping. FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Quaker Oats
IS% +
homes
equal
was
to
spring
of
backlog
from
their
1975
tax
bill.
The funeral for James K. Singer
16% -h.-.
Rustproof grid has 4 height
Tappan
7% unc
Hicks of Hardin will be held Western
adjustments. Removable legs. Dry chemical type for all
For safe, easy canning; or for speedy flavor•
Union
14% unc
types fire classifications.
Thursday at two p.m. at the Zenith...
/
4
27% +1
fu) cooking! Regulate pressure at 5, 10 or 15
Enameled. 4200
8 44
UL
rated.
-A.
2M
chapel of the Linn Funeral
lbs. Aluminum alloy construction with
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
Home, Benton, with Rev. Tildon EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
safety fuse, removable pressure control.
by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Garner officiating. Burial will Tbnes
Murray,are as follows:
be in the Wadesboro Cemetery.
If% unc
U.S. Homes
Friends may call at the Kaufman & Broad
11%
II% #24
ATLANTA, Ga. I AP)—More Department of Agriculture
SyStetne
POnderosa
funeral home.
Kimberly Clark
21W4 Aa
than $29,000 in penalties have (USDA) said Tuesday the fines
Mr. Hicks, age 77, died
carbide
511% +%
been paid in the Southeast by resulted from 53 legal actions
77 +%
Monday at 4:45 .p.m. at the W.R. Grace
Texaco
S/
3
4I= horse owners and trainers who against those practicing soring,
Western Baptist Hospital, General Elec
51% unc
. ii3
/
4 +46 violated the 1972 Horse Protec- or inflicting pain to cause an
Paducah. His wife, Mrs. Ora GAF
Georgia Pacific
WA +% tion Act by soring their ani- accentuated gait in show rings.
Lee Bradberry Hicks, died in Pfizer
31% +%
eir. +44 mals, according to federal offiUnder federal law, the
alters
1966.
1404 line cials.
spokesman said, an exhibitor
He is survived by three Dune,
52 +2%
301,% +114'
A spokesman for the U. S. may not show a sored horse
daughters, Mrs. Torn Padgett, Franklin sere
and those who manage horse
Almo Route One, Mrs. Charles
ROTARY
shows may not permit sored
McDaniel and Mrs. Walter
,
FOOD MILL
FOOD PRESS
animals to compete. It also is
Smith, Paducah, and Mrs.
Mashes, strains and rices
Fits over 4- to 10-qt. pot o•
illegal to transport a sored
Charles Garland, Paducah
vegetables and fruit for canfling or freezing. Has kettle for pressing fruits,
horse across a state line with
Route One; three sons, Joseph
vegetables.
C2518W-22
rwo-quart rapacity.
101
the intent of showing it, he
D., Paducah Route One, John
m.
5
p.
To
to
workshop
meet
1
from
three-week
A
said.
V., Paducah Route Eight, and
home Monday through Friday, the
Violators face up to $2,000 in
'75
Jerome L. Hicks, Benton Route designed to help
tail/fain)
COIYMILLAN
One; one brother, Woodrow economists use the mass media workshop has a threefold ob- fines or six months in prison,
Hicks, Benton Route One; more effectively will be offered jective: to improve in- or both.
eighteen grandchildren; four by the Department of Home terpersonal relations with the "We seldom see obvious
•
State gatekeepers of mass media and cases of soring, such as horses
Economics at Muray,
great grandchildren.
with projected audiences; to with bleeding pasterns or inUniversity July 14-Aug. 1.
Reg.
Entitled Media Utilization by develop greater awareness of flamed hooves, as we did when
79t
Economists,
the the potential and the limitations the act first went into effect in
Home
three of each of the mass-media; and 1972," said Dr. L. E. Hinson, a
workshop
carries
With Coupon
semester hours of advanced to become more aware of the USDA veterinarian.
7-Quart
undergraduate or graduate economy of using effective
"Instead, oil of mustard and
60-MIN. CASSETTES
Steamer/Cooker
COLD PACK
credit as Home Economics 501, mass media to maximize in- other soring substances are
BLANCHER
Problems in Home Economics. formation dissemination.
For music or voice; for busi
CAN
now being put. very carefully,
Far canning, blanching,
ness or pleasure. 8501
Besides developing specific almost with surgical precision.
Serving as workshop coorFor canning and cold pack.,
Mrs. Yuli Cirila)Shapla, age
,ng or quantity cooking. cooking spaghetti, etc. Par
47, of Koper, Yugoslavia, dinators will be Dr. Vernon projects, participants will learn right in the coronet band, beLimit: One Coupon Per Adult Customer
Wire rack. 211
personnel
and tween the pastern and the
/
2 at.
822 celain enameled finish. B804
mother of Rocky Shapla of Gantt, chairman of the about
each
organizational
Thurstructure
of
Speech
Department
and
of
on
Murray, died there
Fran mass media system, about -Hinson said to detect such
Ms.
Theatre;
sday. July 3.
of the technical- soring techniques requires
ierhauser of Louisville, some
Funeral services were held in
Summer "75
Summer '75
Summer '75
h e economist for the Ken- mechanical equipment used, careful inspection and use of an
Koper on Sunday. July 6.
Tatiallata)
.Survivors are her husband, tucky Association of Electric and about mass media infrared device which shows in17-0Z.
2." VACUUM
Koper, Cooperatives; and Dr. Alice vocabulary. Emphasis will also flamed areas.
of
Yuli Shapla
Household
Flower and
Yugoslavia; one daughter, Koenecke, chairman of the be given to the limitations and
Tennessee had the most vio`.Z.' CLEANER
Home specific advantages of each of lations with 20 and fines totalof
Marijanna Shapla, Koper; two Department
CLEANER
Vegetable
BAGS
the mass media as participants ing $11,250, the USDA said.
sons, Roman Shapla and wife, Economics.
Reg. 79t
SEEDS
A total of 15 professional are taught how to select the Georgia was next with nine ofSonja, of Koper, and Rocky
Shapla and wife, the former resource people will be involved appropriate medium to use for a fenses and $5,325 in fines.
With Coupon
With
Debbie Harrell, of Murray; En instruction. They represent a specific job and how to apPk.
Coupon
mother, stepfather, and sisters diversity of interests, including preciate timetables established
With Coupon
VA MAN HERE
•
Reg
25C
to
50t
for
of Postojna, Yugoslavia; three newspapers, radio, television, by the media.
Foaming ; germicidal
Max Miller, a veterans
Fit Hoover, Westinghouse,
Headquarters
for
the
grandchildren, Allen Shapla of publicity and public relations,
Be ready for spring soWing
action-no abracounselor of the,Department for
G.E., Singer, Royal, Eureka,
Koper and Hanna inori and photography, an advertising workshop will be Room N-307 of Human
• See °Or big selection now
sives.
1553
Resources, Kentucky
etc
as noted on package
Anne-Marie Shapla of Murray. agency and the academic scene. the Applied Science Building. Center. for
Veterans Affairs',
Omit: One Coupon Per Adult Customer
limit Ons Coupon Per Adult Customer
No advance registration is
Limit: one Coupon Per Adult Customer
will be at the Murray American.,
required. Perticipants may
Legion Home,Sixth and Maple,
register at the first session
on Jul) 10 from 8:40 a.m
until
beginning at 1 p. in. Monday,
130 p.m to assist 4terans and
The Coupon ad or the Wild Raspberry in
July 14.
their dependents with QiatrILS
Tuesday's Ledgr & Times should have
for benefl4s due then]as a result
stated...Coupon good through Friday.
LAKE DATA
of their military service
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
down 01. Below dam 302.0, up
0.8.
WOW CAMP,
.......Barkiey Laka,..7.a_m..117-6.40 -_camp
Chestnut St
of
0(
41aelkeite
753•2571
'-rTiarige'.- Below dam 304,5, up the World will meet
ThurSdaY,
753-OSS9
11.0.
July 10, at seven p• m at ow
Sunset 8:19. Sunrise 5:45.
WQW.Hall..
1
Funeral services for Mrs.
Gertie May Puckett Hart are
being held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Rev. Harold
Lassiter officiating. Providing
the music are Mrs. Otto Erwin
and Mr L. D.•Cook, Jr.
Serving as pallbearers are
Paul Dunn, Robert Lassiter,
Clifton Jones, Ted Grayson,
Ruff Spann, and Jack Humphreys. Burial will be in the
Lassiter Cemetery.
Mrs. Hart, age 79, died
Monday at six p.m. at the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. She was a member of the
Oak Grove Baptist Church and
is survived by one son,
Talmadge Jones Puckett,
Paris, Tenn., and one grandson,
Talmadge Jones Puckett, Jr.,
Detroit, Mich.
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Kentucky's Legislature Slowly
Is Taking On A New Appearance

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's
legislature slowly is taking on a new face.
In the past 10 years, there has
been a
trend toward younger, more urbanoriented members. Mpre blacks, and
Women are being elected to the
state
House and Senate.
In general, the changes in Kentucky's
General Assembly coincide with those
revealed in other states by an Associated
Press survey.
There were two black and three female
state legislators in Kentucky in 1964 and
three blacks and five women in 1975.
Nationwide,the number of women doubled
and the number of blacks tripled during
that decade.
The average age of Kentucky legislators
dropped only slightly, from 46 to 43,for
senators and from 43 to 42 for representatives. But the average was thrown
off by the substantially larger number of
legislators in their 50s in 1964, with 39,
compared with only 24 in 1974.
There were six legislators under 30 in
1974,compared with four in 1964, and 45 under 40,compared with 31 in 1964.
On the other end of the spectrum, there
were 22 who were 60 or older in 1964 — including six who were in their 70s — and
only 11 in 1974. The oldest two legislators in
1974 were 65.
The educational level of the legislative
staff has risen in the past decade. About
one-half of the 100 staff members have at
least a master's degree, eight have doctorates and 10 are lawyers. Ten years ago,
the staff numbered about 40. Few had
master's degrees, and none had doc-

torates.
Also coinciding with the national trend,
total compensation for Kentucky's
legislators has increased, although the $25
per day salary and $25 per day expenses
during legislative sessions has not
changed.
The increase for Kentucky legislators
came in the form of an expense allowance
between sessions, begun at $300 a month in
1966 and raised to $400 a month in 1972.
Their workload between sessions also increased since the beginning of the interim
committee system in 1968. Interim committees have been meeting more frequently since then, and now there is an average
of six to eight committee or subcommittee
meetings per week.
Kentucky has not followed the national
trend to more frequent and longer
legislative sessions, because of a constitutional restriction to one 60-day session
every two years. Two attempts to amend
the state constitution over the last 10 years
to change that have failed.
The long-time rural dominance of the
legislature also is gone in Kentucky,as it is
nationally, because or court-ordered reapportionment and the one-man, one-vote
doctrine.
Kentucky has departed substantially
from the national trend away from heavy
representation by attorneys. Attorneys increased from 19, or 14 per cent of Kentucky's 138 legislators in 1964, to 40, or 28
percent,in 1974.
Farmer-legislators decreased in Kentucky,from 12 in 1964 to eight in 1974. That
followed the national trend. •

Kentucky's - legislature appears to be
somewhat more liberal than in the past,
perhaps as a result of the shift to urban
and yoitriger members.
One example was the 1972 law easing
Kentucky's formerly stringent Sunday
closing law.
However, anti-alcohol forces still are
strong, making it difficult to relax local option election laws, for example, or to get
around liquor laws in other ways. One exception was the 1972 law allowing large
metropolitan areas to vote on selling
whisky by the glass in restaurants on Sunday.
Younger legislators may succeed in getting legislation modified somewhat but
long-time observers still feel established
politicians have the strength they need
when it comes to a crunch.
A possible exception was the effort in
1974 that succeeded in greatly
tightening
Kentucky's campaign finance law. State
Rep. Nicholas Kafoglis, 45, 1)-Bowling
Green, was the primary force behind that
effort and he acknowledges the
national
scandal over Watergate helped.
.
Seniority is not so entrenched in Kentucky as it is in Congress or
some
legislatures.
In Kentucky, legislators at times
get a
committee chairmanship as early as their
second term.
The turnover in the Kentucky
General
Assembly is high but reflects no
clear
trend. New members comprised 36
per
cent of the total in 1965,63 per cent
in 1988,
49 per cent in 1970, 58 per cent in
1972 and
44 per cent in 1974.

New Federal_SociatServices Law To Reba
Title 20 To
Take Effect
FRANKFORT, .Ky.—"The
days of isolated and nonintegrated planning are over,"
said Commissioner Jerry
Hissong, Bureau for Social
Services, Department for
Human Resources ( DHR). "All
agencies are going to plan
together!' Hissong was glkaking about

Title 20 of the Social Security requirement that states must ones adopted after the
period of
Act at the monthlf Meeting of • • publish their socia/ services public comment.
the Council for Social Services, llans in advance of imHissong told the council that
a citizens' advisory group.
plementation. Public comment time pressures and lack- of a
Federal regulations of Title 20 must be accepted for a period of need-assessing mechanism for
provide states and their citizens 45 days. Amendments to the state social services
are major
with new opportunities and plans must also be published in problems in the implementation
responsiblitieg to determine advance and public comment of the plan this year.
what social, services will be accepted for 30 days. Ex- "I know of no
current
available within each state,--:— __ planations must be provided lot' -mechanism which
'tart - acTitle 20 establishes, for the any differences between curately assess these (social
first
time,
a
federal proposed plans and the final service) needs," Hissong said.
Social service professionals on
AC/
.
the local office level are
providing such information at
•
•..
art&
present, he told the council, but
iy.•
a new reporting system, which
will feed into the department

Charge It!
"Here's How It

Works"

1. first
payment starts
45 days
from date of
purchase.
3 Payments
30 days
apart.
No down
payment
required.
Extended terms
available10S Days
sante as Cash.
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ORDER
NOW
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FRYING
CHICKENS

For The First 25 Customers Opening a New Account

__REFINES
EXPECTED TO
RISE 15%

• LA's

computer operations, will
provide more accurate and

timely information.
"We will not be able to serve
an increased number of people
the first year because the
(federal) funds were not increased, but I think the money
can be distributed more
judiciously than in the past," he
said.
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Second Year
For High
Adventure
More than 1,000 young people
The Lakeside Singers, Murray State University, provided afternoon entertainment to thousan- representing over 20 states are
ds of visitors at the Sixth Annual Arts and Crafts Festival held recently at TVA's Land Between currently signed up for parThe Lakes. The show, which was co-sponsored by the Murray Art Guild and TVA drew over ticipation in the programs at the
28,000 spectators and 200 exhibitors during its two days. Regular performers in the lake area, High Adventure Base located in
the Lakeside Singers can be seen at Lake Barkley State Resort Park on Thursdays and Sundays, TV A's Land Between The Lakes
Tuesdays and Fridays at Kenlake State Park, and Wednesdays and Saturdays at Kentucky Dam in west Kentucky and Tennessee. Now in its second year
Village State Park. All performances begin at 8:30 p.m.
of operation, the Land Between
The Lakes High Adventure
Base is one of seven bases
throughout the United States designed to introduce Scouts
over 14 years of age to new
MURRAY Bel Air Center
111711
experiences in the outdoors and
MAY FIELD On The Square
sound outdoor techniques.
Crossroads
Downtown
&
PADUCAH
Located on the shoreline of
McKENZIE, TENN. Shopping Plaza
Lake Barkley at Shaw Branch
in the 170,000-acre outdoor
recreation area, the programs
at the base will include trips by
pontoon boats, sailboats,
canoes, and backpacking. Skills'
of camping, cooking,and safety
will be emphasized.
The High Adventure program
offers a new dimension to the
overall scope of programs in
Land Between The Lakes. It
provides the experience)
youngster a new adventure bac
learning and doing. High Ad
venture is one of the mos'
valuable contributions in outdoor recreation today to
develop the human resource
potential of America. In ad
tri(l) It tip This Fall
dition, it represents the firs'
With Ilinnens hoodedsuch cooperative type progran.
venture for the Boy Scouts an,1
caniel scrap coat-trimmed
any branch of the Federa
in natural R dlox Tail* .
Government.
siz, • /5
Director Gary Stults will
direct the operation this season
A.\ graduate of Purdue and the
S
University of Wisconsin, he ha5 .
been related t4 High Adventure
camp operation tor the past 12
years. John Boehm, coordinator
Sale.,Ends - tugust
!fr..;
for High Adventure in Mid•
*.41I Furyffabeled To Shaw
America, will be responsible- for
training the new director and
mrs r v

•
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PHONE YOUR ORDER
IN ADVANCE
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10 LBS. SAUSAGE
to the first 25 Customers
placing a halt beef order
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SAUSAGE
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•11 beef sold lianging weight,

omblict to noting sod trio loss
•All hoof cot from welpitts oval&
yositaofor brood of Imhof SOW

. Two $1.00 Bonus Buys It
Purchase of NeiSide
MANY OTHER ORDERS Qoe Per $459
TO CHOOSE FROM
07 lb. TO I Per Lb

10 IBS
PORK
CHOPS

Call Today For Appointment

Hey Foxy Lady!

71

arigin,

will spericipirtvt_the SaMMerOri-flie `se
—

Wool

BOMBING DECISION

On May 31, 1973, the Senate
voted to_ cut off all funds for
bombing in Cambodia.:

Guaranteed for tenderness
and flavor If you are not corn
pletely satisfied return and
your purchase? will be
replaced pound for pound

HOURS:

CALL NOW FOR Monday through Friday 10 til 8
APPOINTMENT
Saturday 10 til 5
753-0020 or 753-0021
PHONE
75,3-0020
753-0021 Located en Hwy 641-S between Murray and H tie
where the-Murray Auto Auction usectio be
(

s
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Your Individual Indiana Bachelor Likes New Lifestyle With Instant Family
Horoscope
7)4'

She talked about her plans
and the ordeal of the final days
in her homeland, but said she
had no choice but to leave.
"My husband tried to get out,
but he had no American
means," Mrs. Lien, a petite, attractive woman, said in broken
but Understandable English.
"He was afraid for me because
I worked for Americans.
"My father didn't want to
leave his country, he was
afraid, but he wanted to stay
because it was his family," she
said, referring to other members of the family in Saigon.
"My mother loved my children.
that's why she came. She says
when my babies old enough she
would like to go back with my
father."

CLARKSVILLE,Ind.( AP) — recently from •
his father . in but really, it's a. little more -mother
The free-wheeling lifestyle of a Kansas
City, Mo., who told him convenient to have all four of most stays in the bedroom them, but they don't, and I only "She can Save enough in a
30-year old Clarksville bachelor of a
of the time taking care of see them once in a while," he short time to
buy a car. At that
letter for him from Cairip them," Fox said, pointing to
the babies."
changed abruptly when he
said, kneeling beside one of the time she will be on her own."
Pendleton, Calif. It was from one of the babies. "With her
Fox said Mrs. Lien cooks twins, trying without success to
agreed to sponsor a Vietnamese Phan Thanh
Lien, a 35-year-old mother, she can stay with me.
Fox said his girlfriend under"more than I do" and makes determine if it was Duc or
refugee and inherited a small Vietnamese
st.nds his concern for the refuwoman who Fox I expected I would have to get
Coffee when she gets up in the Nhan. "The grandmother
family, but he says he's happy met while
gees and has helped Mrs. Lien
working for the ex- her an apartment as soon as
with his new way of life.
change service in Saigon in she got here, until I found out mornings to feed the babies. doesn't like the air condi- in her search for work. He says
And Mrs. Lien's mother, So Thi tioning. She turns it off in her
"It's pretty comfortable like 1971.
there's no romantic inshe had her mother with her."
this, I kind of enjoy it," Phil
Chung,
takes care of the twins, room to keep it warm in volvement between him and the
She said she needed his help
Mrs.
Lien,
her
mother
and
Fox, an employe of the Army- in starting
there."
Vietnamese woman.
a new life in the the twins share one bedroom,
Another benefit, Fox said, is
Frances Drake
Air Force Exchange Service, United
Fox said it's just a'temporaStates.
and
Fox
that
stays
other.
in
the
he's
had
more
company
said in an interview in his modry situation and that he'll be
"My girlfriend just feels it's
He contacted the refugee
FOR THURSDAY,
"They have a furnished bed- lately. Friends have dropped
est, two-bedroom apartment.
living alone again as soon as the right thing to do," he said.
camp, then talked to Mrs. Lien room with everything they over to meet the refugees.
He
"I'm not a real swinger, and by telephone.
JULY 10, 1975
Mrs. Lien, he said, worked
It was then he need," Fox said, waving his said, however, that he does Mrs. Lien finds a job, perhaps
I like to sit around and have learned she
withina
month
American agencies in Saifor
or
two.
had
her
56-year
-old arms at a double bed and two have one complaint about the
Look in the section in which_ somebody here," he said, grin_
gbn.for 10 years and is a skilled
mother and seven-month-old cribs provided by
your birthday comes and find ning. You get kind of
new
situation.
the Friends
"I will be sure that she does typist, adept at office skills.
spoiled." twin sons with her.
what your outlook is, according
ot Vietnamese Refugees. "The
"I try to get them to bring get in a position to take care of
Fox received a telephone call
"It set me back for a second, two babies aren't very big. Her the babies out so I can see herself anyway," Fox said. She has applied for several jobs
to the stars.
but hasn't found one yet.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may now be the recipient
of some "inside information"
regarding a business deal. If
your "source" is reliable, act
promptly.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t1
47
This could be a day of great
personal achievement. Make
plans for attaining cherished
objectives, but don't expect the
unreasonable.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
A period for ACTION! Put all
you have into day's endeavors:
Your best thoughts, plans, efforts. Look for the unexpected.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) my iTt-41
You may be tempted to dodge
obligations, to "take off" on
tangents. DON'T! This is a day
in which you can only achieve
through stick-to-it-iveness.
LEO
(July. 24 to Aug. 23) trZER-gt
Chicken Turkey, Salisbury
MN
The restraintd,quiel.,..aje
-rmat...aisieft
.ievrrvs4hrsthas4 rervnigtencr---L—
frO situations will win
INN
U.S. GRADE"A"MEDIUM
over more people and points
than any other way now. But
KROGER EGGS
WI▪ N
inner spunk and enthusiasm
WNW
will also count. ,
4WD.
VIRGO
WOW
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W01
11.
WITH THESE
A brand new financial start
\
Two
indicated—accompanied by
11 Oz.
Lb.
high hopes, which CAN be
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Bag
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purchase,
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$10 purchase, iacludinitiative, however—and confiUMW
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IMM
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PURCHASE
to the cost ol coupon merchandise Subiect
to the cost of coupon merchandise. Sublect
LIBRA
to applicable tales Limit one Good through
to applicable tales. Limit one. Good through
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
WM Tuesday, July 15.
Tuesday, luly 15.
Pike! pod Linemen Tortradat,
Willingness to listen even
9c
15 is
—
18
though you''know the answers"
Limit rights re ttttt d. Copyright
1975, 2611 Kreger C•1111.611).
will pay off in unexpected but
lender, lean
delightful ways. You can attain
1trogev
Seel
new friends, prestige.
IttrIt
Liquid
SCORPIO
NAA'ERY
BUYS
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
PUREX BLEACH
Kreger
T
There's a tendency now to
WHITE
take off on tangents or useless
BREAD...
2=79C
ventures if you don't keep your
Gal.
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your keyKFIOG ER
word today.
Egg Buns
SAGITTARIUS
COUNTRY STYLE
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2irlii0
13 OZ $109
Kroger Rolls
PROS
There will be more to this day
COUNTRY OVEN
than is obvious at first, so dig
Angel Food Cake Is.gs
deep for hidden treasures, and
have faith that you will succeed.
Don't overshoot safe marks,
however.
DAIRY FOODS
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VO
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Kreger ea tter se ilk Or N
*style
Some persons may act in a
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TEXAS
manner not fully anticipated.
BEANS
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STYLE
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tolerance and understanding.
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Some planetary restrictions.
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OUR FOOD COST
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ROUND
STEAK

59

2

89c

40
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77c

69c

97c

XQ'

88c

"02 97c

Mum

YOU BORN TODAY are
blessed with a fine intellect, a
quite lively imagination, extraordinary intuition and
unusually high standards and
principles. You have a keen
sense of justice and would make
an outstanding lawyer, jurist;
could also succeed in science,
journalism or in the field of
invention. You are extremely
conventional and conservative;
inclined, however, to actually
suffer when others do not live up
to your high ideals. Try to
master such sensitivity and
develop a sense of "live and let
live." In this way, you will enjoy
life more fully and help others
to do the same. Birthdate of:
William Blackstone, writer on
law; David Brinkley, TV news
commentator.
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Tiara Cookies,
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a 55c

Saltines

TABL ET S

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before 6
p.m.
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'Burdensome Times' Contribute To
Increase In Young Suicide Victims
LOS ANGELES( AP) — Chil- special burden," said Dr. Ed- ness had been depressed over a
dren of three Hollywood celeb- win Shneidman, professor of former boyfriend, and associrities have died of apparent sui-. thautology at UCLA Medical ates-of Peck said a broken relacides recently. Two experts say School. Thanatology is the tionship may have weighed on
troubled times coupled with the study of death.
his mind.
"special burden" of having faYoung Dailey left a note that
Dr. Norman Farberow of the
mous parents contribute to Suicide Prevention Bureau and was addressed to Dr. Richard
such cases.
a professor at the University of Barton, a family friend who
Actor Dan Dailey's son, Dan- Southern California Medical has an office at St. John's Hosiel J.. Dailey III, 27, shot him- School noted a "distressing, pital. Frances Roberts of the
self early Tuesday on the front disturbing rise in the suicide hospital said the note read in
lawn of St. John's Hospital in rates" for young people in the part, "Make sure all the people
Santa Monica. A week ago Jon past 10 years.
concerned are taken care of."
Peck, 30, son of actor Gregory
His mother,the former ElisaHe said his study had shown
Peck, died of a gunshot wound that many young people kill beth Jane Hofert, who divorced
in Santa Barbara; and Jenny themselves because of "prob- Dailey in 1951, flew to Los AnLee Arness, 24, &tighter of lems in relationship to someone geles Wednesday from Europe.
James Arness of television's who is very close."
Dailey was reported resting at
"Gunsmoke," died in May of
Investigators said Miss Ar- his house here.
an overdose of sleeping tablets
in Malibu.
Two doctors questioned about
the deaths both referred to
"these burdensome times" and
said they put a special stress
on young people. Both emphasized, however, they were unfaCOVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — ferred
miliar with the Peck, Arness
to ARBA for use in biand Dailey cases and were Most U.S. cities are hanging centennial projects. The funds
out the red, white and blue in are part
commenting only in general.
of a $125 million conCoroners' office, ruled all celebration of the nation's 200th gressional appropriation to the
birthday.
three deaths apparent suicides,
U.S. Department of Commerce
But this Northern Kentucky for implementation
although a relative of Peck
of Title 10
is
green.
thinking
city
claimed that death could have
of the Emergency Job and
A $20,950 grant from the Unemployment
been accidental.
Assistance Act
The parents of all three were American Revolution Bicenten- of 1965
nial Administration (ARBA)
_divorced.
Covington is the only Ken--Children of Other Celebrities Will be used to restore and tucky city to have received
have also died by their own landscape mini-parks in the in- project approval from ARBA.
hands, but not in memory have ner city.
To be eligible for the bicenTwo of the parks are narrow
there been three in so short a
tennial funds, an area had to
period. Michael Boyer, 21, the but long, while the others are show consistently high
unemonly son of actor Charles Boy- small spots of green — some of ployment — 6.5 per cent
or
er, died of a self-inflicted gun- them just triangles at the cor- above for three
consecutive
shot wound in 1965. Diane Link- ner of a city block.
months. Donsback said Coy' .1eAier-..-reln.-dies/r.ier-44105S- itr ssis---,-.-The Pu1;119,996-4-aw.:-ILEWerle '''ThgtdifT ViefripMyriceril
"7;te
._•:. plunge from her sixth-floor Bicentennial Greening project" had been running at about 8
C apartment. Her father, enter- is "o beautity the public per
cent, although it now has
tamer Art Linkletter, later said spaces that people go by every
)
dropped.
tw his daughter jumped under'the day," according to. Fred Donpe city will match the federsback, director of corruntnity
influence of LSD.
al grant with a $5,800 allocation
To be the child of a famous development for the city.
its own, Donsback said. Of
----_--4 person, especially when that Covington applied for the of
that total about $5,000 will be
4 fame is tied to the arts and beautification grant after sev- spent on new shrubs and trees
k thus cannot be transmitted, is a eral mithon dollars were trans- and other plant material. The
::
balance will be spent for labor,
he said, explaining that it is
primarily a work program.
The grant will allow the city
to hire four persons for a two
year period, Dofsback said.
They will not necessarily have
CHICAGO (AP) — Johnny's symptoms.
to be skilled.
temper tantrum may be the reThe existence of an allergy
The city will begin hiring
sult of something he just ate.
resulting in aggressive behavIt could have been caused by,,. ior has been often proved sim- afteseAug. 1, when-the federal'
bananas, chocolate, eggs, cony- ply by eliminating the sus- monies become available, he
-mirk, cola drinks or other pected foods from the diets of said.
Besides financing the restorafoods, says a Pittsburgh psy- allergic children.
tion and landscaping of the inchologist.
After a period of tranquility, ner city parks, the grants will
Aggressive behavior can and the children
are again tested
does sometimes result from al- with the allergy-producing help pay for maintenance.
lergies to food, says the psy- foods and their tantrums and
chologist, Dr. K.E. Moyer of other aggressive behavior reCarnegie-Mellon University.
turn.
"For an allergic person, eatMoyer said substances that
ing may lead to beating, biting cause allergies probably
affect
and battle," he writes in the the nervous system
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
directly by
July issue of Psychology To- causing swelling in
The Kentucky Crime Commisthe brain.
day. -While a person who is alThe intensity of the allergic sion is scheduled to meet hire
lergic to pollen suffers a stuffy aggressive symptoms ranges Thursday, and Gov. Julian Carnose, a person allergic to from a mild irritable
reaction roll is slated to address the
chocolate or bananas" may be- to a psychotic aggressive
reac- group.
come very aggressive and un- tion, Moyer said.
.:The commission is to considruly, he said.
er grant applications for feder"Aggression as an allergic
al, state and local funds for
response is a well-documented
crime-fighting programs.
phenomenon that has been
known to researchers since early in this century."
Nevertheless, physicians, psyFRANKFORT,Ky.(m5) — It
chologists and others dealing apparently doesn't matter to
with children continue to mis- most motorists that the maxdiagnose the problem, blaming imum speed limit is 55 miles
Documents found at Trmg,
it on personality disorders, per hour, according to a report
Hertfordshire, England,
frustration "and all kinds of by Kentucky State Police.
prove that George Washingother reasons," he said in a
That report says the average ton's immediate ancestors
telephone interview.
speed of cars and trucks on came from that town.
The frequency of such aller- Kentucky highways last year
Written)in medieval Latin,
gic reactions is unknown, he was 60 to 65 m.p.h.
they establish that Washingsaid. He added that most allerBefore the energy crisis, au- ton was the great-greatgic persons do not react in this tomobiles averaged more than grandson of John Washingway but get rashes, stuffy 68 miles per hour, the report ton, who left Tring in 1650. —
noses, headaches and other said.
CNS

Lured By _Money, Human Guinea
Pigs Submit To Tests Of Drugs

Covington Thinking Green
For Bicentennial Project

Tappan's new 1975 dishwasher line offers three conye' rtible-portable models. Top-of-the-line model 65-1175
(pictured)features six pushbutton cycle selection with an extended high temperature wash and rinse cycle for heavily
soiled pans. Other features are a new all porcelain tub and
door liner sound "cushioned" for quieter operation, and a
reversible full-top hard maple cutting board. The new dishwashers are available in a choice of colors—copper, white,
avocado and harvest gold.

grams in which drugs are used
on humans for the first time.
Since the FDA first began requiring the tests in 1963, there
have been "no instances of permanent harm to any subject,"
Lisook said. He said the drugs
are first tested on laboratory
animals.
Volunteers last week also included Dennis Wray, 33, a machinist trying to earn money to
support a wife and daughter.
He tried an anticoagulant in his
first test and said he may sign
up again if he can't find steady
work.
Richard "Jingles" Hornada
said he's a veteran tester who's
saving money to catch up with

his traveling circus.
Hodges said he's selective
about the injections he'll take
even though it is easy money.
"Once they had one that
called for 56 hits in the rear
end, and I told them, 'No
way!" he said.
But Lisook said the tests are
vital for developing life-saving
drugs — "Somebody's got to be
the first to try it."
ADDRESS TO
CANADA
The Continental Congress
on May 29, 1775, adopted an
address to Canada asking it
to join the cause of the Revolutionary War.

Gospel Meeting
Wilford Heflin
Outstanding Evangelist

July 6-11
Each Evening at 7:30

New Concord
Church of Christ

Carpet-Linoleum-Pad
Large Selection
All
Foam Pad
Square Yard

Crime Commission
To Meet Thursday

Washington's
English roots

MIAMI (AP) — Lured by
money, an unemployed clown,
a furloughed construction worker and an idled machinist were
volunteer human guinea pigs
for experimental drugs.
They are among applicants
who answered an advertisement for "healthy males
needed for medical research
project." The fees vary from
$50 to $250 for tests which
range in length from two days
to two weeks.
"There's always a risk," admits Dr. Albert Cohen of Peninsular Testing Co., which tests
drugs for pharmaceutical companies before the US. Food
and Drug Administration will
accept them for marketing.
"The first time I was scared
to death," said Larry Hodges,
23, a some-time construction
worker who has returned for 10
experiments.
He had just completed a test
on an antidepressant in a program calling for a single dosage and a week's stay at the
Miami testing center.
The drugs involved are what
Dr. Allan Li.sook, an FDA research scientist in Rockville,
Md., calls "Phase 1" test pro-

$50,000
Reduction

k Aggressive Behavior Can Result
From.Something Child Has Eaten

Average Speed
60 to 65 m.p.h.

PA

994

Linoleum Balances
Up to 25'Length
$200 sq. yd.

Bi

1

1 Group Linoleun
40%Discount
1 Group Linoleum - 50% Discount
25 Boxes Kentile 1/8"12 x12 - $1000 box
1 Group Short Rolls Carpet
up to 28'lengths - /
12 price

Short
Sculptured
Shams
Shaggs
Reg.
" $699
Commercial Carpet"
Reg

Sale Price

yd.

Se Pnce

yd.

9y?
3
$
rice
P
ale
S5
s

111111111111=21
WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME

-

Twenty directors and members of the Home Misiions Board, Southern Baptist Convention
recently visited TVAts Land Between The Lakes, a 170,000-acre demonstration area between
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley in. west Kentucky and Tennessee. itev. Earl Warlord, Murray,
director of missions, Blood River Baptist Association and the Baptist representative on the Area
Ministry Council (front row, third from right) accompanied the group through land Between
, The Lakes whose'bey visiSecl Center Sption in the-;,000-acre Enviromnentafftlucatar Center
h-try cairipground, one-ut three -targeqamity rampgtounds in Land Befideen The .
-ant
takes, The gmuirrii-aTet checks ou_differerrt types of mission work and tanked into resort
ministry in the lake area. •

c —,)975 The Sherenn
Wilhams Comoar.iy
Its so easy lo shop at a
Sherwin-Williams Decorating
Center Just say, "Charge II

1

r

Southside Shopping Center
753-A321
•=1,
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
U. S. Choice

Food Giant
Sandwich

Last Week's $100.00 Winner
Mrs. L. D. Warren, Rt. 4

Limit 1 with 9.50 add. pur.
Excluding lob. & Dairy Products.

Prices Good thru July 15

$15?
Round Steak
53
U. S. Choice

Rump Roast

9eting

'Cut Up

eflin
angeltst
Li
at 7:30

Fryers

ord
:hrist

Family Pack

U. S. Choice
24 oz.

Chuck Stalk

Pride of III.

VI

has...

Riverside

U. S. Choice

Bologpa

.41.8

lb.

Sfrloir
Kraft

Miracle Whip

Breaded Patties

89c

••=••1

01.

Emil 1 Please

P'nuf Buffer tzi

%liners

Flour
89c

3

Boma

3321

Gold Medal

Flour
5 lb Bag

89c

Expires 7-15-75
Good Only At Storeys

1801. Jar

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Aqua

COUPON 4
limit 1 Per Family
M29046

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Bisquick
40 or. Box

Bac-os

Expires 7-15-75
'Good Only At SZ
-er
Ii
6k Gooil Only At Storeys - _

Lb

pkg

large Head

Pure lean

Lettuce

Gr. Beef

COUPON'
Limtt 1 Per Family

N29050

Dial

99'

One
Pound
Pk g.

ea

Bath Size

Expire5715-75

Emge's
Mild Cured

79c Bacon
49
69c
49c Wieners 9

8 oz.
Bot.

Betty Crocker

3/89'

8 oz. Jar

Dressing
Plus
Deposit

69!

Swift's Premium -12 oz.

Kraft
French

99
COUPON
Limit One Per Family.
N29042

$1 29
/
1
2Gal.

sr Italian Dressing

8 Btl.
Ctn.

Country Style Pork

Sausage

2 lb. Jar

Root Beer

Pepsi's

ZUME

16 oz. Cans

Dad's

16 oz.

yd.

$100

Kraft
1601.Ca

C

School Days Whole Kernel

Grape Jelly

Hart's Cream Style Yellow

Corn

59

12 oz. Pkg.

Peanut Butter

With Coupon Below

NMI

p2

Big Chief

Gold Medal

5 lb.
Bag

Chuckwagon

Armour Campfire

Corn

Big Chief

)X

Emge's
Whale Smoked
Picnic

Kings Ford's

49'
Expires 7-15-75
Good Only At Storeys

On Per of 10 Uri
Expire;7-15-75
Good only; At Storeys

COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
097333

Chef

Liquid

Pizza
l3 oz.

Sno-Bowl
18 or..

89'
Expires 7-15-75

Expires 7-15-75
Good Only At Storey's
Good Only Al 'Storeys
Nallisimaimall.4- 1M1111111,

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

79,

I
\
I.imit 1 per Imink

Slayfree

Mini-Pads
30 ci. Box

Close-Up
Med. Size

Ranch Wagon

Sandwiches
20 oz. Box

79'
Expires 7-15-75
/611011 011ly

t lrrs

Expires 7-154
Expires 7-15-75
Good Only Al Storeys ' Goad Only At Storey,

Air • '

,:411-1,
10's.414
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Alcoholism Rate Reported Low Among Jewish Americans
ORLANDO, Fla. AP — Alcoholism strikes only one-half
of one per cent of U.S. Jews as
compared with a rate of 7.1 per
cent for all Americans, university researchers here report.
"Jews drink, there's no doubt
about that, but they just don't
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Gravedigger And Janitor Becomes
First Black Mayor In Washington
ROSLYN, Wash.( AP) — William Craven is this town's
'..rre'vedigger and school janitor,
and also apparently the first
ii; Wat
ington state.
"As far as we can go —
which is to say, all the way —
there's just no evidence of
: there being one," said Tom
Mayer, historical librarian for

?IC

the Washington State Library. probably the first black mayor
"A black mayor? In this in the state. I hope he handles
state? No!" was the response his duties well."
of ylikapda_i
i....ezw
,g04 Craven wa urianimouAtiepSecretary- CifThe'SeattlellrSan pointed mayor 171he city
League, when asked if there Council of this mountain town
had ever been another black as of 1,031 some 80 miles east of
a Washington state mayor.
Seattle last June 10.
And Seattle City Councilman
"Roslyn always comes first
Sam Smith, a black, said, "I with me," says Craven, who
don't have any doubts he is was born in Roslyn — at one
,ime a coal-mining boom city of
4,000.
The father of three children,
Craven was .1 of 12 children of
a coal miner who came "all the
way from Texas to work in the
coal mines."
The 36-year old Craven has
served on the City Council
since 1971. He works as a
maintenance man for the Cle
Elum-Roslyn School District
and, in his spare time,
moonlights as toe town's gravedigger.
"Some people tell me it isn't
fitting for a mayor to do such
work," he says. "I tell them
the mayor's got to make a living, too ...
"A lot of people wonder about
having a black man as mayor.
It doesn't bother me — I've
lived here all my life."
"Some people will like me,
some won't. I didn't run for
this job as a black man, but as
a man. I wanted an equal
chance to try. If I can't do it,
the people will vote me out in
September."

sHOES

Aim It

.

390
344

Follow the sun in this soft leather thong
* Women's. Teens' Sizes
Assorted Summer Colors.
Regular 55.97. SAVE $2.07.
*Girls Sizes 9-4 in White.
Regular S4.97, SAVE 11.53.

Pr,ces Good theu Saturday
Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
10-7 Mon -Mors
9-8 Sat

Bel-Air §laopping Center
Murray

Roslyn's new mayor wants to
launch a city clean-up campaign. He has urged residents
to clear their property of debris
and rubbish.

10-8 Friday
14 Sun.

Get to know us; you'll like us.

become alcoholics," said Rabbi study found one out every 200
Rudolph Adler of Orlando, who 'Jews is an alcoholic, while the
participated in the research incidence of alcoholism among
the general population is one in
project.
Dr. Charles M. Unkovic, 14.
"We didn't know what we
chairman of the sociology depar tnient at Florida Tech- would find when we started,"
nological University, said the Unkovic said. "No studies have
study represented the first sur- been done in 20 years and some
they
vey of Jewish alcoholism in 20 Jews we interviewed said
highbe
much
thought
it
would
years and "surprisingly the
numbers haven't changed." —
The study attributed the low
Translating the percentages rate of alcoholism among Jews
into numbers, Unkovic said the to the solidarity of the Jewish

Manufacturers Cautioned On New Directory
KY .--.411). _ req.i_ve4_
"Bicentennial Blue Book" of a department—of commerce,
California firm seeking in- which annually publishes the
of
Directory
dustrial listings from the Kentucky
Commonwealth's manufac- Manufacturers, a guide to the
2,835
turers should not be confused Commonwealth's
with the directory published by manufacturers.
the Kentucky Department of
Commerce, state officials say.

1)CP1

Sport Coats
Dress Suits
Dress Shirts
Dress Pants
Sport Shirts
Leisure Suits
Jeans an
Ties
Swimwear
Belts
Shoes

Sale

1/
2 price

These directories, which
ratide--tnrinit*Herr -ehent
industry officials, products,
employment and location, are
distributed free of charge to
listed manufacturers by the
commerce department.

ADVRR77SE WHERE/TPAYS.

Route 2 - Hazel, Ky.
Mri4/07

Kodak
Film
C110
20 Exposure

$1.36

Protective Shave

Westdox Digital
"500" Diolite

iSel-Air Shopping Center
Hours: Mon-Thurs. 10•6, Fri. 10-9,Sat, 10.6
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To Limit Quantities
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0.5 oz. Plastic Bottle
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who should not take aspirin
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Gillette

Right Guard

98'

Box of
60

Deodorant
Gillette
Super Stainless Steel

Double Edge
Blades 994

Pack

Bath
Size

The Family Deodorant

4 or

Can

Final Net

2
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Eye Drops

and comforts irritated eyes
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Bock lighted numerals
for easy night time legibility Has hour,
minute and second readout dial. lighted

7 oz. 744
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Stop, Shop
and Save

Model 22500

Choice of Regular Menthol,
Lime, Special
-

The Store for Men
Your Authorized Botany 500 Dealer

Open 9 a. m. - 9 p. m.

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY
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ALTERATION EXTRA

Ambles
Polk Grows

Carrie

,

Aluminum Service Co.

Buy 1 Get 2 Free - 3 Ties

All Sales Cash and Final
No Exchanges or Refunds

A Howmet patio cover with screens lets you entertain. eat meals or
lust relax in complete comfort It lets you enjoy surtnmer outdoors
without the discomfort and irritation caused by all those pesky bugs
and mosquitos. And even on rainy dais. the kids will'have a place
ionlay —outdoors
Call us tbday We're the WeatherStoppers trom Howmet and we'll
be glad to give you a free estimate and show you how easy it is to
enjoy a summer at home with a Howmet Screen Room
The WEATHERSTOPPERS from Howmet

East Side of Square

July Clearance
50% off
50% off
50% off
30% to 50% off
50% off
25% to 50% off

How to turn your patio into
an outdoor room

/TA4YS TO ADVER77SE...

National Blue Books, Inc., of
Canoga Park, Cal. has . contacted ftentucky induStrIalists,
seeking updated information for
its industrial directory. The call
is followed by an invoite for a
"paid listing" in its directory.
of
Complaints
misrepresentation have been

Edge
PS

community, close family ties
and the fact that wine is a religious symbol and is first drunk
early in life.
"There is an emphasis on
family life in the Jewish religion," Rabbi Adler said. "If
someone has problems, he
turns to another member of his
family and not to the bottle."
The study also concded that
what alcoholism there is among
Jews can be traced to either a
breakdown in family life or religious beliefs.
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Invisible Hair Net
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Listerine
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Riopan
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Beef Cattle Day Will Be Held At
University Of Kentucky July 10

Hospital Report

7-2-75
Adults 126
Nursery 8
EXPERIMENTAL HEAT
this. •
,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DETECTOR TO BE
Unless a cow herd is watched
Baby Boy Thorn (Mother
DEMONSTRATED AT UK
continuously
during
the Patsy), Rt. I, Almo.
BEEF CATTLE DAY
breeding season, which is
DISMISSALS
You can learn a lot about the usually impossible,
Miss Sherry L. Vaughn, 1604
there is no
reproduction of beef and dairy way of knowing when a
cow first Dodson, Murray, Miss Janet M.
cattle by talking to Durward comes in heat.
Therefore, there Elkins, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Olds. Olds a Professor of is no way of knowing the
exact Euell Colley, 813 Fox Meadows,
Animal Sciences at the time when servicing
is most Murray, Willie F. Jackson, 1313
University of Kentucky College likely to result in
conception. Poplar St., Murray, Hoyt
of Agriculture who has been on
In order to solve this problem, Roberts, 819 Sha Wa Circle,
the UK staff since 1946. He is a Olds is working to
develop a Murray, Mrs. Vicki L. Vied and
veterinarian who also has a heat detection method
which „Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Ph.D. 'degree in reproductive will show when the heat period Shirley_C. Duncan, No, 14 Shady
physiology front the Uñiveisity actually begins. The
method Oaks Tr. Ct., Murray, Miss
of Illinois.
involves a small radio tran- Patty L. Hale, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Olds and his graduate smitter which is attached to the Annie 0. Sanders, Rt. 1, Farstudents made history in 1964 cow and is activated by a
switch mington,Mrs. Lettye F. Wilson,
when they performed the first which is pressed when the
cow 1662 Calloway St.,'Murray, Mrs.
successful transplant of a is mounted. The transmitter Sue W. Grojean, Murray Manor
fertilized ovum from one cow to sends a signal to a receiver BI, Murray, Noble C. Hopkins,
another. The ova transplant located in a barn or other Rt. 2-Bx 91, Murray, Robert L.
techniques they pioneered now building. The receiver relays Boitnott,603 Elm, Nurray,Mrs.
make it possible for a the signal to a chart recorder, Rubye T. Camp, 1001 A Johnny
genetically superior cow to be so that a mark is recorded on Roberson Rd., Murray, Henry
the mother of many more the chart showing the time the H. Hargrove, Rt. 7, Murray,
calves than she could if she had mounting occurs.
Vernon M. Wilson, 506 S. 9th.,
to go through a nine-month
Olds will demonstrate this Murray, Andrew J. Ostron,- Rt.
gestation period with each one. electronic heat detection 1, Puryear, Tenn.
At the present time, Olds is system at the upcoming Beef 7-3-75
concentrating on research Cattle Day at UK's Coldstream Adults 112
dealing with artificial in- and Maine Chance Farms on Nursery 8
semination. He has figures July 10. He stresses that the
showing the degree of success device is still strictly exNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
farmers have been able to perimental. There are still
Baby Girl Potts (Mother
achieve with artificial in- some problems to be worked out Debbie), Rt, 1, Murray.
semination of cattle, and these with the radio transmitter arid
DISMISSALS
figures show there is con- with the harness which goes on
Pat Rowland, 317 Woodlawn,
siderable room for im- the cow and holds the tran- Murray, Glen Gibbs, Rt, 2 Box
provement. For instance, for smitter in place. However, he 197, Murray, Mrs. Judy Lowe,
each 100 cows bred by artificial feels optimistic that these 1042 Ewing St. Washington, Pa.,
insemination, only 65 conceive a prdblems can be solved even- Miss Lorene Falwell, Rt. 3,
calf as a result of the first tually.
Murray, Mrs. Sylvia Stone, Rt.
service. In other words, the
Besides seeing a demon- 1, Maray, Miss Patricia
conception rate at first service stration of the electronic tiefit., Allison, 5 ,Atcyfigid.j341,
•;eeti‘ower-,,r
--detacrof, /feet Catlle Day Clinton, Mrs. Anna Tarry, Rt. 7,
is4)5-40
,
Olds says a higher rate of visitors can also learn about Box 150, Murray, Mrs. Deborah
conception can be achieved if grain-on-grass systems for Croley and Baby Boy, Rt. 4,
the time when the heat period finishing cattle for slaughter, Benton, Joe Rudolph, Rt. ito,
actually begins is known. He pasture management, beef Dexter, Miss Angela Billington,
says the chance for conception carcass grading, and many Rt. 5, Box 125, Murray, Paul
is greatest-about 80 per cent- other topics related to beef Edwards, Rt. 1 BOX 82A,
when the cow is serviced 14 cattle production. Beef Cattle Murray, Mrs. Jane Flaherty,
hours after she begins her heat Day is scheduled to get un- 308 Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
period. The chance of con- derway at 9 a.m. at the UK Linda Feltner, Rt. 2, Box 350
ception is less if the cow is farms, -located north of, Murray, Leonard May, Rt. 5,:__
serviced earlier er later than Letitigtoti On Newtown -Rte. Box 690, Murray, Yoel Duncan,'
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Edna
Duncan, Rt. I, Murray, Herbert
Underwood, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Maude Whitis, Waldrop Trailer
Ct., No. 13, Murray, Mrs. Sarah
Doughty, Rt. 9, Paducah,
General
Daniel,
Dennis
Delivery, Murray, Mrs. Mary
by Laurence M. Hursh. M.D.
Moody, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
Essie ReeititS,Rt. 1, Maw,Miss
4 •
I?era Olive, 312 S. 9th.41urray,
Stafford Curd, Box 6, Dexter.
CAKE OF FOODS IN SUMMER
When it's hot, it's a special against contamination and heat July 4, 1975
chore to be the family purchasing before you buy them..,Fruits and
agent. Mothers and housewives vegetables are often flown in, in
ADULTS 99
arrive home with the groceries. refrigerated planes, direct from
NURSERY
05
Superareas.
growing
their
bedraggled.
Even
It's easy to feel
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
with an air conditioned car-and markets also buy direct from far- NO
DISMISSALS
there are less now with the energy mers in your area when things are
Ralph H. Williams, Rt. 1,
and gasoline problems-one can in season. Better stores spray cool
arrive at home frantically eager water on vegetables, or protect Puryear, Tn., William M.
for a place to flop-and for a tall, freshness with beds of crushed ice. Spillman, General Delivery,
You should do no less. Washing Wingo, Mrs. Dortha F. Wilson,
cool drink-Well, do reward yourself. But be fresh vegetables and fruits is a 512 VVhitnell, Murray, Mrs.
careful. Don't let that food sit must when you get them home Martha Lucille Rains and Baby
around too long. Food manufac- before storing them in your
Boy, 114 N. 7th St., Murray,
turers and food retailers have refrigerator.
Mrs. Gay Nell Criitcher, Rt. 2,
worked hard and well to keep your
easier
to
GOODS
are
Floyd D. Usrey, Rt. I,
time
BAKERY
the
Hazel,
to
up
shape
good
food in
of your buying it. Now it's up to handle. Usually they are well Kirksey, Mrs. Hildegard
you-and being hot and tired may packaged and during the hotter Prather, Rt. 5, Box 303, Bent/3n,
months many bakeries do not of- Mrs. Belinda Kay Burd and
tempt you to let things go
FOR EXAMPLE-milk. Its fer custard or cream-filled goods Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
delicate flavor should never be because of their vulnerability to Ruth Ann Remole, 800 N. 17th,
subjected to unnecessary warmth. dangerous spoilage in the heat. If
Neva Mae Ray,
Only when actually in use should you prepare such .foods at home. Murray, Mrs.
mayonnaise
Oscar G. TurHazel,
Also
Route,
2,
cool.
refrigerator.
them
So
keep
the
milk be out of
get it in there quickly when you and similar dressings It's a good ner, 802 N. 19th, Murray, Mrs.
arrive home. especially if you've idea to wait to apply dressings to Shelia C. Hendrickson and Baby
had any delay between the store salads until just before serving.
Girl, 112 Foxboro Ln.,
One more warning! Since geryns Tullahoma, Tn., Thomas E.
and your kitchen.
Meat and fish, too, must have multiply rapidly in high tern_ Williams, Rt. 4, Box 28, Murray,
thts consideration. Do you ever let peratures, be especially careful in Thomas S. Wilkerson, Rt. 4,
them sit around on the kitchen summer if you have any sort of inDavid Grim,
counter to long during food fection or a sore on your hands. Murray, Joseph
preparation? Fish. especially. is Your chance of passing something 243 Riviera Courts, Murray,
on to your family is much greater. Mrs. Rose Z. Young, Rt. 1, New
subject to deterioration,
Concord,
Meats are well protected -So be careful.

pp I cEs rono

THRU JULY 14, WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

CLAIROL

LOVING CARE
LOTION
HAIR COLORING

FINAL NET
LIM111
ROSE VASE

CITRONELLA
CANDLE3
ELSEWHERE
19

„RST

SPRAY

INSULIN
970

,/34

U40

1.97
2.47

U80
U100

00.11 14I
.1 F \Nn
1‘141

TROPIC.
,444 SOUK .$1 *4
irmnr

ELSEWHERE 2.98
AVOCADO,
BLUE,
GOLD,
AND PINK

188

HI DRI
PAPER
TOWELS

WHITE
CRYSTAL
LIQUID
DETERGENT
BY COLGATE-PALMOLIVE

--by witson woolley
304 main street
Murray, kent'ucky 41071

Gt.1.5u.O. ,t'unge,
tr.tv Putt to

Al

BATH
APPLIQUES

creative photography

i

HAIR SPRAY
BY CLAIROL

• -

-48"-oz.

ELSEWHERE
149
•

Heaven
by. SOnit
Spicy Mist

Helena
Rubinstein

Cologne

HAWAIIAN
TROPIC
DARK
TANNING
LOTION
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY JULY 15, 1975

NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE
Chestnut St.
S. 12th St.
8 a. rp.-10 p. m. 6 a. m. - 12 o. m.
Closed Sunday

You

ARE ALWAYS TENDER, JUICY, AND FRESH

Chuck Steak
Frozen Hens

FRESH CUT MEATS are
guaranteed to be tender, juicy, and
fresh. Our meats are double inspected
and are cut with care and experience.
WE'RE HONEST WITH YOU!
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994
59'

Lb
'

OLD FASHIONED

Bolopa

Metzger
4

Lb.69'

Rob
Divisi

-

U. S. CHOICE

FROZEN

Rib Steak

Catfish Stea.k

Crackers

1 lb. 4S4
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Voti

GOLD
MEDAL
303

Ravioli

Can

Nor

5 Lb.
TREASURE ISLE

394 Breaded Shrimp 10 oz.$1

l,a

Eagle

Brand Milk
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FIRM-GREEN

t1.494

Carrots
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